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In theory,
there should be no difference
between theory and practice,
but in practice, there is.
— William T. Harbaugh
Introduction
The scientific progress made [in the last century] falls naturally into four main
phases, corresponding roughly to the four quarters of the century. The First
established the cellular basis of heredity: the chromosomes. The second
defined the molecular basis of heredity: the DNA double helix. The third
unlocked the informational basis of heredity, with the discovery of the
biological mechanism by which cells read the information contained in genes
and with the invention of the recombinant DNA technologies of cloning and
sequencing by which scientists can do the same. The last quarter of a
century has been marked by a relentless drive to decipher first genes and
then entire genomes, spawning the field of genomics.
— The Human Genome Consortium, (Lander et al., 2001)
Scientific progress in genetics and genomics has been essential for advancing the un-
derstanding of the mechanisms of human diseases. In 1980 Botstein et al. proposed a new
method to construct a genetic linkage map of the human genome by using restriction frag-
ment length polymorphisms (Botstein et al., 1980). This led to the discovery of a DNAmarker
that is genetically linked to Huntington’s disease only three years later (Gusella et al., 1983).
Yet, it took another decade until successful positional cloning (MacDonald et al., 1993). The
identification of the Huntington’s disease gene was enabled through a process called link-
age analysis, a family based method that analyses the co-segregation of the disease with
genetic markers of known chromosomal location (Ott et al., 2011). Linkage analysis has
since then helped to detect a cause or a susceptibility for several diseases. Among others,
the CFTR gene causing cystic fibrosis (Kerem et al., 1989), the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes
leading to a susceptibility to breast cancer (Brody & Biesecker, 1998) or the apolipoprotein
E locus as a major susceptibility gene for late-onset familial Alzheimer’s disease (Strittmat-
ter et al., 1993). However, many common diseases like heart disease, diabetes or asthma
could not be linked to a single locus but are rather the result of a multifactorial influence of
genetic and environmental factors (Lander & Kruglyak, 1995). It was suspected that these
common diseases share a common variant; common alleles that, in combination, lead to a
high disease risk (Lander, 1996). With the mapping of the human genome and the detection
of millions of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Sachidanandam et al., 2001), single
base-pair changes in the DNA, the analysis largely shifted from family based linkage studies
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to so called genome wide association studies (GWAS). Thereby, the SNPs were associated
with the occurrence of a disease and there was a strong belief that this would lead to the de-
tection of the common variants. However, much of the heritability was unexplained by initial
GWAS, a finding referred to as "missing heritability" (Maher, 2008). Nevertheless, GWAS
represented an important step beyond family-based linkage studies as they only show a
low power and resolution for variants of modest effect (Risch & Merikangas, 1996). GWAS
in contrast have successfully linked several variants to an increased disease susceptibility,
among others for age-related macular degeneration (Diabetes Genetics Initiative of Broad
Institute of Harvard and MIT, Lund University et al., 2007), type-2 diabetes (Maller et al.,
2006) and Crohn’s disease (Barrett et al., 2008).
This shows that disease susceptibility and morphology is often defined by complex genetic
variation with loci that have quantitative effects on the phenotype. In addition to these gene-
gene interactions, the influence of gene-environment interactions further increases the chal-
lenge of successful analysis (Abiola et al., 2003).
In clinical research of human genetic diseases, genetic variation is a vital aspect of the
studies. However, in animal research, natural variation is still often neglected or purposely
avoided (Kannan et al., 2016). While it often makes sense to minimize complexity, genetic
variation is essential to understand disease characteristics and treatment approaches. It has
been shown that the effect of natural variation on key parameters to study adult hippocampal
neurogenesis, for example, is often greater than the effects of single gene mutations in en-
gineered lines of mice (Kempermann et al., 2006). Thus, implementing an aspect of genetic
variation also in animal research, for physiological and pathological studies, is indispensable.
1.1 Genetic variation in animal research
"One of the most powerful general approaches for unlocking the secrets of the human
genome is comparative genomics, and one of the most powerful starting points for com-
parison is the laboratory mouse, Mus musculus."
— Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium, (Waterston et al., 2002)
Laboratory mice have emerged to be one of the major animal models of human diseases, as
they provide an opportunity to study mammalian metabolism and physiology while minimiz-
ing time and money (Paigen, 1995). For example, studies analyzing salt-induced hyperten-
sion in humans and mice showed that the costs for the human study were about 100 times
higher, while the animal studies revealed the same chromosomal locations in one-fifth of the
time (Paigen & Eppig, 2000).
The increasing options to directly alter the mouse genome, in addition to traditional methods
of biochemistry, physiology and genetics, have further increased their potential in compar-
ative genomics. Moreover, the diversity of laboratory mice seems to be similar or even
greater to that of the human populations, which is also reflected at the genomic level in DNA
sequence variation.
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Still, genetic variation is, as previously implied, in animal studies often rather neglected than
taken advantage of, in spite of the fact that its importance has already been acknowledged
in the 1970s. In 1971, Bailey generated recombinant inbred (RI) strains as „an aid to find-
ing identity, linkage and function of histocompatibility and other genes“ (Bailey, 1971) and in
1976, Taylor analyzed the heritability of adverse reactions against a common Tuberculosis
treatment, using four different sets of RI mouse strains (Taylor, 1976). Since then, the power
of genetic variation has advanced disease research using mice. For example by analyzing
strain differences in the context of learning and memory (Wehner & Silva, 1996), by testing
the influence of the genotypic factors on the sensitivity to morphine administration (Belk-
nap et al., 1998), by investigating strain differences in growth factor stimulated angiogenesis
(Rohan et al., 2000) or for in silico mapping of complex disease-related traits in mice (Grupe
et al., 2001). But as likewise mentioned before, also in studies investigating differences in
the prevalence of physiologically occurring processes, adding genetic variation can be of
special value to investigate complex traits. This has been shown for example in the con-
text of adult hippocampal neurogenesis (Kempermann et al., 1997; Kempermann & Gage,
2002a,b; Kannan et al., 2016).
Recombinant inbred strains
The first so called recombinant inbred (RI) mouse strains were established and described
by Donald Bailey, working at the Jackson Laboratory in 1971 (Bailey, 1971). RI strains are
generated by mating two unrelated homozygous strains, followed by an intercross of the sib-
lings of the resulting generations and a subsequent inbreeding for at least 20 generations,
yielding in new (recombinant) inbred strains (see Figure 1 for a graphical illustration of the
breeding scheme to generate RI strains). The resulting strains represent a mixture of the
parental genes and are genetically identical within each strain. By reducing the amount of
variance caused by environmental factors and technical errors to a minimum, heritability is
increased and therewith the options to identify a locus with a sufficiently high correlation be-
tween genotype and phenotype, referred to as a quantitative trait loci (QTL) (Williams et al.,
2001). This allows multiple analyses and thereby a better chance of identifying phenotypic-
genetic linkages.
Since the development of the first RI strains, they have become a valuable tool to study
Mendelian and quantitative traits in the mouse and other organisms (Peirce et al., 2004).
However, low reproduction in some strains as well as the substantial effort required to de-
velop new strains, limit their broad use. This lead to a poor reputation of rodent RI panels
due to the resulting constricted explanatory power of the outcomes (Peirce et al., 2004). As
it can be seen for large RI sets existing for example for maize, the strong advantage of RI
strains is the cumulative nature of the data. In this way, even loci with small effects can be
detected and mapped (Stenehjem & Bruggemann, 2001).
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Figure 1: Illustration of the breeding scheme to generate recombinant inbred lines at the chromosomal
level: First the homozygous parents are crossed, this results in the genetically identical F1 generation. This
generation is further crossed resulting in the F2 generation where all individuals are genetically different. The
filial generations are further crossed for up to seven generations leading to a differing distribution of the parental
genes. Thereafter, inbreeding is performed for at least 20 generations leading to inbred strains that are ho-
mozygous at every locus, while conserving the differing distribution of the parental genes between the individual
strains.
The BXD panel
One of the most successful rodent RI panels is the BXD panel, resulting from crossing
C57BL/6J (BL6) and DBA/2J (DBA) inbred mouse strains (Taylor, 1978). Its importance is
owed to the parental strains which have both been widely used by biologists worldwide for
decades. Their breeding initially began in the early 20th century by Clarence Cook Little
(Russell, 1978). The BL6 mouse strain was the first mouse strain to be sequenced in 2002
after the National Human Genome Research Institute and the Wellcome Trust began their
support of the sequencing effort by the Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium (Mouse
Genome Sequencing Consortium et al., 2002). The DBA strain was sequenced a few years
later in 2010 (Wang et al., 2010). The parental strains show great differences in the preva-
lence of different phenotypical aspects. Several learning tasks revealed a poor performance
of DBA mice in the morris water maze and other tasks that involve hippocampal dependent
spacial learning, leading to the hypothesis of an impaired hippocampal function in these an-
imals (Paylor et al., 1993; Ammassari-Teule et al., 1995). Further, it was shown that DBA
mice show several hippocampal abnormalities, as they have for example an altered recep-
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tor function (Sunyer et al., 2009) and they differ in hippocampal morphology (Crusio et al.,
1986). The importance of the BXD panel grew in 2004 when Peirce et al. introduced the ex-
tension of the panel with new inbred strains which increased its number to 80 (Peirce et al.,
2004). The strains implemented by Peirce et al. had the additional advantage that they
represented so called advanced RI strains; they are intercrossed for 9 to 14 generations
before inbreeding was initiated which resulted in a higher recombination rate. This made the
BXD panel the largest and most recombinant inbred strain set available in mice today and
thereby a valuable tool for studying complex traits with low to moderate heritability (Peirce
et al., 2004).
The GeneNetwork
In 2000, Paigen & Eppig called for the collection of baseline phenotypic data of inbred strains
of animals as these represented fixed genotypes that can be repeatedly measured. A full col-
lection of the measured phenotypes, including the raw data, significantly increased the pos-
sibilities of analysis that can be performed with such a cumulative data set (Paigen & Eppig,
2000). In 2001, an online web service for systems genetics started, called WebQTL (Wang
et al., 2003), which is now themappingmodule of the GeneNetwork (www.Genenetwork.org).
The GeneNetwork provides a depository and analytic platform for systems genetics that
contains large genetic and phenotypic datasets publicly available (Mulligan et al., 2017).
Providing access to raw data as well as easy to use analysis tools makes the GeneNetwork
an important framework to combine and integrate experimental data with previous outcomes
using the same RI strains, offering the option to uncover small effect QTL.
Genetic modifications
Besides including genetic variation for analyzing genome-phenome relationships, scientist
have used methods to disturb the processes that are essential to the information flow from
DNA to proteins. Silencing genes has emerged as one of the major approaches to in-
vestigate their function. Homologous recombination (Sternberg et al., 1981) enabled the
inactivation of a target gene. While being highly specific, it is also associated with a low
efficiency and intensive selection/screening strategies. An alternative option to achieve a re-
duction of the product is the introduction of anti-sense RNA (Izant & Weintraub, 1984) which
prevents the translation of mRNA, or the usage of short sequences of double-stranded RNA
which cause RNA interference or RNAi at the post-transcriptional level (Fire et al., 1998).
However, these methods only provide a transient inhibition of the gene function. Gene edit-
ing has become more broadly feasible with the introduction Zinc-finger nucleases (Bibikova
et al., 2001) and transcription-activator-like nucleases (Christian et al., 2010) to introduce
targeted double strand breaks. However, they remain expensive to purchase and laborious
to construct which makes the newest member of gene modification options especially attrac-
tive: the CRISPR/Cas technology (Cong et al., 2013). The clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) system has been detected in prokaryotes as part of the
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adaptive immune system against viral and phage infection. They are classified depending
on the CRISPR-associated (Cas) protein. Thereby, the type II CRISPR system is of special
interest for genome engineering because it only requires one protein, the Cas9 protein, for
locating a target sequence and the subsequent DNA cleavage. Applying the CRISPR/Cas
system is neither laborious nor expensive and entails simply the cloning of a short DNA
oligonucleotide into a plasmid. Consequently, CRISPR/Cas is a method that can be used
for diverse applications in a broad range of laboratories, regardless of their gene editing
capabilities.
1.2 Adult hippocampal neurogenesis
Adult neurogenesis is a multi-stage process that leads to the production and integration
of new, functional neurons into existing circuitry in the adult brain. In contrast to non-
mammalian species, like the zebrafish (Zupanc et al., 2005) and the songbird (Goldman
& Nottebohm, 1983), adult neurogenesis in the mammalian brain occurs mainly in two re-
gions: in the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral ventricle and the subgranular zone
(SGZ) of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) (Figure 2). In non-human species, immature
neurons from the SVZ migrate along the rostral migratory stream (RMS) to the olfactory bulb
where they become interneurons. The prevalence and the role of the RMS in humans, how-
ever, remains controversial after infancy (Sanai et al., 2011).
In the presented study I will focus on the process of adult hippocampal neurogenesis (AHN)
which can be divided into several stages, each of which underlie complex genetic control.
The first step is defined by the division of a neural stem cell (radial glia-like cell) that resides
at the border of the hilus and the granule cell layer (Kuhn et al., 1996). The, thereby gener-
ated, transiently amplifying cell (non-radial glial cell, type 2 cell) develops into a neuroblast
(type 3 cell) and migrates into the granule cell layer. There, it becomes an immature neuron
with extended processes and is eventually integrated into the existing circuitry (granule cell
neuron). More than 250 genes have so far been associated with the trait AHN (Overall et al.,
2012), lacking a single high impact gene.
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the two neurogenic niches, the subventricular zone of the lateral ven-
tricle and the subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus in the adult mouse brain. In the Subventricular Zone
(SVZ), residing stem cells (Type B) generate transiently amplifying cells (Type C) that generate neuroblasts (Type
A) which migrate along the rostral migratory stream (RMS) to the olfactory bulb (OB) where they differentiate
into interneurons. Radial-glia-like cells (Radial neural precursor cells (NPC)) residing in the subgranular zone
(SGZ) of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) divide, generating transiently amplifying progenitor cells (non-
radial NPC). These develop into Neuroblasts that migrate into the granular cell layer where they extend neural
processes (Immature neurons) and are eventually integrated into the existing circuitry (Granule Cell Neuron).
Source: Master’s Thesis Stefanie N. Bernas
History
In 1962, Altman injected rats with thymidine-H3, which integrated into the DNA during repli-
cation. He thereby made a startling discovery: some neurons and neuroblasts were labeled.
This lead him to the conclusion that the commonly accepted presumption - that higher verte-
brates do not show neurogenesis after early embryonic development - might be wrong and
that there are new neurons formed from mitotic division of undifferentiated cells (Altman,
1962). And while Altman still seemed to question his own finding by adding an interrogation
mark to the title "Are New Neurons Formed in the Brains of Adult Mammals?" and leaving
a clear answer open, the following years provided profound evidence for the existence of
AHN. Altman himself published another paper one year later, showing the first images of la-
beled granule cells in the hippocampal DG of a rat (Altman, 1963) and his paper, published
in 1965 together with Das (Altman & Das, 1965), is "often considered the inaugural article
of the field of adult neurogenesis" (Kempermann, 2012, p.36). In this article, Altman & Das
show the existence of adult neurogenesis in the granule cell layer and its lack of emergence
in other areas of the hippocampus. They show that the newborn cells survive for several
months and postulate, as Altman has speculated before, the existence of a precursor cell
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population. Nevertheless, the acceptance of the occurrence of adult neurogenesis was still
low and it wasn’t until the late 20th century that the existence of AHN became an undisputed
fact not only in rodents (Kuhn et al., 1996) but also in monkeys (Gould et al., 1998) and
humans (Eriksson et al., 1998).
Clinical relevance
Adult neurogenesis in mammals describes the (activity-dependent) generation of functional
new neurons in specific areas of an otherwise non-neurogenic environment. The existence
of adult neurogenesis offers the possibility to study neuronal development in the mature brain
and provides hope for a self regeneration capacity of the brain (Lie et al., 2004). And while
adult neurogenesis will not be the miracle cure for neurodegenerative diseases, it might
offer understanding into pathogenesis and treatment options (Kempermann, 2012, p. 518).
The proliferation, survival and integration of the cells have been shown to be influenced by
physical activity (van Praag et al., 1999), enriched environment (Kempermann et al., 1998),
as well as a cloud of other extrinsic and intrinsic factors (Kempermann, 2012) that exert
either a positive or negative influence, or both. Nevertheless, what really discriminates the
neurogenic areas from the rest of the brain remains unknown. Studying adult neurogenesis
might thus provide helpful insights in answering several questions:
• What promotes precursor cell proliferation and survival in the neurogenic niches?
• Which are the important components of the neurogenic niches and/or why are other
areas non-neurogenic?
• Are there factors that could be provided to other areas of the brain that would make
them neurogenic?
• How are new neurons integrated into existing circuitry?
It has been shown that the combination of physical activity and an enriched environment
increases the prevalence of adult neurogenesis (Fabel et al., 2009). Factor screenings of
running animals have provided some insight and revealed several involved factors as for ex-
ample VEGF (Fabel et al., 2003). However, so far a full picture of systemic influences has not
emerged. The proximity of the stem cells in the neurogenic niches to the microvasculature
has evoked the hypothesis of an involvement of the immune system (Palmer et al. (2000), for
a review see Leiter et al. (2016)) while a recent study showed that catepsin B, secreted from
muscle cells into the plasma, exerts a neurogenic stimulation caused by physical exercise
(Moon et al., 2016). These two examples of a systemic involvement into the prevalence of
adult neurogenesis already indicate the complexity of the big picture of the trait adult neuro-
genesis.
In some cases of mental and neurodegenerative disorders, a better understanding of adult
neurogenesis might have a more immediate effect. It has long been hypothesized that there
is a direct link between major depression and adult neurogenesis as it was shown that
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depressed patients show a lower hippocampal volume and all antidepressants have a stim-
ulating effect on adult neurogenesis (Kempermann, 2012, p.541). Additionally, for diseases
like Alzheimer’s an increased neurogenesis rate might help milden the disease progression
by increasing the "cognitive reserve" (Katzman et al., 1988). In conclusion, there is a definite
clinical relevance of studying adult neurogenesis even if it might not instantaneously offer us
cures for neurodegenerative diseases.
The BXD panel and adult hippocampal neurogenesis
Adult neurogensis is a highly polygenic trait. Accordingly, it is not only influenced by the
different external factors but also by over 250 genes. Studying adult neurogenesis in several
strains of mice showed a large natural variation and using this variation might help unravel
additional influences of an underlying genetic background.
The parental strains of the BXD panel vary in several aspects influencing adult hippocampal
neurogenesis (Kempermann & Gage, 2002a). The GeneNetwork also includes important
datasets in the context of adult hippocampal neurogenesis, as it contains data about hip-
pocampal precursor cell mRNA, hippocampal mircoRNA and hippocampal mRNA, as well
as measured related phenotypes, such as the number of new neurons and astrocytes (Kem-
permann et al., 2006). This makes the usage of BXD animals in combination with the broad
range of information already included in the GeneNetwork the optimal starting point for fur-
ther studies of the complex genetic influence on adult neurogenesis.
1.3 Developmental stages of neural precursor cells
The basis of adult neurogenesis is the division of a neural stem cell residing in the neuro-
genic niche of the brain. The characterization of the developmental stages of the cells plays
an important role in studying adult neurogenesis. Many aspects are still unknown as for
example why some cells survive and become integrated into existing circuitry while others
not. The different stages of cell development during adult neurogenesis are defined by a
specific subset of markers that are expressed by the cells, thus antibody staining can be
performed to identify the individual cell types. The process of AHN starts with the division
of a neural stem cell that expresses glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) - a marker that is
also expressed by astrocytes - as well as SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 2 (Sox2) and
Nestin (see Figure 3). The generated Type 2a cells do not express GFAP but also express
Sox2 and Nestin. Type 2b cells additionally start expressing the neuronal migration marker
Doublecortin (DCX) and begin loosing Sox2, the cells are then considered neuronally de-
termined. Type 3 cells continue to express DCX but are neither Sox2 nor Nestin positive.
The postmitotic stages are defined by the expression of neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN).
Immature neurons are further expressing DCX as well as Calretinin while mature granule
cell neurons are defined by the expression of Calbindin (Calretinin and Calbindin are two
homologous calcium binding proteins). These markers only represent a small subset of op-
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tions that can be used for an antigen-based identification of the respective cells, but they are
established standards to describe the respective stages.
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Figure 3: Stages of adult hippocampal neurogenesis in vivo and in vitro: The stages of adult hippocampal
neurogenesis in vivo are defined by different proliferative and postimitotic cell stages. The glial fibrillary acidic
protein (GFAP) is expressed by astrocytes and Type 1 cells, which additionally express SRY (sex determining
region Y)-box 2 (Sox2) as well as Nestin. During the process of adult neurogenesis Type 1 cells (whether there
is a tripotent precursor cell remains unknown in vivo) divide generating Type 2a cells that continue express-
ing Nestin and Sox2 and develop into Type 2b cells that additionally start expressing the marker of neuronal
migration protein Doublecortin (DCX). Type 3 cells migrate into the granule cell layer and continue to express
DCX. The following, postmitotic stages are defined by the expression of the neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN).
Immature neurons also express Calretinin and start extending their processes. They eventually develop into
granule cell neurons which express Calbindin. In vitro, the intermediate stages don’t seem to be present. Neural
precursor cell express Nestin and Sox2 and are proliferative in culture. These cells can be differentiated and
start expressing Microtubule-Associated Protein 2 (Map2ab), a marker of neuronal differentiationor GFAP if they
differentiate towards the astrocytic lineage about 4 days after the initiation of differentiation. Neural precursor
cells in culture can further give rise to oligodendrocytes which is not depicted here.
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1.4 Studying adult neurogenesis in vitro
Neural precursor cells (NPCs) can be isolated, cultured and differentiated in vitro (in the
presented study we will use the term neural precursor cell to avoid a discrimination between
stem cells and progenitor cells which is often not trivial). Isolated cells from the hippocampal
DG are highly proliferative and show a basically unlimited self-renewal capacity when cul-
tured with epidermal growth factor (EGF) (Reynolds & Weiss, 1992) and fibroblast growth
factor 2 (FGF2) (Palmer et al., 1999). The differentiation process that the cells undergo in
vitro seems to lack the intermediate stages of development that can be seen in vivo (Fig-
ure 3). While the existence of a tripotent progenitor cell could not be shown in vivo until now,
NPCs in vitro are capable of generating neurons, astrocytes as well as oligodendrocytes
(which will not be further addressed in the presented study) (Palmer et al., 1997). These ap-
parent discrepancies of the behavior of cells in vivo and in vitro certainly allow for criticism
of the validity of cell culture results. Nevertheless, in vitro studies can help to understand
processes due to a simplification of the system and the related option to specifically and sep-
arately change key parameters. As it has been stated above, AHN is influenced by over 250
genes. Searching for other involved genes and testing the specific roles of all of these genes
in vivo would be laborious and require many animals. Here, an in vitro model can serve as
a method to reduce animal numbers for initial testing before the roles of the potential can-
didates are in the next step confirmed in vivo. Further, culturing cells isolated from specific
areas of the brain allows to study solely the cells of these defined regions (Babu et al., 2007).
Thus, cell culture has its right of existence, but the results must be treated carefully, as those,
obtained from a simplified and artificial system. Most of all, as the complexity of the system
might, to some extent, account for its behavior.
Culturing hippocampal precursor cells
In 1992 Reynolds & Weiss extracted cells from the striatum of the adult mouse brain and
managed to culture them by adding EGF to the cell culture medium. The cells proliferated for
several days, forming free floating cell aggregates, so called neurospheres, and differenti-
ated into astrocytes and neurons (Reynolds & Weiss, 1992). In 1995, it was shown that cells
from the hippocampus as well as from the septum, the striatum and the SVZ of adult rats
can be isolated and cultured over several passages as adherent cultures in culture medium
supplemented with FGF2 (Gage et al., 1995; Palmer et al., 1995). Later, adherent mono-
layer cultures have also been established for mouse DG-derived cells (Babu et al., 2007).
These two options for culturing neural precursor cells, neurosphere culture and adherent
monolayer culture, allow the analysis of cellular phenotypes in a reductionist system, both
have different advantages and disadvantages and will be further described in the following.
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Figure 4: Cell culture models of neural precursor cells: Neural precursor cells can be either cultured as
adherent cultures, allowing the access to single cells data (A) or as free-floating aggregates, neurospheres,
which retain a closer similarity to the in vivo situation with close cell-cell contacts (B). Scale bars= 50µm. Image
adopted from (Bernas et al., 2017).
The neurosphere culture
Neurosphere cultures are generated from primary tissue, dissociated into single cells. In
the presence of growth factors, active neural stem cells as well as transiently amplifying
progenitor cells, proliferate and form the free-floating cell aggregates. Neurosphere cultures
therefore do not provide direct information about the stem cell frequency but can give infor-
mation about the number of proliferative NPCs and their potential (Reynolds & Rietze, 2005).
Neurospheres contain a heterogeneous pool of cells (Bez et al., 2003), they seem to pro-
mote the survival of the cells dissociated from the primary tissue, but also describe a rather
complex system. Jensen & Parmar called the neurospheres "little black boxes" as one can
not peer into them or follow the development of individual cells (Jensen & Parmar, 2006).
The heterogeneity of the neurospheres further increases with their size which eventually lim-
its the diffusion of growth factors to the center, leading to spontaneous differentiation in the
core of large spheres. The neurosphere culture is probably somewhat closer to the situation
in vivo as compared to the monolayer culture with the cells having close cell-cell contacts
and their existence in a more niche-like environment.
It has been shown that different pools of latent neural progenitor cells exist in the hippocam-
pal DG, with selective responses to different stimuli (Jhaveri et al., 2015). As neurospheres
are generated from primary tissue containing the different cell types, it provides a suitable
method to study the existence of distinct cell pools and their respective activatability (Walker
et al., 2008; Jhaveri et al., 2010).
The monolayer culture
The monolayer culture, in comparison, consists of a more homogeneous culture as the cells
are cultured for at least six passages to establish a cell line of growth-factor responsive
NPCs. While being further away from the in vivo situation, the adherent monolayer culture
has its advantage in the accessibility of information about the individual cells (Babu et al.,
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2007). As they grow more isolated, adhered to coated surfaces (usually with poly-D-lysine
(PDL) and laminine), information about single cells can be obtained: their proliferation- and
differentiation potential, their migratory capacities as well as individual behavior after the
exposure to differing treatments. Further, as the cells are grown more isolated instead of
the niche-like environment in the neurospheres, the extra-cellular influence can be better
controlled.
A mouse cell culture genetic reference panel
NPCs derived from the microdissected DG can be used for long-term cultures and in vitro
phenotypic analyses. Due to the fact that NPCs can be put into liquid nitrogen for long
term storage, measurements can be repeated using the same cell line. A genetic reference
panel was established, consisting of lines from 18 BXD as well as the two parental strains
(Kannan et al., 2016). However, due to the fact that 8-10 animals per generated cell line
were required, each mouse strain in the panel is only represented by a single cell line. And
while these have been repeatedly measured, it is unclear how reproducible the information
gained from each of the lines is. A new method decreased the number of animals required
to establish a culture to one single animal (Walker & Kempermann, 2014). However, this
method was mainly used to generate neurosphere cultures. Monolayer cultures generated
using this protocol only rarely survived. Thus, including more lines per strain into the panel
using the existing protocols would result in high animal numbers. Nevertheless, the panel
as it is, resulted in new information about the negative regulation of the proliferation of NPCs
by Lrp6 (Kannan et al., 2016). Therefore, it can be argued, that it already served its pur-
pose of gaining new information about AHN by introducing genetic variation to cell culture
experiments. However, to make sure that the individual cell lines are representative for their
respective genetic background, more lines for each of the strains have to be introduced into
the panel. For this purpose the single animal protocol (Walker & Kempermann, 2014) needs
to be further optimized to allow a higher survival rate of the monolayer cultures.
1.5 Tracking
The inclusion of cellular dynamics, interactions and development over time into the analysis
would provide a better systemic insight. Most methods used to characterize cells are end-
point-studies, which analyze the state of the system at a specific time-point (end-point) by
fixing it in that position. The results are then compared with the original state or with a con-
trol. The idea of analyzing a biological system in such a simplified manner runs back to Rene
Descartes and his reductionism. It proclaims that a system can be understood by analyzing
the associated parts separately. However, by now it is commonly understood that a complex
system is more than the sum of its parts, as complex systems are self-organizing, process
information, show a collective behavior and are able to adapt (Kitano, 2002b). Therefore,
knowing the end-points might not be sufficient to understand the underlying mechanisms in
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the system (Kitano, 2002a). Cells in culture already represent a strongly simplified system
as compared to the in vivo situation. Thus, one should be careful with simplifying the model
even more. Analyzing the cells by time-lapse imaging can lead to new phenotypic measure-
ments, like the analysis of the real generation times, instead of only counting the amount of
cells that went through S-phase in a specific amount of time by using a DNA base analogue.
This can also help to analyze how homogeneous the culture is by assessing whether all
cells had a similar cell cycle length. Thereby, it will lead to a much more profound knowl-
edge about the system at hand and include information about its development over time.
Tracing the cells can also lead to new, otherwise not measurable phenotypes.
Initial, long-term microscopy experiments revealed that NPCs in culture migrate extensively.
Several studies reported the existence of a correlation between migration and differentiation
in vivo and there are indications that differences in cellular migration might be related to sev-
eral neuropsychiatric diseases, like Schizophrenia or fear-motivated behavior (Duan et al.,
2007; Kim et al., 2009; Fitzsimons et al., 2012). There are first observations that differences
in the migratory behavior can also be seen in vitro (Han et al., 2016). However, the cell cul-
ture experiments that have been published so far mainly focused on detecting the general
existence or absence of migration.
A cell’s intrinsic migratory behavior that can be studied in vitro can be considered an individ-
ual phenotype, allowing cells to be further characterized. This phenotype could be compared
under physiological and disease conditions. As it was mentioned before, many factors of the
process AHN are still unknown. The inclusion of the measurement of the migration patterns
of NPCs serves as a new phenotype in the analysis of NPCs in culture. The bottleneck
of continuous measurements is the amount of data that is thereby accumulated. Studying
quickly migrating NPCs in culture using time-lapse microscopy requires a high frame rate
and is not feasible using existing manual tracking approaches. During my master’s the-
sis, I thus developed a semi-automated method, which is based on phase-contrast images
and is accordingly independent of the existence of a fluorescent signal. It is based solely
on open-source software and easy to adapt to the experimental setup. Due to its semi-
automated (user-supervised) approach, combining an automated pre-tracking followed by
a user-supervised correction step, the method results in reliable data by minimizing the re-
quired human interaction time to a minimum. Using this method for detecting potentially
existing subtle differences or changes over time will increase our knowledge about cellular
dynamics, interactions and development and therewith result in a better systemic insight.
(Further information about the method can be found in the Master’s thesis of Stefanie N.
Bernas - "User-Supervised Tracking of Neural Precursor Cells" - TU Dresden)
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1.6 Objectives
AHN is a trait under complex polygenic control besides being affected by a broad range of
external factors. Analyzing all the different, potentially interacting influences would be la-
borious in vivo and would result in a high number of required animals. Thus, a cell culture
system for initial studies is beneficial and necessary. As AHN is a complex trait, genetic
variation should be included in the analyses. The BXD panel is of special interest in that
context, as the animals differ quite extensively in the expression of important phenotypes. A
first cell culture genetic reference panel using these animals has been generated, however,
this panel only consists of a biological number of replicates of one and might thus have a lim-
ited validity. Increasing the number of lines in the panel, using existing protocols, however,
would result in extremely high animal numbers. Thus a new protocol to generate monolayer
cultures is required.
The performed analysis methods so far are usually so called end-points studies that do not
include the analysis of the system’s dynamics and its development over time. A more pro-
found phenotyping strategy might increase the knowledge about cells in culture and about
the cells that contribute to the prevalence of AHN. Therewith, we might be able to uncover
new genetic loci that influence cellular behavior. A better understanding of AHN will improve
our understanding of the brain as a complex system.
Therefore, the aims of the presented study are:
• Develop a second version of the "One-mouse-one-culture protocol". In this ver-
sion we combine the neurosphere culture with the monolayer culture and thereby first
increase the number of cells before plating them as monolayers to improve the survival
rate of generated lines.
• Characterize the cell lines generated with the new single animal protocol. We
establish a new cell line characterization standard operation procedure (SOP) that in-
cludes more phenotypes, besides the common proliferation and differentiation analysis
with BrdU and GFAP/Map2ab, respectively. These consist of data resulting from the
neurosphere culture and from the line generation process as well as from implement-
ing a tracking analysis of the cells. This SOP is then used for BL6 and DBA-derived
lines and eventually for BXD (or initially for F1 lines). This will implement a genetic
variation and thus allow the study of the genome-phenome relationship.
Materials and Methods
2.1 Components and equipment
Table 1: Components utilized
Component Company
Accutase Sigma-Aldrich
Agar Agar Carl Roth
Ampicillin Sigma-Aldrich
Aqua-Poly/Mount Polysciences
ATL Buffer Qiagen
B27 Supplements Thermo Fisher Scientific, GibcoTM
BSA 7.5 % Thermo Fisher Scientific
Boric Acid Carl Roth
Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) Sigma-Aldrich
3,3’-Diaminobenzidine Tetrahydrochloride
(DAB)
Sigma-Aldrich
Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma-Aldrich
Disodium Phosphate Dihydrate Arcos Organics
DMEM/F12 without Glutamine Thermo Fisher Scientific, GibcoTM
DNase I Roche Diagnostics
Dneasy Blood and Tissue Kit Qiagen
E. coli Top10 Homemade
EndoFree Plasmid Maxi Kit Qiagen
Ethanol Sigma-Aldrich
Ethylene glycol Sigma-Aldrich
Fast Digest Buffer Thermo Fisher Scientific
Gelatin Carl Roth
GeneJET Plasmid Miniprep Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific
GeneRuler R© 1kb Plus DNA Ladder Thermo Fisher Scientific
Glutamax Thermo Fisher Scientific, GibcoTM
Glycerol Sigma-Aldrich
Hank’s Buffered Salt Solution (HBSS) Thermo Fisher Scientific, GibcoTM
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Component Company
HCl (37 %) Sigma-Aldrich
Heparin MP Biomedicals
HEPES Sigma-Aldrich
Hoechst 33342 Thermo Fisher Scientific, Thermo
ScientificTM
Human EGF PeproTech
Human FGF2 PeproTech
Hydrogen Peroxide Merck Millipore
Isofluorane Baxter
Kanamycin Enzo Life Sciences
Ketamine CP-Pharma
Potassium Chloride Sigma-Aldrich
Laminin Roche
Latriculin A Sigma-Aldrich
LB-Medium VWR
Lipofectamin 3000 Transfection Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific
β-Mercaptoethanol Sigma-Aldrich
MiniPrep Kit Qiagen
Neo-Clear R© Merck Millipore
Neo-Mount R© Merck Millipore
Neural Basal Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific, GibcoTM
Neural Dissociation Kit P Miltenyi Biotec GmbH
NeuroCultTM Proliferation Supplement Stem Cell Technologies
Nickel Chloride Sigma-Aldrich
Norepinephrine (NE) Sigma-Aldrich
Normal Donkey Serum Jackson ImmunoResearch Labora-
tories
Opti-MEM Reduced Serum Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific
QIAquick PCR Purification Kit Qiagen
PCR Purification Kit Qiagen
Penicillin Streptomycin Thermo Fisher Scientific, GibcoTM
Paraformaldehyde (PFA) Merck Millipore
Phusion High Fidelity Polymerase Thermo Fisher Scientific
Plasmid Miniprep Kit Qiagen
Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific
Plasmid pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (pX459) Buchholz Lab
Poly-D-Lysine (PDL) Sigma-Aldrich
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate Sigma-Aldrich
Potassium Chloride Sigma-Aldrich
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Component Company
Puromycin Thermo Fisher Scientific
RedSafe R© iNtRON Biotechnology
Restriction Enzyme Bbsl (Fast Digest) Thermo Fisher Scientific
SOC Medium Sigma-Aldrich
Sodium Bicarbonate Sigma-Aldrich
Sodium Chloride (NaCl) Carl Roth
Sodium Deoxycholate Sigma-Aldrich
Sodium Dihydrogen Phosphate Merck Millipore
Sodium Hydroxide Carl Roth
Sucrose Sigma-Aldrich
T4 DNA Ligase Thermo Fisher Scientific
T4 Ligation Buffer Thermo Fisher Scientific
T4 Polynucleotide Kinase Thermo Fisher Scientific
TA Cloning R© Kit, with pCR R©2.1 Vector, without
competent cells
Thermo Fisher Scientific
TAE Buffer 10x, Ultra Pure Invitrogen
Tris Base Carl Roth
Tris Hydrocloride Carl Roth
Trypan blue solution (0.4 %) Thermo Fisher Scientific, GibcoTM
Trypsin-EDTA (0.05 %) Thermo Fisher Scientific, GibcoTM
Trypsin Inhibitor Sigma-Aldrich
Triton X-100 Carl Roth
Turbofect Transfection Agent Thermo Fisher Scientific
Xylazin (Xylariem R©) Pharma Partner Vertriebs GmbH
VECTASTAIN R© ABC Elite R© Kit Vector Laboratories
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Table 2: Equipment utilized
Equipment Model Company
ApoTome Axio Imager.M2 Zeiss
Angled Forceps Dumont #5-45 Fine Science Tools
Autoclave
Bunsen Burner
Cell Counter Countess Life Technologies
Cell Culture Hood Herasafe KS Thermo Fisher Scientific
Centrifuge Tubes 15 &50 ml
Culture Multiwell Plates 384, 96, 24, 12, 6
Curved Forceps Dumont #7 Fine Science Tools
Centrifuge 5430 R Eppendorf
Cryo vials Greiner bio-one
Falcon Cell Strainer 40 µm Corning, Falcon
Fume Hood
Freezer (-80◦ C)
Freezing Containers Mr. FrostyTM Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Thermo ScientificTM
Glas Pasteur Pipette
Incubator Heracell 150i Thermo Fisher Scientific
Inverted Microscope CKX42 Olympus
Light Microscope DM 750 Leica
Microtome SM2010 R Leica
Multistepper Pipette and Tips
Needle 27 G 3/4 B. Braun Melsungen
Parafilm
Petri Dishes 6 &10 Diameter
Pipettes and Tips
Reaction Tubes 1.5 ml
Scale Kern ALJ 220-4NM John Morris Scientific
Scalpel #10 Fisher Scientific (B. Braun
Melsungen)
Scissors
Sensoplate 24-Well Glas Bottom Greiner Bio-One
Small Spatula Fine Science Tools
Spinning Disc Microscope Axio Observer.Z1 Zeiss
Stereo Microscope SZ61 Olympus
Sterile Filter 0.2 µm Thermo Fisher Scientific
Waterbath
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2.2 Antibodies
Table 3: Immunofluorescence primary antibodies
Antibody Host Company
BrdU Mouse Promega
GFAP Rabbit Agilent Technologies
Ki67 Rat Abcam
Map2ab Mouse Sigma-Aldrich
Nestin Mouse BD
Sox2 Rabbit Merck
Table 4: Immunofluorescence secondary antibodies
Antibody Host Company
Alexa Fluor 488 αrat Donkey Dianova
Cy3 αmouse Donkey Dianova
Alexa Fluor 488 αrabbit Donkey Fisher Scientific
Biotin αrat Donkey Dianova
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2.3 Recipes
General buffers and solutions
0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4
Component Final concentration
Sodium dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate 0.2 M
Di-sodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate 0.2 M
dH2O
10x phosphate-buffered saline stock solution, pH 7.4
Component Final concentration
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate 20 mM
Di-sodium hydrogen phostpahte 0.1 M
Sodium chloride 1.37 M
Potassium chloride 27 mM
dH2O
4 % Paraformaldehyde (PFA), pH 7.4
Component Final concentration
PFA 4 %
Phosphate buffer 0.2 M
Sodium hydroxyde
Cell culture solutions
Cell culture medium
Component Final concentration
Neural basal medium
B-27 R© Supplement (50x) 0.5 %
Penicillin streptomycin (100,000 U/ml) 0.25 %
GlutaMAXTM (100x stock) 0.25 %
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Neurosphere growth medium
Component Final concentration
Neural basal medium
B-27 R© Supplement (50x) 0.5 %
Penicillin streptomycin (100,000 U/ml) 0.25 %
GlutaMAXTM (100x stock) 0.25 %
FGF2 20 ng/ml
EGF 20 ng/ml
Heparin 2 µg/ml
Cell growth medium
Component Final concentration
Neural basal medium
B-27 R© supplement (50x) 0.5 %
Penicillin streptomycin (100,000 U/ml) 0.25 %
GlutaMAXTM (100x stock) 0.25 %
FGF2 10 ng/ml
EGF 10 ng/ml
Freezing medium
Component Final concentration
Cell culture medium
DMSO 20 %
Trypsin inhibitor containing DNase I
Component Final concentration
Trypsin inhibitor 0.125 mg/ml
DNase I 0.01 mg/ml
DMEM/F-12 without glutamine
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N5 medium pH 7.2, sterile filtered (250 ml)
Component Quantity
DMEM/F12 powder 3 g
Glucose 0.93 g
Sodium bicarbonate 0.28 g
HEPES 0.29 g
dH2O
Neurosphere proliferation medium
Component Quantity
N5 medium 86.4 ml
NeuroCultTM proliferation supplement 10 ml
Penicillin streptomycin (100,000 U/ml) 1 ml
7.5 % BSA 2.67 ml
Immunocytochemistry solutions
Borate buffer 0.1 N pH 8.5 (500 ml)
Component Quantity
Boric acid 15.45 g
dH2O 500 ml
NaOH 10 M
Antibody solution
Component Final concentration
1x PBS
Normal donkey serum 3 %
Blocking solution
Component Final concentration
1x PBS
Normal donkey serum 10 %
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Immunohistochemistry solutions
30% sucrose, sterile filtered
Component Final concentration
0.2 M phosphate-buffer pH 7.4 1 M
sucrose 30 %
dH2O
Cryoprotection solution (CPS), sterile filtered
Component Quantity
Ethylene glycol 500 ml
Glycerol 500 ml
0.2 M phosphate-buffer pH 7.4 1000 ml
Blocking solution
Component Final concentration
1x PBS
Normal donkey serum 10 %
Triton X-100 0.2 %
Antibody solution
Component Final concentration
1x PBS
Normal donkey serum 3 %
Triton X-100 0.2 %
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2.4 Experimental animals
Mice were obtained from Janvier Labs (C57BL/6JRj and DBA/2JRj) or from the Jackson
Laboratories (C57BL/6J, DBA/2J). C57BL/6JRj as well as DBA/2JRj animals were used for
the line generation and experiments while C57BL/6J and DBA/2J were used for breeding.
The F1 cross of C57BL/6J and DBA/2J, that were used for the line generation, were bred
at the Center for Regenerative Therapies TU Dresden (CRTD). B6D2F1 animals that were
used for the neurosphere activation experiment were obtained from Janvier Labs. All ani-
mals were housed on a 12/12-hour light dark cycle in standard cages, either in individually
ventilated cage systems or in open cages. Food and water was provided ad libitum. At 6
weeks of age, animals were killed by cervical dislocation or were used for perfusion after
being deeply anesthetized using 10 % ketamine/ 2% xylazine in sodium chloride. All animal
experiments were conducted upon approval by the local ethics committee (Landesdirektion
Sachsen) and in accordance with the European and national regulations (Tierschutzgesetz).
2.5 Cell culture
Coating of cell culture vessels
To assure the attachment of NPCs onto the surface of clean plastic or glass, cell culture
vessels were coated with PDL resulting in a positive net charge and thereafter with Laminin
promoting the proliferation, migration and differentiation of cells of the neuronal lineage in
vitro (Flanagan et al., 2006). The respective amount of PDL (5 µg/ml in dH2O) was added
to the vessel, so that the surface (or the cover slip) was completely covered (for the required
volumes see Table 7) and incubated at room temperature (RT) for at least 4 h or over night.
The PDL was removed and the vessel was washed three times using dH2O and left to dry in
the cell culture hood until no residual water remained. Laminin (5 µg/ml in cold DMEM/F12)
was added and incubated for at least 4 h or over night at 37 ◦C. The vessel could thereafter
be directly used or be frozen at -20 ◦C until usage.
Fire-polished pipettes
To dissociate the isolated tissue and neurospheres, fire-polished glass pipettes were used.
The glass pipettes were rotated in the hot (blue) flame of a Bunsen burner for approximately
3 s until the edges became rounded. Medium size pipettes had an inner diameter of about
0.6-0.8 mm while small pipettes showed an inner diameter of approximately 0.3-0.4 mm.
Pipettes were autoclaved before usage.
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Table 7: Cell culture volumes and densities
Surface
area (mm)
Seeding
density
Confluent
density
Accutase Growth
medium
Coating
Plates
96-well 32 ≤ 0.5 x 10 5 0.5 x 105 0.05 ml 0.2 ml 0.1 ml
24-well 200 0.025 x 106 0.25 x 106 0.1 ml 0.5 ml 0.4 ml
12-well 401 0.05 x 106 0.5 x 106 0.2 ml 1.0 ml 0.5 ml
6-well 962 0.09 x 106 1.2 x 106 0.3 ml 2.0 ml 1.2 ml
Flasks
T25 2,500 0.25 x 106 3.2 x 106 0.5 ml 5.0 ml 3.0 ml
T75 7,500 1.0 x 106 12.0 x 106 1.0 ml 14. 0 ml 7.0 ml
Dentate gyrus isolation
Dentate gyrus isolation was performed according to previously published protocols (Walker
& Kempermann, 2014; Babu et al., 2011; Ehret et al., 2016; Bernas et al., 2017). Each
animal was anesthetized using isoflurane before cervical dislocation was performed. The
brain was removed from the skull and placed into ice cold PBS. The brain was transferred
into a 10 cm Petri dish containing PBS and, with a scalpel, cut along the longitudinal fissure.
Using angled forceps the cerebellum and the diencephalon were removed under a stereo
microscope. The microscope was refocused so that the borders of the DG were visible. A
27 G 3/4 needle was used to cut along the border of the DG. The DG could thereafter be
removed with small angled forceps and placed into a 6 cm Petri dish. As some residuals of
the PBS remained around the DG no additional PBS was required. The tissue was placed
onto ice and used immediately.
Neurosphere assay
Tissue dissociation was performed by using the Neural Dissociation Kit (P). For the enzy-
matic dissociation the Enzyme Mix 1 was prepared by adding 950 µl Buffer X and 25 µl
Enzyme P to a 15 ml centrifuge tube (as the tissue of only one brain was used per prepa-
ration half of the amount of the reagents recommended by the manufacture’s protocol were
sufficient for enzymatic digestion). To increase the stability of the enzyme and the viability of
the cells, β-Mercaptoethanol (final concentration 0.067 mM) was additionally added to the
tube. The enzyme mix was placed into the 37 ◦C water bath until usage (10-15 min). The
tissue was minced for about 1 min using a scalpel (both DGs of one animal were used for
one preparation). The tissue was then transferred into the Enzyme Mix 1 and incubated at
37 ◦C in the water bath for 15 min, while being mixed every 3-5 min by careful inversion of
the tube. Meanwhile, the Enzyme Mix 2 was prepared by adding 5 µl Enzyme A to 10 µl
Buffer Y. The Enzyme Mix 2 was added to the tissue-enzyme mix and the tissue was care-
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fully dissociated by pipetting it 10 times up and down using a medium bore fire-polished
pipette (harsh pipetting and the introduction of air bubbles decreases cell survival). The
mixture was incubated for 10 min at 37 ◦C in the water bath, while being carefully mixed by
tube inversion every 3-5 min. The tissue was thereafter further dissociated by pipetting it
additional 10 times up and down, using a small bore fire-polished pipette. 10 ml of Hank’s
buffered salt solution were added and the mixture was centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 min. The
supernatant was carefully removed and the pellet resuspended in 2 ml neurosphere growth
medium (cell culture medium supplemented with growth factors: 20 ng/ml FGF2, 20 ng/ml
EGF and 2 µg/ml heparin). The mixture was added to a 40 µm cell strainer and the strainer
was washed with additional 18 ml of neurosphere growth medium. 200 µl of the resulting
cell suspension were added into each well of a (not coated) 96-well plate and incubated at
37 ◦C for 11-13 days. The number and sizes of the grown neurospheres were determined
using an inverted microscope.
Activation experiments
For the neurosphere activation experiment, the cell suspension in the neurosphere assay
was supplied with KCl and norepinephrine (NE) respectively. For this purpose the cell
strainer was washed with 28 ml instead of 18 ml neurosphere growth medium and the re-
sulting cell suspension was separated into three 15 ml falcon tubes containing 10 ml of
cell suspension each. While one preparation served as a control, the neurosphere growth
medium in the second preparation was supplemented with an additional 11 mM of KCl to
reach a final concentration of 15 mM as the medium already contained 4 mM. In the third
preparation, NE was added to the neurosphere growth medium with a final concentration
of 10 µM. Control cells, as well as supplemented cells were grown for 11-13 days. The
neurosphere numbers and sizes were thereafter assessed fully blinded using an inverted
microscope.
Monolayer culture
In the presented study, monolayer cultures were generated from dissociated neurospheres.
The protocol was developed together with Odette Leiter. The neurospheres were grown for
11 days and their number and sizes were assessed. Thereafter, all spheres (in the medium)
were removed from the wells, transferred into a 15 ml centrifuge tube and centrifuged at
300 x g for 5 min. The supernatant was removed, the neurospheres were resuspended in
1 ml of pre-warmed 0.05 % Trypsin-EDTA and incubated at RT for 5 min. An equal amount of
trypsin inhibitor containing DNaseI was added and well mixed. The mixture was centrifuged
for 5 min at 300 x g, the supernatant was removed and the cells were resuspended using the
required amount of neurosphere growth medium. Using a small bore fire-polished pipette the
neurospheres were dissociated by pipetting carefully up and down. 10 µl of cell suspension
were removed and mixed with 10 µl trypan blue. The cells were counted (depending on the
number of neurospheres the cell number was too low for reliable cell counts at this stage)
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and seeded into the appropriate size well of a coated multi-well plate. Cells derived from
BL6, as well as from F1 animals could be seeded directly into a well of a 24-well plate while
DBA-derived cells had to be seeded into a coated well of a 96-well plate to promote the
survival of the cells. When the cells had attached, approximately 24 h after seeding, a full
medium change was performed and the medium exchanged for fresh neurosphere growth
medium. A half medium change with the full amount of growth factors was performed every
other day. When the cells reached approximately 80 % confluence they were transferred
into the next bigger vessel.
Passsaging of monolayer cultures
Cells were incubated for 3-5 min at 37 ◦C using Accutase to induce the detachment of the
cells. The cells were washed from the wells using cell culture medium and transferred into
a 15 ml centrifuge tube. The mixture was centrifuged for 3 min at 300 x g. The supernatant
was removed and the cells were resuspended in 1 ml cell culture medium. 10 µl of cell
suspension was removed and mixed with 10 µl trypan blue and the cells were counted. Cells
were seeded in a concentration of 1 x 104 cells/cm2. After the second passaging, heparin
was no longer added to the medium after the third passage the growth factor concentration
could be reduced to 50 % and the cells were cultured using cell growth medium henceforth.
Culturing cells under proliferation conditions
Cells were cultured in cell growth medium and half of the medium was exchanged with
fresh medium, containing the full concentration of growth factors every other day. Cells
were passaged once they reached approximately 80 % confluence and reseeded at a den-
sity of 1 x 104 cells/cm2. To analyze cells under proliferation conditions 20,000 cells were
seeded in four wells of a 24-well plate supplied with coated coverslips and cultured for 2
days. Thereafter, the medium was removed and cells were fixed by incubation with 4 %
paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 min at RT. PFA was removed and the cells were washed
twice with PBS and stored at 4 ◦C in PBS until staining.
Cryopreservation of cells
To maintain a cell line, cells were frozen. For this purpose, cells were seeded into cryo vials
in a concentration of 1 x 106 cells/ml. Cells were counted and the amount of cells to be
frozen was diluted in a concentration of 2 x 106 cells/ml in cell culture medium. Freezing
medium was prepared and 0.5 ml of freezing medium was added into the respective amount
of cryo vials, 0.5 ml of cell suspension was added to each vial. Vials were placed into the
Mr. FrostyTM freezing containers and put into the -80 ◦C freezer for about 24 h before the
cells were transferred into a liquid nitrogen container for long term storage.
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Culturing cells under differentiation conditions
Cells in vitro can be differentiated. For this purpose growth factors have to be withdrawn
from the cell culture medium. Cell differentiation is associated with substantial cell death,
to improve the survival of the cells, the differentiation process can be performed step-wise,
according to a previously published protocol (Babu et al., 2011). In the presented study
20,000 cells were seeded in four wells of a coated 24-well plate and cultured for 2 days. The
cell culture medium of proliferating cells was removed and replaced with medium containing
only 2.5 ng/ml FGF2. The concentration of FGF2 had been reduced by 50 % as compared
to Babu et al., since the cells were cultured with only 10 ng/ml FGF2 under proliferation
conditions in the presented study. 48 h after differentiation start the medium was removed
and exchanged with cell culture medium containing no growth factors. After additional 3-4
days (Differentiation day 5-6) cells could be fixed. The medium was removed and the cells
were incubated with 4 % PFA for 10 min at RT. PFA was removed and the cells were washed
twice with PBS and stored at 4 ◦C in PBS until staining.
BrdU cell proliferation assay
5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU) can be used to analyze the amount of cells going through
S-phase while the cells are exposed to the thymidine analogous. In the presented study
20,000 cells were seeded in four wells of a 24-well plate supplied with coated cover slips
and cultured for 2 days. 3.07 mg/ml BrdU was dissolved in 0.9 % NaCl. The solution was
diluted 1:5 in medium and 5 µl were added to each well (final BrdU concentration 20 µM).
The cells were incubated with BrdU for 2 h in the incubator. Thereafter, the medium was
removed and the cells were fixed by incubation with 4 % PFA for 10 min at RT. PFA was
removed and the cells were washed two times with PBS and stored at 4 ◦C in PBS until
staining.
2.6 Immunocytochemistry
Immunocytochemistry is probably the most common method to characterize cells. Primary
antibodies bind to specific marker proteins presented by the cells. These are then detected
by secondary antibodies, bound to a fluorophore or an enzyme which in turn enables the
visualization of the respective antigens. The presence of BrdU requires additional treatment
of the cells to make the incorporated BrdU accessible to the antibodies. This is not required
for other markers used in the presented study, thus the beginning of the staining protocol for
the BrdU staining is described separately. After the mentioned additional steps, the standard
staining protocol can be followed.
BrdU staining preparations
PBS was removed from the wells and the cells were washed twice with 0.9 % NaCl before
being incubated with 1 M HCl at 37 ◦C (in a water bath) for 30 min. The HCl incubation step
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should not exceed 30 min as this might degrade antigens (most important if BrdU staining
is combined with the staining of other antigens) and will also influence the nuclear staining
with Hoechst 33342. After the incubation, HCl was removed and the cells were washed once
with borate buffer and thereafter washed three times for 10 min with PBS. The subsequent
steps are described in the following staining protocol.
Staining protocol
PBS was removed from the wells and the cells were permeabilized with 1 % of a 10 %
Triton X stock for 10 min, followed by a blocking step using the blocking solution at RT for
1 h. Afterwards, the cells were incubated with the primary antibody diluted in the antibody
solution at RT for 2 h. In the presented study the BrdU staining was performed separately
while Nestin and Sox2 as well as GFAP and Map2ab were combined. The BrdU primary
antibody was used in a 1:500 dilution, Nestin 1:250, Sox2 1:400, Map2ab 1:1000 and GFAP
1:500. Thereafter, the primary antibody was removed and the cells were washed three
times in PBS before being incubated with the respective secondary antibody, diluted 1:500
in antibody solution, for 1 h at RT. Subsequently, the cells were washed 10 min in PBS, and
were afterwards incubated with Hoechst 33342 (1:4000 in PBS) for 10 min to visualize the
nuclei. Finally, the cells were washed an additional two times in PBS. The coverslips were
removed from the wells, were dip-washed in dH2O and dried by gentle tapping onto tissue
paper. The coverslips were mounted with Aqua-Poly/Mount and dried over night in the dark.
The mounted coverslips were stored at 4 ◦C.
Imaging and counting
Staining was performed using four coverslips of each condition. Five randomly chosen posi-
tions on each coverslip were imaged, using the Axio Imager.M2 Apotome. The cells present
in each image were counted and the mean of all 20 images was considered a sample size
of one.
2.7 Immunohistochemistry
Animals were deeply anesthetized using 10 % ketamine / 2 % xylazine and perfused using
0.9 % NaCl to enable a direct comparison between the number of proliferating cells in vivo
and the growth of the cells in vitro.
Sample preparation
After perfusion, the brain was removed from the skull. One randomly chosen half of the brain
was placed into 4 % PFA for 24 h at 4 ◦C while the other half was put into PBS and directly
used for the neurosphere assay. Before sectioning the other hemisphere was transferred
from PFA to 30 % Sucrose for 48 h at 4 ◦C. 40 µm sections were cut on a dry ice-cooled
sliding microtome and stored in cryoprotection solution at -20 ◦C.
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Staining protocol
Proliferating cells present in the hippocampal dentate gyrus were visualized by using the
DAB-Peroxidase immunostaining for Ki67. Therefore, a complete series of 40 µm sec-
tions, 240 µm apart from each other, were used, following a previously published proto-
col (Walker et al., 2013). The sections were removed from the cryoprotection solution and
washed twice in PBS + 0.1 % Tween (all washing steps were performed using PBS + 0.1 %
Tween). Thereafter, endogenous peroxidases were blocked using 0.6 % hydrogen peroxide
for 30 min before washing the sections four times for five minutes. The sections were then
incubated in blocking solution for 1 h at RT. The primary antibody against Ki67 was diluted
1:1000 in antibody solution and incubated over night at 4 ◦C. The sections were washed five
times, incubated with the secondary, biotin coupled, antibody at a concentration of 1:500 for
3 h at RT and afterwards washed another four times. Ki67 detection was done using the
peroxidase-conjugated VECTASTAIN R© ABC Elite R© kit according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. Sections were incubated with ABC solution for 1 h at RT, washed five times and
subsequently treated for 5 min in a freshly prepared 3,3’-diaminobenzidine solution con-
taining 0.08 % nickel chloride. After three short washes with tab water the sections were
washed with PBS and subsequently mounted in 0.1 M phosphate buffer on gelatine coated
glass slides. The mounted sections were incubated twice for 30 min with Neoclear R© and
coverslips mounted using Neomount R©. The slides were dried for at least two days under the
fume hood before counting.
Cell counting
The number of Ki67 positive cells in the SGZ were counted using the DM 750 light micro-
scope from Leica. Counting was performed blinded to the experimental groups to avoid
biased counting. As staining and counting was performed on every sixth section of a single
hemisphere, total number of cells were multiplied by 12 to account for the number of cells in
the SGZs of both hemispheres.
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2.8 Tracking
In comparison to all other cell characterization methods performed in the presented study,
the tracking of the NPCs is the only procedure that is not a simple end-point analysis. It is
based on time-lapse images and thus allows studying the development of the system over
time, including cellular dynamics on a single cell level. The self-made tracking approach,
which was used, consists of three individual steps. Initially, the images are analyzed using
CellProfiler, a broadly used open-source software from the Broad Institute (Carpenter et al.,
2006). This software is applied to first segment the images into foreground and background.
Afterwards, individual cells are identified and their migration tracked over time. CellProfiler
is especially equipped to analyze big image sets. All images are processed in a predefined
manner following a set series of analysis modules. Due to the characteristics of NPCs in
culture being highly motile, interactive and shape changing, and the low signal-to-noise ratio
using phase-contrast images, this automated tracking process is error-prone. Therefore, a
second, manual step was implemented, using CellTracker (Scherf et al., 2012) to correct the
errors made during the automated tracking process. As CellProfiler and CellTracker were
not initially intended to be combined, R (R Core Team, 2014) is utilized to transcribe the data
resulting from the automated CellProfiler tracking into a CellTracker readable format. After
the manual post-processing of the data, R is further used to first combine the information
from the automated tracking process and the manual post-processing and to analyze the
resulting data (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Tracking workflow: Workflow of an in-house developed semi-automated tracking process. The
acquired images are first segmented and tracked in an automated process using CellProfiler. The resulting
data is thereafter transcribed for the manual post-processing/correction step with CellTracker. The combined
information is analyzed using R.
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Different read-outs can be extracted from tracking experiments of NPCs in culture. The cells
are traced from birth till cell division, until the cell leaves the field of view (FOV) and is "lost",
until it dies or until it reaches the end of the movie. This results accordingly in four differ-
ent states that can be assigned to each track: "cell died", "cell divided", "cell was lost" and
"cell reached the last frame/end of the movie". With this information the cell cycle length
can be measured and compared between experiments as well as within one experiment.
The "health" of the system can be assessed due to the knowledge about the percentage of
tracked cells that died. Further, this approach, in contrast to BrdU labeling experiments, also
surveils if only a subset of cells has contributed to the expansion of the culture.
Several measurements can be performed with the knowledge of the coordinates of the posi-
tions of the individual cells in each frame. The analysis strategies are adapted from Meijer-
ing et al. which provides a profound guideline for studying the migration patterns (Figure 6)
(Meijering et al., 2012): The total distance a cell has traveled from the first frame till the last
frame it was tracked can be analyzed and be compared with the net distance it traveled. This
gives information about the motion pattern. Meaning, whether it moved straight away from
its point of origin or rather circled in that area. The maximum distance can be measured
analyzing the greatest distance between any two points in the trajectory. The angle can
give additional information about the migration pattern by measuring directional changes.
Further, the speed of each tracked cell can be extracted from the positional data. The mean
squared displacement reveals the manner of migration, analyzing whether it was a pure ran-
dom movement or rather directed.
The analysis of the trajectory length in combination with the measurement of the generation
time, i.e. the time between two cell divisions, can give information about the heterogeneity
of a culture, by assessing whether there were cells present that had significantly longer gen-
eration times or did not divide at all.
The analysis of all read-outs are implemented in the tracking approach, however, only a
subset of these measurements was analyzed in the presented study. This is because the
cells were not restricted to the FOV and could therefore leave the observable area. The lack
of knowledge about the motion patterns of the cells after they left, prevented the calculation
of several read-outs, like the total distance traveled. Therefore, only the migration speed
was extracted from the positional data. The individual, performed steps are described in the
following.
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x
y
P1
P2
Pi
PN
α
Measure     Definition
Total distance traveled dtot =
N − i
i=1
d(P i , P i+1 )
Net distance traveled dnet = d(P1, P N )
Confinement ratio r con = dnet − dtot
Maximum distance traveled dmax = max d (P i , P j )
Instantaneous angle
α i = arccos
d2(P i , P i+1 ) − d
2(P i− 1, P i ) − d
2(P i− 1, P i+1 )
− 2d(P i , P i+1 )d(P i− 1, P i )
Instantaneous speed vi =
d(P i , di+1 )
t
Total trajectory time ttot = ( N − 1) t
Mean squared displacement MSD (n) =
1
N − n
N − n
i=1
d2(P i , P i+ n )
Figure 6: Extractable values from cell tracking experiments: Tracking cells over time results in a set of
read-outs that can be gained from the positional information of the cells in the individual images. The presented
list was adapted from Meijering et al. (2012).
Cell preparation and imaging setup
Cells were seeded under proliferation conditions in coated 24-well plates with a glass bottom
to increase the resolution as compared to plastic plates in a concentration of 20,000 cells/ml.
The freshly plated cells were placed into the incubator for 2 h before the plate was put
into the pre-warmed incubation chamber of an inverted Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 microscope,
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equipped with a motorized xy scanning stage as well as z-drive. During the imaging process,
cells were incubated at 37 ◦C and 5 % CO2. Image acquisition was done on one position
in the middle of each well with phase-contrast using a Zeiss EC Plan-Neofluar 10X 0.3 Ph1
objective and a Zeiss AxioCamMRmRev.3: 1388 x 1040 Px with a pixel size 6.45 x 6.45 µm.
Imaging was performed every 5 min, with an exposure time of 20 ms over 1000 frames
(about 3.5 days).
Image processing
Images were exported as 16-bit images and were additionally exported as 8-bit images using
Fiji (ImageJ) for the CellTracker analysis.
Data analysis
The exported 16-bit images were analyzed using a previously established CellProfiler pipeline.
Using this pipeline, the images were first segmented into foreground and background without
separating individual cells. The background was masked in the next step and the foreground
areas were segmented a second time identifying individual cells. These cells were then
tracked from one frame to the next using the linear-assignment problem (Jaqaman et al.,
2008; Jaqaman & Danuser, 2009). Here, the probability of an object in one frame being any
other identified object in the next frame is calculated and the connection is made based on
a resulting cost matrix. As the used NPCs in the presented study were highly motile and
interactive as well as the phase-contrast images provided only a poor signal-to-noise ration
and intensity difference between foreground and background, this process resulted in track-
ing errors. These were corrected using CellTracker. For this purpose the CellProfiler .csv
file was transcribed into a CellTracker readable .xml format with R. Using CellTracker at least
100 randomly chosen cells were tracked from the first frame till they reached their individual
last frame by either dividing, dying, leaving the FOV or by reaching the end of the movie. The
resulting data was analyzed using R. In the presented study only a subset of the previously
mentioned read-outs was included. First, the migration speed was analyzed as the mean
distance a cell had moved from one frame to the other, the mean of all tracked cells (at least
100) was used as the population based migration speed. Next, the generation time of the
cells was studied. For this purpose the track length of all "re-dividing" cells was used to cal-
culate the mean generation time of the population. Additionally, the so called heterogeneity
factor was calculated which I defined as the number of cells that had a track length that was
longer than the mean generation time plus two standard deviations, divided by the number
of "re-dividing" cells. A homogeneous culture would be expected to show hardly any cells
with significant longer generation times and the heterogeneity would accordingly be (close
to) 0.
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2.9 Generation of CRISPR/Cas mediated knock-out lines
The CRISPR/Cas system consists of a 20nt-RNA, the guide RNA (gRNA) and the DNA
endonuclease, the Cas9. The gRNA, like the name indicates serves as a guide for the Cas9
to the genomic target, that is to be modified. The cutting of double-strand DNA, leads to
an error-prone DNA repair mechanism by non-homologous end joining and the formation of
indels. This results in a frameshift mutation, the generation of "wrong" proteins or premature
STOP.
Construct design and cloning
The generation of the construct was based on a previously published protocol by Ran et al.
(Ran et al., 2013) and was done with the help of Sara Zocher. To minimize off-target ef-
fects we designed the gRNAs using an online CRISPR design tool, from the Zhang Lab
(http://crispr.mit.edu). The gRNAs were designed in a way, that they targeted the first coding
exon as early as possible after the start codon "ATG". We designed two non-overlapping
short gRNAs to further minimize the possibility of off-target effects. The activity of the Cas9
is improved if the gRNA starts with a "G". If the target sequence did not start with a "G" it
was added to the sequence. Additionally, sites for cloning, using the BbsI restriction enzyme
were added. The short gRNAs were ordered as oligonucleotides (Eurofins) and dissolved in
the recommended amount of dH2O to reach 100µM.
Design of gRNA for the cloning into the pX459 Plasmid:
Top guide RNA : CACC + (G) + 20nt target sequence
Bottom guide RNA: AAAC + reverse of 20nt target sequence + (C)
Constructs
Gene gRNA Target Score
SNAI1 (top) CACCGTATAGTTGGGCTTCCGGCGG Exon1 97
SNAI1 (bottom) AAACCCGCCGGAAGCCCAACTATAC
MYADM (top) CACCGGATGACGTTGTAGTCGTGA Exon1 93
MYADM (bottom) AAACTCACGACTACAACGTCATCC
MARCKS (top) CACCGTTCTCCAAGACCGCAGCGA Exon1 87
MARCKS (bottom) AAACTCGCTGCGGTCTTGGAGAAC
The score of the gRNA gives information about how faithful the on-target activity is (perfect
score: 100 %). As all of the used constructs had a score of more or almost 90 % the
possibility of off-target effects was low.
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The oligonucleotides were annealed and phosphorylized and thereafter cloned into the
pX459 plasmid which was received from the lab of Frank Buchholz in Dresden.
Annealing and phosphorylation of the oligonucleotides
Component Volume
Top oligonucleotide (100µM) 1 µl
Bottom oligonucleotide (100µM) 1 µl
10x T4 ligation buffer 1 µl
dH2O 6.5 µl
T4 polynucleotide kinase 0.5 µl
The mix is run in the PCR machine using the following settings:
37 ◦C for 30 min
95 ◦C for 5 min
Ramp to 25 ◦C at 5 ◦C/min
Restriction and ligation
Component Volume
pX459 100 ng
hybridized oligo, diluted 1:250 2 µl
10x fast digest buffer 2 µl
DTT (10mM) 1 µl
BbsI (fast digest) 1 µl
T4 DNA ligase 0.5 µl
dH2O add to 20 µl
The mix is run in the PCR machine using the following settings (6 cycles):
37 ◦C for 5 min
23 ◦C for 5 min
E. coli Top10 transformation and plasmid isolation
The E. coli Top10 competent cells were thawed for 10 min on ice. Of the ligation prod-
uct, 3 µl was transferred into 1.5 µl tubes and pre-chilled on ice before 50 µl competent
cells were added. The mixture was gently mixed and incubated for 30 min on ice, heat
shocked at 42 ◦C (water bath) for 35 s and again chilled on ice for 1 min. SOC medium was
added and incubated for 1 h at 37 ◦C. The cells were thereafter plated on Amp50 plates
(prepared by the media kitchen of the CRTD) and incubated over night at RT. One to three
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single colonies were picked and added into LB medium (prepared by the media kitchen of
the CRTD) supplemented with Ampicillin (1:1000) and incubated over night at 37 ◦C. The
subsequent plasmid isolation was performed using the Plasmid Miniprep Kit, following the
manufacturer’s instructions. The sequence was validated by sequencing using the Primer
U6 promoter fw (CAGCACAAAAGGAAACTCACC, 60 ◦C, Eurofins). The culture, containing
the cells carrying the validated plasmid, was further used to inoculated 100 ml LB medium
supplemented with Ampicillin (1:1000). The cells were incubated at 37 ◦C (slow shaking)
over night. The plasmid isolation was performed using the EndoFree Plasmid Maxi Kit fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s instructions. 500 µl cells were used to prepare a glycerol stock
(1:2) which was frozen at -80 ◦C.
Transfection of neural precursor cells and expansion of knock-out lines
The cells to be transfected had to be in an early passage (6-9) at the time of transfection, as
the process to generate knock-out lines takes several passages. The cells were seeded in
a T25 flask under proliferation condition (Day 1). After two days (Day 3), when the cells had
reached a confluence of approximately 60 %, half of the medium (2.5 ml) was removed from
the flask and 2 ml cell culture medium was added containing the full amount (calculated
for 5 ml medium in the flask) of growth factors (10 ng/ml FGF2 and 10 ng/ml EGF). In a
reaction tube 240 µl Optimem + 10 µl Lipofectamin 3000 were mixed. In a separate tube
240 µl Optimem and 8 µl P3000 Reagent and 15 µl DNA were mixed. The two mixtures were
brought together and mixed by pipetting. The mixture was incubated for 20 min at RT and
was added to the medium of the cells. After 24 h (Day 4) the medium was removed and fresh
cell growth medium was added. After another 24 h (Day 5) the medium was changed again
for cell growth medium without penicillin/streptomycin and 2 µg/ml puromycin was added. 24
h later (Day 6) the medium was removed and fresh cell growth medium added. During the
puromycin step, extensive cell death could be observed. After 24 h (Day 7) the cells were
passaged and 500 cells seeded into a 384-well plate (75 µl/well) in neurosphere growth
medium. The leftover cells were seeded in a flask as a backup and were frozen, once they
reached confluence. Neurospheres were grown for 14 days. Neurosphere numbers and
sizes were evaluated and individual spheres were collected, dissociated by pipetting up and
down 10 times using a 100 µl tip and seeded into the well of a 96-well plate using cell growth
medium. Overall, 15-20 neurospheres were collected. Half of the medium was exchanged
every other day and the cells were passaged once they reached 80 % confluence. Once the
cell line was established, cells could be frozen, 1 x 106 cells were resuspended in ALT buffer
for DNA isolation and stored at -20 ◦C.
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Genotyping of the generated cell lines
The genomic DNA of the individual cell lines was isloated by using the Dneasy Blood and
Tissue Kit and the DNA was eluted using 20 µl H2O. The DNA content was measured us-
ing Nanodrop. The genotyping primer had been designed in such a way that they spanned
the expected point of mutation (fw_ primer 200-300 bp upstream). The respective anneal-
ing temperatures needed to be determined by running a gradient PCR. The Phusion High
Fidelity Poymerase was used for the PCR.
Primer
Target Sequence Size
SNAI1(fw) TGACCAACAGTACGGTCACG 654 bp
SNAI1(bw) GGGGTACCAGGAGAGAGTCC
MYADM(fw) CCGTGGATAGGATGCTGACT 648 bp
MYADM(bw) GGGTACGTCCATGAGCTAGG
MARCKS(fw) CGGGTCTCTTCTGTCCTCCT 638 bp
MARCKS(bw) AATACGTGAGCCACCCAAAC
SNAI1_ 2(fw) ACCTGCTCCGGTCTCAGTC 601 bp
SNAI1_ 2(bw) CTGCGGGAAGAGAAGAGACA
DNA amplification for sequencing
Component Volume
50x Buffer HF 10µl
dNTPs (10 MM) 1 µl
Primer mix 2 µl (0.5 µM)
Template DNA 100-200 ng
Phusion HF Polymerase 0.5 µl
dH2O add to 50 µl
PCR program
Step Parameters
Initial denaturation 98 ◦C, 4 min
Denaturation 98 ◦C, 10 s
Annealing 64 ◦C, 30 s
Extension 72 ◦C, 45 s
Final extension 72 ◦C, 10 min
Following the manufacturer’s instructions of the Qiaquick PCR Purification Kit, 25 µl of the
PCR product were purified. The DNA was eluted using 10 µl H2O. Thereafter, 7.5 µl of
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the eluted DNA were ligated into the pCR2.1 plasmid of the TA Cloning R© Kit by mixing it
with 0.5 µl plasmid, 1 µl ligation buffer and 1 µl ligase and incubating it over night at 4 ◦C.
The ligation reaction was transformed into E. coli Top10 as described previously. The LB-
Agar plates Amp100 (prepared by the media kitchen of the CRTD) were pre-treated with
40 µg/ml X-Gal (dissolved in DMSO) for blue white selection before plating the cells. The
cells were incubated on the plates over night at 37 ◦C. Single clones that contained the
fragment were identified by their white color. They were picked and transferred into 3 ml
LB medium containing Ampicillin (1:1000) and shaken at 37 ◦C over night. The plasmids
were isolated from 1 ml of the culture using the GeneJet Plasmid Miniprep Kit. Plasmids
from at least 10 clones per PCR fragment were sequenced using the primer M13rev(-29)
(send to Eurofins, primer from Eurofins). PCR purification, ligation and transfection as well
as plasmid isolation was performed by Sara Zocher and Christina Gütte.
Lines that did not show genetic modification served as a negative control. In case of 100 %
efficiency lines transfected with empty plasmids serve as a wild-type control.
Agarose gel electrophoresis
To confirm the successful amplification, 20 µl of the PCR product were used for gel elec-
trophoresis. A 1% agarose gel was prepared for DNA separation, using 1x TAE buffer for
DNA. For DNA visualization, RedSafe R© was added to the liquid agarose solution (1:20). To
assess the size of the PCR product, the GeneRuler R© 1kb Plus DNA Ladder was used. The
electrophoresis was performed at 100 V for 30 min.
2.10 Statistical analysis
All data analysis, graph generation and statistical analysis were performed using R (R Core
Team, 2014). If not indicated otherwise statistical significance was determined with a one-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test and a Tukey post-hoc test. Asterisks represent: ****
p ≤ 0.0001, *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05, p values greater than 0.05 were not
considered statistically significant. Relevant R scripts can be found in the supplementary
section.
2.11 Data visualization
Data graphs were generated with R if not indicated otherwise. Boxplots were generated
using the geom_boxplot function of the ggplot2 package. The lines in the boxes represent
the median, while the upper and lower hinges represent the first and the third quartiles (25th
and 75th percentile). The whiskers extend from the hinge to the largest or smallest value
at most 1.5 * inter-quartile range, respectively. For more information refer to Mcgill et al.
(1978).
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3.1 Single animal monolayer cultures
Previous experiments led to the development of a mouse cell culture reference panel that
was used to study the effect of the genetic background on aspects of adult hippocampal
neurogenesis (Kannan et al., 2016). However, each mouse strain in the panel was only
represented by a single cell line, since the protocol required about 10 mice to generate that
single cell line. The reliability of the measurements obtained from the panel were therefore
not verifiable. Increasing the number of replicates (n) for each of the 20 lines would require
a large number of animals, especially since not every isolation will result in the successful
generation of a cell line. A previously published work-flow from the Kempermann lab enabled
neurosphere cultures and monolayer cultures from single animals (Walker & Kempermann,
2014). However, using this protocol, the monolayer cultures created from a single animal,
hardly survived. With assistance from Odette Leiter, I implemented a new protocol to gen-
erate cell lines from single animals. As the neurosphere culture seemed to be beneficial for
the survival of the freshly isolated cells, I focused on merging the two cell culture systems:
the neurosphere culture and the monolayer culture. Using BL6 mice, I isolated the DGs and
cultured the cells initially as neurospheres, following the already published protocol. After
11 days of growth as neurospheres, the cells were dissociated and seeded into coated cell
culture vessels which allowed the cells to attach to the surface and grow as monolayer cul-
tures (Figure 7:A). With this protocol, over 50 % of single animal cell lines from BL6 mice
survived. This means, that I was able to reduce the number of animals that were required
to generate a cell line by at least 80 % (compared to using 8-10 animals per cell line). This
protocol could be even further improved as I was able to generate a cell line using only one
DG (data not shown) whereas the other hemisphere could be used for sectioning and sub-
sequent staining. This in turn allowed a direct comparison of the cells in culture and in vivo
(Figure 7:B). This direct comparison was not possible using any other protocol and could
only be achieved by marrying the two cell culture systems and their respective advantages.
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Figure 7: A new protocol to generate cell lines from single animals. A: The two hippocampal dentate
gyri from a single animal were isolated from the brain, minced and enzymatically digested to gain a single cell
suspension. This single cell suspension was seeded to form free floating spheres, so called neurospheres.
These neurospheres were then again dissociated and seeded as single cells into coated cell culture vessels,
where they attached and from there on grew as a monolayer culture. B: Some mouse strains further allowed
the generation of a monolayer culture from one, single hippocampal dentate gyrus while the other hemisphere
could be used for example for sectioning and staining, enabling the direct comparison of a cell line with the in
vivo situation.
After the successful implementation of the protocol for BL6 animals, the second parental
strain, DBA, was to be added to the panel. The cells from the DBA strain showed a much
lower proliferation rate and the establishment of a cell culture from a single animal initially
was not successful. Using BL6 animals, the cells from the dissociated spheres were directly
seeded into a well of a 24-well plate, however, this procedure did not facilitate the survival
of the cell lines from the DBA animals. These cells had to be seeded into a well of a 96-
well plate for the initial monolayer passage. But even with this procedure the survival rate
of the lines from these animals, was only 17 %. The number of animals used with the
new protocol was accordingly only marginally lower compared to the original procedure of
pooling 8-10 animals for a single cell line. Some of the BXD strains were assumed to have
an even lower success rate than the DBA strain and it was therefore decided that instead of
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directly implementing cell lines from BXD animals, the generation of cell lines from the two
reciprocal strains of the F1 generation of the cross of BL6 and DBA would be tried first: the
D2B6F1 (DBF1), offspring with a DBA mother and the B6D2F1 (BDF1), offspring with a BL6
mother. Unexpectedly, both strains exceeded the success rate of what was achieved using
BL6 animals with a survival of the lines of about 70 % of performed isolations (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Survival rate of generated cell lines depends on the genetic background. Single animal isolations
from four different mouse strains were used to generate cell lines. The survival rate of the lines seemed to be
strongly depending on the genetic background. While 52 % of all performed isolations from BL6 animals resulted
in surviving lines, only 17 % of all DBA isolations survived the line generation procedure. The two strains of the
F1 generation, BDF1 (68 % survival) and DBF1 (70 %) exceeded the success rate of both parental strains.
As previously mentioned, the generation of a cell line from a single animal with the new pro-
tocol was a two stage process during which the cells grew first as neurospheres and were
subsequently cultured as monolayers. The death of a cell line always occurred at the mono-
layer culture phase, but all isolations did result in the successful growth of neurospheres.
Thus, the neurosphere assay results could be analyzed for all isolations, independent of
their later survival and the successful generation of a cell line. Therefore, I then examined,
which read-outs could be gained from the neurosphere assay and whether there are markers
that could be used to predict the survival of a cell line.
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The three phenotypes of the neurosphere assay
In the presented study the neurosphere assay was performed directly after the isolation of
the cells from their natural environment (the hippocampal DG) and before the cells were
cultured as monolayers. The freshly isolated cells were seeded into uncoated cell culture
vessels, where they were not (or hardly) able to attach to the surface, instead forming free
floating aggregates called neurospheres.
At first sight the neurosphere assay resulted in two different phenotypes: the number of
spheres and the size of these neurospheres. However, a third phenotype could be appre-
ciated, as I was able to distinguish between two different "sphere types": Floating spheres
and a type which was actually not a sphere, but rather cells that attached to the uncoated
cell culture vessel (Figure 9).
A B C
Figure 9: Two different "sphere" types could be observed in the neurosphere assay: First, floating spheres
which could have different sizes (A, d=80 µm; B, d=300 µm), secondly there were cells that attached to the
surface of the cell culture vessel forming attached spheres, which had a larger diameter but, due to their two-
dimensionality, could not be directly compared to the floating spheres (C, d=1000 µm). Scale bars = 100 µm.
These circular cell growth areas usually have been ignored as their identity might be different
from that of the cells in the spheres. However, as these "attached spheres" seemed to occur
more often in the neurosphere assays of the F1 strains, I could not rule out that they might
be an important factor for the increased number of surviving cell lines. Whether these cells
initially grew as spheres that attached or attached directly when they were seeded as single
cells and proliferated as such, could not be distinguished as their development was not
followed. Subsequently, the phrase "attached sphere" can not be taken literally and is just
used as a discrimination from the "normal" floating sphere. As these "spheres" grew in 2D,
their size could not be compared to the "real", floating spheres and was therefore excluded
from the calculations of the mean sphere sizes. They also were excluded from the analysis
of the sphere number as they were not spheres per se. Their quantity was analyzed as
an additional phenotype, leading to three different phenotypes from the neurosphere assay:
The number of (floating) spheres, the size of (floating) spheres and the number of attached
spheres. In the line generation process, both floating and attached, were included.
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Neurosphere assay phenotypes could not predict the survival of a cell line
Since all isolations successfully resulted in neurospheres but not all survived the monolayer
process, it was hypothesized that the outcome of the neurosphere assay might influence and
thus be able to predict the survival of a cell line. For example, it could indicate a minimum
mean number or size of neurospheres that would be required for the cell line to survive.
Therefore, I analyzed the data gained from all neurosphere assays and determined whether
there were significant differences between surviving cell lines and the ones that died during
the process. There was no significant difference between the surviving lines and those that
did not survive, neither in the number of spheres (n, mean ± sd; surviving lines: BL6: 11,
146.36 ± 140.40, DBA: 4, 35.00 ± 24.54, BDF1: 17, 99.41 ± 67.34, DBF1: 7, 124.57 ±
54.45, lines that died: BL6: 10, 90.50 ± 35.28, DBA: 19, 43.63 ± 34.04, BDF1: 8, 95.13
± 35.69, DBF1: 3, 133.00 ± 84.54, Figure 10A), nor in their mean size (n, mean ± sd;
surviving lines: BL6: 11, 52.38 ± 8.97, DBA: 4, 66.86 ± 5.61, BDF1: 17, 61.81 ± 16.20,
DBF1: 7, 48.27 ± 7.07, lines that died: BL6: 10, 54.68 ± 8.00, DBA: 19, 63.75 ± 9.59,
BDF1: 8, 51.79 ± 7.29, DBF1: 3, 44.44 ± 4.52, Figure 10B).
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Figure 10: No difference in the number and mean size of spheres between surviving and not surviving
cell lines. Analyzing the number of spheres (A) and the mean size of spheres (B) of the individual isolations
from the four strains and separating them by the later survival or death of the cell line did not show a significant
difference between surviving cell lines and cell lines that died (n surviving lines: BL6: 11, D2: 4, BDF1: 17,
DBF1: 7; n lines that died: BL6: 10, D2: 19, BDF1: 8, DBF1: 3).
Further, the third phenotype of the neurosphere assay, the number of attached spheres, did
not support the theory that it might be possible to predict the survival of a cell line based
on the outcome of the neurosphere assay. No difference could be detected between the
numbers of attached spheres in isolations that resulted in the successful generation of a
cell line and the isolations where the cells died during the process (n, mean ± sd; surviving
lines: BL6: 11, 7.90 ± 5.41, DBA: 1, 1 ± NA, BDF1: 17, 27.58 ± 18.17, DBF1: 7, 20.71 ±
24.88, lines that died: BL6: 8, 7.00 ± 5.45, DBA: 11, 2.81 ± 1.60, BDF1: 8, 15.63 ± 11.16,
DBF1: 3, 16.66 ± 21.96, Figure 11).
The observation that none of the phenotypes from the neurosphere assay could be used to
predict the survival of the cell lines indicated that initially all cell lines seemed to have had
the same chance of surviving. If there would have been significantly less and/or smaller
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spheres in all not surviving isolations, this would have strongly suggested that there was a
problem during the isolation of the DG or during the preparation of the neurosphere assay,
leading to the death or loss of cells. This did not seem to be the case and showed that the
isolation process itself seemed to be generally sound and not ultimately causal for the death
of the lines. Nevertheless, the variability of the number and size of spheres of the surviving
lines of BL6 animals, as well as the numbers of attached spheres of both F1 strains, was
quite high. This suggested that there were overall differences in the individual isolations, the
neurosphere assay or, individual animals because all lines represented single animals.
The results further indicated that there were differences between the four strains. As there
were no differences between surviving and not surviving lines, it seemed likely that a strain
difference lead to the low number of cell lines that were successfully generated from DBA
animals. Therefore, I then analyzed the influence of the genetic background onto the three
phenotypes of the neurosphere assay.
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Figure 11: The number of attached sphere numbers can not be used to predict the success of generating
a cell line. There was no significant difference between the isolations that survived and the isolations that died
during the line generation process, thus the number of attached spheres can not be used as a prediction about
the survival of the cell line (n surviving lines: BL6: 11, D2: 1, BDF1: 17, DBF1: 7; n lines that died: BL6: 8, D2:
11, BDF1: 8, DBF1: 3).
The genetic background had an influence on all three phenotypes of the
neurosphere assay
Because there was no systematic technical problem affecting the survival of the lines, the
line’s genetic background was suspected to be influencing their survival. Therefore, I ana-
lyzed the numbers of spheres, the mean sizes of these spheres as well as the numbers of
attached spheres to see whether there was a general difference between the four strains. A
one-way ANOVA showed that there was a difference in sphere numbers [F(3,75) = 5.98825,
p = 0.001027] between the strains (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 21, 119.76 ± 105.99, DBA: 23,
42.13 ± 32.27, BDF1: 25, 98.04 ± 58.30, DBF1: 10, 127.10 ± 59.85). A Tukey post-hoc
test showed that DBA numbers where significantly lower compared to all other strains (DBA
vs. BL6: p = 0.002, DBA vs. BDF1: p = 0.033, DBA vs. DBF1: p = 0.01). The data analysis
further illustrated that there was also a difference in the mean sphere sizes between the
strains (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 21, 53.48 ± 8.39, DBA: 23, 64.29 ± 9.00, BDF1: 25, 58.60
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± 14.61, DBF1: 10, 47.12 ± 6.42, [F(3,75) = 7.22327, p = 0.0003]). The Tukey post-hoc
test revealed that DBA also had significantly bigger mean sphere sizes compared to almost
all other strains (except BDF1). Additionally, there was a significant difference in the mean
sphere sizes between BDF1 and DBF1 (DBA vs. BL6: p = 0.007, DBA vs. DBF1: p=0.0003,
BDF1 vs. DBF1: p = 0.02 , Figure 12).
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Figure 12: The genetic backgroundhas an influence on the neurospherenumber as well as themean size
of the spheres. Analyzing sphere numbers (A) and their mean sizes (B), showed that DBA-derived isolations
had significantly less neurospheres than those of all other strains while they were at the same time bigger than
the spheres of almost all (except BDF1) other strains (n; BL6: 21, D2: 23, , BDF1: 25, DBF1: 10).
The analysis of the third phenotype of the neurosphere assay, the number of attached
spheres, also showed that there was a detectable difference between the four strains (n,
mean ± sd; BL6: 19, 7.52 ± 5.29, DBA: 12, 2.67 ± 1.61, BDF1: 25, 23.76 ± 17.00, DBF1:
10, 19.50 ± 22.89, [F(3,62) = 8.47894, p = < 0.0001]). The Tukey post-hoc test demon-
strated that BDF1-derived neurosphere assays had significantly more attached spheres
compared to both parental strains, while the DBF1-derived assays had only significantly
more of these "spheres" as compared to the assays generated from DBA animals (BDF1 vs.
BL6: p = 0.002, BDF1 vs. DBA: p= 0.0003, DBF1 vs. DBA: p = 0.033, Figure 13).
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Figure 13: A strain dependent difference between the number of attached spheres could be observed.
The examination of the number of attached spheres present in the neurosphere assays from the different strains
showed that BDF1-derived assays showed significantly more of the attached spheres compared to both parental
strains while DBF1 also showed more as compared to neurosphere assays from DBA animals (n; BL6: 19, D2:
12, , BDF1: 25, DBF1: 10).
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In summary, the strain comparisons of the neurosphere assay derived phenotypes indicated
that the genetic background has an influence on all three read-outs. DBA-derived neu-
rosphere assays showed significantly less spheres, while these spheres were larger than
those of the other strains. On the other hand, the F1 strains showed more attached spheres,
which might be beneficial for the survival of the cell lines. The increased survival rate of
the F1 strains was unanticipated (for more details refer to the discussion), it was therefore
decided to take advantage of the new protocol and compare the number of proliferating cells
in vivo and the resulting neurosphere assays of BL6 and BDF1.
Significantly less proliferating cells in vivo but no difference in the
neurosphere assay of BDF1 compared to BL6 animals
To compare the in vivo and in vitro situation, Ki67 stainings were performed, using one
hemisphere of BDF1 and BL6 animals while a neurosphere assay to asses the number and
sizes of the resulting neurospheres was executed with the other hemisphere. This allowed
the direct comparison of the number of proliferating cells in vivo and the sphere related
values in vitro. As I only had one hemisphere for the neurosphere assay, I did not try to
generate a cell line from these neurospheres as the success rate and the cultures would
probably not be comparable to the lines resulting from two DGs. Analysis of the data using
a two sample t-test showed that BDF1 animals (n, mean ± sd; 10, 11119.2 ± 1257.71) had
significantly lower numbers of proliferating (Ki67 positive) cells in vivo as compared to BL6
(n, mean ± sd; 10, 12627.6 ± 1400.19, t(18) = 2.5344, p = 0.02077, Figure 14). However,
there was no significant difference either in the neurosphere numbers (n, mean ± sd; BL6:
10, 31.4 ± 17.47, BDF1: 10, 27.7 ± 16.71, t(18) = 0.484, p = 0.6342) or in the sizes of the
neurospheres (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 10, 46.14 ± 8.56, BDF1: 10, 54.58 ± 12.04, t(18) = -
1.8056, p = 0.08773, Figure 15) and there was no correlation between neurosphere numbers
and Ki67 counts (r2 = 0.030).
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Figure 14: BDF1 animals have significantly less proliferating cells compared to BL6 animals. Counting
the number of Ki67 positive cells present in brain sections of both animal strains revealed a significantly lower
number of proliferating cells in the brains of BDF1 animals compared to the BL6 strain. Statistical significance
was analyzed in R using the two sample t-test, n=10.
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Figure 15: No observable difference between BL6 and BDF1 in the neurosphere assay. There was no
significant difference between the BL6-derived neurospheres and the neurospheres generated from cells of the
BDF1 animals, either in sphere numbers (A) or in the mean size of the neurospheres (B). Statistical significance
was analyzed in R using the two sample t-test, n=10.
Previous studies suggested the existence of two stem cell populations in the hippocampal
SGZ - one that is routinely dividing and a second population that is dormant/quiescent but
can be activated following specific cues (Walker et al., 2008; Lugert et al., 2010; Jhaveri
et al., 2014). It has been shown that the number of spheres, as well as their size, can be in-
creased following the treatment with KCl and norepinephrine (NE) in the neurosphere assay
(Walker et al., 2008; Jhaveri et al., 2014). I hypothesized that also the procedure of isolating
the DG from the brain and/or the neurosphere assay itself might trigger an increased activa-
tion in BDF1 cells. This could explain the similarity in the neurosphere numbers and sizes
between BL6 and BDF1 animals even though BDF1 showed significantly less proliferating
cells in vivo. Consequently, I performed a neurosphere activation experiment to analyze the
activatability of the cells which were isolated from the two mouse strains.
BDF1 cells could not be activated to form more spheres but sphere size
could be increased using KCl
To perform the neurosphere activation experiment, the cell suspensions obtained from the
DGs of the individual animals (n = five per strain) were divided into three different groups:
one control (no activation), and two activation treatments, one by adding 15 mM KCl or by
adding 10 µM NE. Using a t-test, corrected for the lack of variance in the control, it was
shown that neurosphere numbers in BL6-derived neurospheres increased with KCl treat-
ment (however, it was not significant) but there was no statistically significant difference in
neurosphere numbers usingNE (KCl: 161.68 ± 76.96, NE: 79.19 ± 34.16, Control vs. KCl:
t(4) = -1.7921, p = 0.1476, Control vs NE: t(4) = 1.3618, p = 0.2449). The analysis of BDF1-
derived spheres showed no difference in sphere numbers, either upon KCl treatment or NE
supplementation (mean ± sd; KCl: 101.52 ± 22.90, NE: 108.90 ± 51.79, Control vs. KCl:
t(4) = -0.1484, p = 0.8892, Control vs. NE: t(4) = -0.3843, p = 0.720). Analyzing the neuro-
sphere sizes further showed that there was an increase in the size of the neurospheres after
KCl treatment of both BL6- (mean ± sd; KCl: 118.81 ± 13.75, NE: 109.04 ± 9.75, Control
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vs. KCl: t(4) = -3.0596, p = 0.03767, Control vs. NE: t(4) = -2.0724, p = 0.1069) and BDF1-
(mean ± sd; KCl: 127.30 ± 9.01, NE: 109.08 ± 13.57, Control vs. KCl: t(4) = -6.7742, p =
0.002, Control vs. NE: t(4) = -1.4961, p = 0.209) derived neurospheres, while no significant
difference was observable following NE treatment.
In summary, NE did not induce an effect. KCl, on the other hand, caused a trend of an
increase in sphere numbers in BL6-derived spheres but not in BDF1-derived neurospheres,
while it lead to an increased sphere size in both strains (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Activation of neurospheres using KCl and NE. Treatment with KCl lead to a trend of an increase
in sphere numbers (A) in BL6-derived spheres but not in spheres from BDF1 animals. Spheres from both strains
showed an increased mean sphere size (B) as compared to the control after KCl treatment. Culturing cells as
neurospheres in the presence of NE did not result in differing numbers (A) or mean neurosphere sizes (B) as
compared to the control. Data was analyzed using a Student’s t-test, corrected for the lack of variance in the
control in R, n = five per group.
To gain more information about the characteristics of the cells from these two strains, as
well as from the DBA and DBF1 strains, lines that could successfully be generated were
profoundly characterized. For this purpose, a new cell characterization SOP was estab-
lished. Using this SOP, as much data as possible was collected from the individual lines
to analyze the influence of the genetic background onto the generation of the cell lines and
their behavior in cell culture.
3.2 A new cell line phenotyping standard operation procedure
and its application
As the name says, an SOP is generated to standardize a procedure so the outcomes of
the procedure can be reliably compared. As I wanted to analyze differences, which were
assumed to be minimal, I had to make sure that no preventable technical variation would
hinder the comparison. Therefore, I established the SOP, defining time-points and passages
to perform particular experiments or to collect specific data. In the course of this procedure,
information about the cells from every stage of cell line development was collected, starting
from the neurosphere stage, to the individual passages of monolayer cultures, to a profound
cell characterization in passage 7 (Figure 17). The generated data was used to analyze
differences and/or similarities between the individual strains and lines as well as potential
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correlations between different read-outs.
Due to the problems regarding the survival of lines from DBA animals, I only managed to
generate three lines (two female, one male) that could be used for the analysis. Additionally,
five BL6 lines (three female, two male), four BDF1 lines (three female, one male) and four
DBF1 lines (two female, two male) were included in the study. I did not expect to see any
sex specific differences but mentioned the sex of the respective lines to include all data. The
sex of the lines might become important for other phenotypes that were not analyzed in the
presented study (for example when immune system related factors are investigated). The
results of the cell characterization SOP for the respective lines of the four strains BL6, DBA,
BDF1 and DBF1 are presented in the following section.
 single cells attach
Passage 0
Passage 1
Passage 2
Passage 3 (Growth factor reduction
 of 50 %)
Passage 4
Passage 5
Passage 6
Passage 7 Freeze master cell stock
Freeze working cell stock
Nestin/Sox2 BrdU
GFAP/Map2ab Migration
Passage 7 cell characterization assay
dissociate spheres
Figure 17: Workflow of the cell line generation and characterization. After growing as neurospheres for 11
days, the spheres were counted and measured before they were dissociated and seeded as single cells into
coated cell culture vessels where they attached and started to grow as a monolayer culture. The cells were
passaged once they reached 80 % confluence into the next bigger cell culture vessel. After passage 5, cells
were frozen to establish a master cell stock, as well as after passage 7 to maintain a working cell stock. In
passage 7, cells were fully characterized, using BrdU and Nestin/Sox2 staining, as well as a tracking analysis
under proliferation conditions, and GFAP/Map2ab staining following differentiation. For every cell passage, the
seeding density as well as the final cell density were noted in order to gather information about the growth of
the culture. While the neurospheres probably provided a more heterogeneous population of cells, the culture
supposedly got more homogeneous from passage to passage.
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Line generation data
The values gained from the neurosphere assays were combined with the data from the
monolayer cultures, resulting in "line generation data" collected for each cell line. The mono-
layer culture could add two important read-outs. The first indirectly gives information about
the proliferative capacity of the cells by analyzing the time between seeding of the disso-
ciated spheres and the culture reaching the initial 80 % confluence state. This value was
accordingly named "time till passage 1" (the initial passage being passage 0). As already
mentioned, DBA lines could only be established after the dissociated neurospheres were
seeded into a well of a 96-well plate. Therefore, the time the cells required to reach passage
1 could not be directly compared, as the area of the wells differed significantly. The time was
thus divided by the area of the well, and was therefore determined in time (in days) per cm2.
Even after this normalization, this value has to be treated with care since the initial cell den-
sity was not determined as it was usually too low for reliable counting results. Differences
might accordingly also represent the effect of varying seeding densities. Nevertheless, this
value can give a first indication about the proliferative capacity of a line.
Secondly, the "growth rate between passages" was analyzed. The growth rate compared
to "time till passage 1" does not represent the simple time difference between the individual
passages, but rather analyzes the change in cell number (∆ CN) from seeding until passag-
ing over the time difference (∆ t). This was calculated for passage 1 through 5 (Figure 18).
The mean value for every cell line was used for the cell line comparison.
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Figure 18: Calculation of the growth rate between passages. The growth rate between passages was
calculated as the difference in the cell number (∆ CN) between the seeding density and the final density counted
during passaging over the time difference (∆ t). The mean value of all passages was used as the growth rate
for each line. The depicted growth rates represent exemplary values.
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Accordingly, five different read-outs could be gained from the cell line generation phase: The
number and size of the neurospheres as well as the number of attached spheres, the time
it took the cells from passage 0 to passage 1 and the mean growth rate for all passages
between passage 1 and 5. All five phenotypes were analyzed using the lines from the four
different strains (Figure 19).
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Figure 19: Five different phenotypes were extracted during cell line generation: The numbers (A) and the
sizes (B) of the neurospheres was analyzed as well as the number of attached spheres (C). The time from the
initial seeding as a monolayer culture in passage 0 until reaching 80 % confluence to be split into passage 1
has was (D). Finally, the growth rate between every passage was examined (E). The values were analyzed for
the lines of the four strains, the color of the data points visualizes the gender: pink = female animal, blue = male
animal.
The analysis of the line generation data using a one-way ANOVA showed that two inter-strain
differences could be detected. The first was in the size of the neurospheres, where there
was a difference between DBA-derived spheres and DBF1-derived spheres (n, mean ± sd;
BL6: 6, 54.66 ± 9.58, DBA: 3, 67.94 ± 6.34, BDF1: 4, 56.60 ± 6.55, DBF1: 4, 46.96 ±
6.10, [F(3,13) = 4.25106, p = 0.02676], Tukey post-hoc test, DBA vs DBF1 p = 0.016, Figure
19B). Secondly, DBA cells required significantly more time until they could be passaged for
the first time (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 8.22 ± 6.06, DBA: 3, 70.39 ± 23.31, BDF1: 4, 4.69 ±
4.09, DBF1: 4, 7.38 ± 4.23, [F(3,13) = 31.4331, p = < 0.0001], Tukey post-hoc test, DBA vs
BL6 p = < 0.0001, DBA vs BDF1 p = < 0.0001, DBA vs DBF1 p = < 0.0001, Figure 19D).
Besides the increased mean sphere sizes of DBA-derived neurospheres, they also seemed
to show a trend towards lower numbers of spheres (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 145.67± 183.35,
DBA: 3, 38.33 ± 28.91, BDF1: 4, 132.50± 104.24, DBF1: 4, 148.25± 148.25, Figure 19A).
The line generation data did not indicate any significant difference in the number of attached
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spheres (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 8.00 ± 6.78, DBA: 3, 6.78 ± 0.57, BDF1: 4, 19.25 ± 9.84,
DBF1: 4, 22.25 ± 29.27, Figure 19C) or the growth rate between passages (n, mean ± sd;
BL6: 6, 577966.43 ± 438835.97, DBA: 3, 109241.01 ± 133282.77, BDF1: 4, 509780.10 ±
137233.19, DBF1: 4, 594358.01 ± 343939.76, Figure 19E ).
Marker staining
In addition to the line generation data, commonly performed marker stainings were included
in the line characterization SOP. For this purpose, cells were seeded onto coverslips in
passage 7 for marker stainings with Nestin and Sox2 under proliferation conditions, as well
as Map2ab and GFAP staining following differentiation. Further, cells were treated with
BrdU for 2 h under proliferation conditions to assess the number of cells that went through
S-phase during this incubation time. Nestin/Sox2 stainings were only analyzed qualita-
tively to see whether any of the cell lines would show significantly less than the expected
∼ 100%Nestin/Sox2 positive cells (Figure 20A). The analyzed lines all showed the expected
Nestin/Sox2 staining.
NestinSox2Hoechst HoechstBrdU GFAP Map2abHoechstA B C
Figure 20: Representative image of the staining results. A: As it was expected that close to 100 % of all cells
under proliferation conditions would express the stem cell markers Nestin and Sox2, only qualitative analysis of
the staining results were performed. B, C: BrdU as well as GFAP/Map2ab positive numbers were quantified as
the percentage of all cells present in the field of view, visualized by Hoechst 33342 staining. Scale bars = 50
µm.
For the stainings of BrdU (Figure 20B) as well as GFAP and Map2ab (Figure 20C), a quan-
titative analysis was performed. Here the numbers were assessed as the percentage of all
cells present in the FOV, visualized by using the nuclear stain Hoechst 33342.
According to this, three different marker staining values were analyzed in the course of the
cell characterization SOP: the number of BrdU positive cells (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 31.56
± 8.52, DBA: 3, 26.27 ± 8.37, BDF1: 4, 36.71 ± 2.05, DBF1: 4, 34.78 ± 3.17, Figure 20B)
, as well as Map2ab (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 11.50 ± 7.82, DBA: 3, 4.28 ± 1.68, BDF1:
4, 3.08 ± 1.57, DBF1: 4, 6.12 ± 5.37, and GFAP (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 76.64 ± 10.83,
DBA: 3, 86.06 ± 7.45, BDF1: 4, 90.43 ± 3.62, DBF1: 4, 87.19 ± 8.04) positive cells (Figure
20C). Comparing the resulting values using a one-way ANOVA did not show a significant
difference in any of the markers between the four different strains (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Analysis of the results from the marker expression data. Quantification of the stainings for the
three different markers, the percentage of cells that incorporated BrdU during a 2 h BrdU incubation phase,
as well as the percentage of cells expressing the differentiation markers GFAP or Map2ab did not show any
significant difference between the strains.
Cell tracking
The cells’ intrinsic migratory behavior as well as other emerging characteristics that could
be obtained from long term observations of the cultures were analyzed as additional phe-
notypes. During my master’s thesis, I established a generally feasible method to analyze
cellular migration in vitro to observe the behavior of individual cells over time. This tracking
procedure was applied and optimized and the analysis of additional phenotypes was added.
The analysis was thereby limited to three different read-outs: generation time, migration
speed, and a characteristic which was named the "heterogeneity factor". At least 100 cells
were tracked in every experiment and the individual phenotypes and their computations will
be further described in the following section.
Two groups of cells - according to their track length
While tracking the cells over the course of time, I observed that there were two different
groups of cells: one that was regularly dividing and a second group that did not divide at
all or too slow to divide more than once in the course of one experiment. To quantify this
observation, the mean generation time, which is defined as the mean track length of all cells
that were born in the FOV and further divided in the FOV, i.e. all "re-dividing" cells, was
calculated (Figure 22).
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Figure 22: "Re-dividing" cells were used to calculate the mean generation time. To calculate the mean
generation time, the track length of all cells that were born in the field of view and further divided (the track length
of these "re-dividing" cells, which are indicated by the arrows, is marked in red) was analyzed. The highlighted
cells in this depicted generation tree represent a subset of all "re-dividing" cells that were encountered during
the experiment.
Next, the presence of cells that did not re-divide in the FOV and that were tracked for a
longer time than this calculated mean generation time plus two standard deviations, was
analyzed. It was assumed that most cells would show a generation time within that time
range, therefore the cells that did not re-divide and that were tracked longer than this cut-off,
were considered to be a second group of cells present in the population. Cells that left the
FOV early, resulting in short tracks, could not be included into these two groups as nothing
about their nature was known. The same applies for initial mother cells (first dividing cells in
a generation tree), if they did not have a track length that was longer than the defined cut-off
(Figure 23). Some "re-dividing" cells also showed a track length that was longer than the
calculated cut-off; these were only included in the group of dividing cells, so that they were
not counted in both groups.
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Figure 23: Cells that were tracked significantly longer than the mean generation time were considered
inherently different. The mean generation time was calculated from all "re-dividing" cells. Cells that were
tracked significantly longer than this mean generation time, were considered a second, different group of cells.
The arrow indicates an example of one of these cells. The mean generation time is depicted at the bottom of
the image in its length, the lines indicate the track lengths of the individual cells, the colors illustrate the different
states a cell can have, cell division, cell death, cell was lost i.e. left the field of view or cell was tracked till the
end of the movie.
Migration speed
The migration speed, that is the distance an individual cell moved in a specific time, was
analyzed as another phenotype. As the "re-dividing" and "long-track" cells might also have
variable speeds, these subsets of cells were additionally analyzed separately. The migration
speed is calculated as the mean of the mean speeds of all tracked cells at every time point.
The heterogeneity factor
In a homogeneous population of cells the generation time would be expected to be nearly
the same. However, as already mentioned, there was a certain number of "long-track" cells
that did not divide at all (or very slowly) and that did not re-divide in the FOV and that
showed a significantly longer track length than the "re-dividing" cells. I therefore defined the
heterogeneity factor to describe this phenomenon. This factor is defined as the number of
"long-track" cells divided by the number of "re-dividing" cells. If there are no "long-track" cells
this factor is 0 (a homogeneous population of "re-dividing" cells). An equal number of "long-
track" cells and "re-dividing" cells results in a heterogeneity factor of 1. More "long-track"
cells than "re-dividing" cells leads to a heterogeneity factor greater than 1.
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Analysis of the track lengths
Tracking the cells of the four strains showed that all strains possessed subsets of "long-
track" cells. Analyzing the track lengths revealed that there were neither differences in the
track lengths of the "re-dividing" cells between the four strains (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 22.32
± 4.14, DBA: 3, 26.85 ± 4.12, BDF1: 4, 29.41 ± 3.89, DBF1: 4, 26.63 ± 5.86, [F(3,13)
= 2.12165, p = 0.1468]) nor in the track lengths of the "long-track" cells between the four
strains (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 59.01 ± 5.59, DBA: 3, 69.57 ± 7.52, BDF1: 4, 69.83 ±
6.75, DBF1: 3, 66.10 ± 18.21, [F(3,12) = 1.40506, p = 0.28925]). The difference in the track
lengths between "re-dividing" and "long-track" cells was significant ([F(1,25) = 237.066, p <
0.0001], Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Track lengths of "re-dividing" cells and "long-track" cells. Illustration that in all strains "long-
track" cells could be identified. As per definition (mean + 2 SD) these "long-track" cells showed a significantly
longer track length. No differences in track lengths within the two groups between the four strains could be
identified.
Analysis of the cell tracking data
No significant differences between the four strains regarding the three analyzed phenotypes
could be found. Neither in the migration speed of the cells (Figure 25A), which was sepa-
rately analyzed for all tracked cells (n, mean± sd; BL6: 6, 1.66 ± 0.10, DBA: 3, 1.58 ± 0.12,
BDF1: 4, 1.76 ± 0.08, DBF1: 4, 1.67 ± 0.12, [F(3,13) = 1.91915 , p = 0.17636]), and for the
subsets "re-dividing" cells (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 1.61 ± 0.15, DBA: 3, 1.56 ± 0.09, BDF1:
4, 1.78 ± 0.13, DBF1: 4, 1.72 ± 0.08, [F(3,13) = 2.48765 , p = 0.10643]) and "long-track"
cells (n, mean ± sd; BL6: 6, 1.48 ± 0.14, DBA: 3, 1.32 ± 0.18, BDF1: 4, 1.57 ± 0.17, DBF1:
3, 1.28 ± 0.26, [F(3,12) = 2.09944 , p = 0.15376]), nor in the generation time (Figure 25B),
i. e. the track lengths of the "re-dividing" cells, nor in the heterogeneity factor (n, mean ±
sd; BL6: 6, 0.31 ± 0.21, DBA: 3, 1.90 ± 2.37, BDF1: 4, 0.35 ± 0.35, DBF1: 4, 0.22 ± 0.24,
[F(3,13) = 12.30672 , p = 0.12457], Figure 25C).
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Figure 25: Three different phenotypes were extracted from cell tracking experiments. First, the migration
speed (A), as the mean of the mean speed of every tracked cell at every time point was analyzed, for all cells as
well as for the subsets of "re-dividing" cells and "long-track" cells. Further, the generation time was analyzed as
the mean track length of the "re-dividing" cells (B). Additionally, the heterogeneity was examined (C) by dividing
the number of "long-track" cells, by the number of "re-dividing" cells.
When pooling the data of all strains, "long-track" cells showed a significantly slower migration
speed compared to the subgroup of "re-dividing" cells ([F(2,38) = 15.66265, p= 0.00008],
Tukey post-hoc test, Figure 25A). However, when analyzing the numbers within the strains, it
could be appreciated that only DBF1-derived "long-track" cells migrated slower, as compared
to its respective "re-dividing" cells (p = 0.029). Comparing the migration speed of the "long-
track" cells with all cells, it seemed further supported that they represented a more slowly
migrating subset of all cells tracked.
In summary, the tracking procedure could successfully be implemented in the phenotyping
analysis of the cells. The tracking procedure provided new information by indicating that
there are at least two subsets of cells present in the cultures of all four phenotypes at this
stage: regularly dividing cells (= "re-dividing" cells) that can be used for the calculation of
the generation time and slow or potentially not dividing cells (= "long-track" cells). It seemed
that these "long-track" cells also generally migrate slower as compared to the dividing cells
which additionally hints at an inherent difference between these two subsets of cells.
3.3 Cell culture - a system with limitations
The analysis of the different phenotypes from the cell line characterization SOP revealed
that only two of the analyzed phenotypes showed a difference between the strains: the
mean size of the floating neurospheres, where DBA showed significantly bigger spheres as
compared to DBF1-derived spheres, and the duration of the initial passage where the DBA
required significantly more time. For all strains at least three (DBA) lines were analyzed.
For the BL6 strain, I analyzed six strains. This led to a greater intra-strain variance, regard-
ing several phenotypes, instead of reducing it. This shows that the reproducibility of these
cell culture phenotypes is problematic even though all isolations and experiments were per-
formed by the same person following the same SOP. All cells that were analyzed in the cell
line characterization SOP were studied in the same passage, none of the cells had been
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previously frozen and all were handled manually but comparably. The importance of this fact
was exhibited when individual cell lines were re-analyzed. For this purpose, four different
cell lines that were frozen in passage 5 as a master cell stock were thawed and analyzed
two passages after thawing as well as 5 passages after thawing (for the migration speed one
additional vial was thawed, thus n = 5). The cells showed significant differences compared
to the results that had been obtained using the same cell line before freezing. Thus, freezing
itself had an effect on different phenotypes preventing the comparability of cells that were
frozen to those that had not been frozen. The measured differences will be described below.
Freezing effect
The frozen cells (all cell lines were BL6-derived) were thawed according to the standard pro-
cedure. The cells were removed from the liquid nitrogen and quickly thawed in a 37 ◦C water
bath. Fresh medium was directly added to prevent a prolonged exposure of the cells to the
high concentration of DMSO in the freezing medium before they were centrifuged and resus-
pended in new medium and plated into a coated flask. While none of the cell lines seemed
morphologically different or less healthy after the freezing procedure, the cells showed a
decreased migration speed which was highly significant two passages after thawing (82.36
± 3.34, t(4) = -11.7973, p = 0.0003) and had slightly improved but was still significant five
passages after thawing (83.74 ± 11.02, t(4) = -3.2991, p = 0.030, Figure 26). Furthermore,
the cells showed a decreased percentage of GFAP positive cells two passages after thawing
(80.84 ± 10.94, t(3) = -3.5011, p = 0.039), this difference however, was not significant five
passages after thawing (90.35 ± 9.18, t(3) = -2.1024, p = 0.1263, Figure 29). The analysis
was done with a students t-test corrected for the lack of variance in the control. No signif-
icant difference was measured for the BrdU positive cells (105.04 ± 7.43, t(3) = 1.3562, p
= 0.2681; 97.07 ± 6.49, t(3) = -0.901, p = 0.434, Figure 27) or for the number of Map2ab
positive cells (194.96 ± 181.81, t(3) = 1.0446, p = 0.373, 150.99 ± 155.67; t(3) = 0.6551, p
= 0.5591, Figure 28).
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Figure 26: Freezing significantly decreased the migration speed of the cells. Analyzing cells two and five
passages after thawing showed, that the cells migrated significantly slower as compared to the cells from the
same cell line that had not been frozen. This decrease was highly significant two passages after thawing and
seemed to improve, but was still measurable five passages after thawing.
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Figure 27: Freezing did not influence the number of BrdU positive cells. No significant difference in the
number of BrdU positive cells could be measured between cells that had been frozen as compared to cells of
the same cell line that had not been frozen.
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Figure 28: Freezing did not influence the number of Map2ab positive cells. Analyzing the percentage of
Mab2ab positive cells after differentiation did not show a difference between cells that had not been frozen and
cells of the same cell line that were frozen.
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Figure 29: Freezing significantly reduced the number of GFAP positive cells. The percentage of GFAP
positive cells after differentiation was significantly reduced in cells that were frozen, two passages after thawing
as compared to cells from the same cell line that had not been frozen. The decrease was not statistically
significant five passages after thawing.
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These results showed that the measured phenotypes could be significantly influenced by
external stimuli, like freezing of the cells. It is therefore important that experiments designed
to compare cellular phenotypes are planned thoroughly. Otherwise, it is possible that the
measured differences are related to a treatment or to the genetic background which could be
the result of simple handling differences. The described effect of the freezing could only be
measured as all cell lines had been handled in a comparable manner. All external influences
were kept identical as much as possible with the exception that the initial measurements
had been performed in the process of the cell line generation while the reanalysis had been
performed after freezing and thawing. As all five cell lines showed the same change in
the phenotypes, this could only be caused by their exposure to the freezing and thawing
process.
Cell culture data - technical variance hinders the analysis of small effects
Looking at the data, both from the freezing experiments as well as from the initial cell line
characterizations, showed that the variance between the individual lines, which had the
same genetic background, is relatively large. This indicates a problem to reproduce cell
culture experiments in a way that small differences, as the expected inter-strain differences,
might not be measurable. All of the analyzed lines had been generated using the same pro-
tocol by the same person. Nevertheless, they showed a variance that hindered the analysis
of presumably existing effects of the genetic background. Due to this fact, and due to the
problems with generating cell lines from the DBA mice, the generation of the mouse cell
culture genetic reference panel was not pursued any further.
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3.4 Migration speed and GFAP
Preliminary results from tracking the previously generated BXD lines (Kannan et al., 2016)
initially demonstrated that the migration speed of the respective cell lines correlated with the
percentage of cells that differentiated into GFAP positive cells. Several studies already re-
ported the existence of a correlation between migration and differentiation in vivo and there
are indications that differences in cellular migration might be related to several neuropsychi-
atric diseases, like Schizophrenia or fear-motivated behavior (Kim et al., 2009; Duan et al.,
2007; Fitzsimons et al., 2012). There are first observations that differences in the migratory
behavior can also be seen in vitro (Han et al., 2016). However, the cell culture experiments
that have been published so far mainly focused on detecting the general existence or ab-
sence of migration. Here, we seemed to detect a linear correlation between the number of
GFAP positive cells after differentiation and the migration speed of the cells under prolifera-
tion condition (Figure 30).
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Figure 30: Preliminary results indicated a correlation between migration speed and differentiation ca-
pacity. Tracking the previously generated BXD lines seemed to show a correlation between the migration speed
of the cells and the percentage of cells differentiating into GFAP positive cells.
Analysis of the newly generated cell lines, did not show this correlation at first, however, due
to the low number of replicates this could neither be confirmed nor denied (Figure 31). If
a correlation existed, this seemed to be dependent on the cell strain, but did not seem to
be a generally applicable relationship. However, this would have been contradictory to our
observation using the BXD lines.
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Figure 31: No generally measurable correlation between migration speed and GFAP positive numbers
for the newly generated cell lines. Analyzing the correlation between the migration speed and the number of
GFAP positive cells after differentiation showed that this could not be measured using the new strains. The low
number of replicates of the individual cell strains hinders a valid statement.
Looking at BL6 lines only, the correlation could still be present but like the previous cases,
six cell lines were insufficient to confirm the existence of this correlation (Figure 32, r2 =
0.30). Adding more lines from different passages seems to further indicate a relationship
but this must be treated carefully. As previously stated, it is of utmost importance to only
compare cell lines that were treated similarly. (Figure 33, r2 = 0.67 ).
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Figure 32: BL6-derived cell lines seemed to support the existence of a linear relationship between the
migration speed and the number of GFAP positive cells. Only analyzing the BL6-derived lines, again indi-
cated the a correlation; however, the number of replicates hinders a certain statement.
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Figure 33: Including additional replicates of BL6-derived lines further supported the hypothesis of a
correlation between migration speed and the number of GFAP positive cells. Increasing the number of
replicates of BL6-derived lines to study the existence of a correlation between migration speed and the number
of GFAP positive cells further supported the hypothesis of a correlation. This analysis however, needs to be
treated with care as it was performed using lines in different passages which might hinder their comparability.
The existing data therefore does not confirm or deny a correlation between the migration
speed of the cells and their differentiation capacity. As this correlation has already been
claimed, I hypothesized, that both phenotypes might share some influencing factors and
that the migration could, at least to some extent, be used as a surrogate marker that could
predict the inherent differentiation capacity of the respective cells.
The strength of the BXD panel - cumulative data
As was already mentioned, the strength of using animals from a genetic reference panel,
like the BXD, lies in the cumulative nature of the resulting data. Data from previous studies,
using the BXD cell lines were included in the GeneNetwork and could thus be used for a
correlative analysis between two different phenotypes, namely the number of GFAP positive
cells in the respective strains and the gene expression data. An analysis was performed to
find specific genes that might influence the differentiation into GFAP positive cells and further
effect the migration speed. This analysis identified three potentially interesting candidates
that encode the proteins: myristoylated alanine rich protein kinase C substrate (MARCKS),
myeloid associated differentiation marker (MYADM) and snail family transcriptional repressor
1 (SNAI1). The expression of all of these genes showed a strong correlation with an R2 of
at least 0.759, either positive or negative (Figure 34) to the number of GFAP positive cells.
All three proteins further have a possible connection to cell migration and were therefore
chosen for further studies.
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Figure 34: Extract from the correlation (Pearson’s r) of the number of GFAP positive cells and the NPC
mRNA expression data from genenetwork.org. The correlation of the number of GFAP positive cells in
the BXD-derived cell strains and the mRNA data, lead to the identification of three genes, whose expression
correlated either positively or negatively to the number of GFAP positive cells and that additionally showed a
potential connection to cell migration. Screenshot from genenetwork.org, generated on the 23rd of July 2018.
To analyze the role of these genes, knock-out lines for all three genes were generated using
the CRISPR/Cas system. The resulting cell lines were used for characterization.
CRISPR/Cas knockout lines, a technical problem
The analysis of the results of the differentiation experiments using the generated CRISPR/Cas
knock-out lines revealed an unexpected technical problem. All lines, independent of the ex-
istence of a knock-out, showed a phenotype that differed from the original cell line. While we
usually see more GFAP positive and less Map2ab positive cells following the differentiation
procedure with step-wise FGF2 reduction, all knock-out lines, as well as a wild-type control
and a plasmid only transfection (performed by Odette Leiter using a previously established
cell line), showed more Map2ab positive cells and less, as well as morphologically different,
GFAP positive cells (Figure 35). Also, preliminary data from quantitative analyses of the
differentiation outcome showed results that did not match the initial assumed influence of
the respective genes (Figure 36). MARCKS, for example, presented a negative correlation
in the GeneNetwork analysis while the knock-out lines instead showed a decreased number
of GFAP positive cells. SNAI1 might be the exception. However, I was only able to generate
a single line, making this a preliminary finding.
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Figure 35: The procedure of generating CRISPR/Cas knock-out lines seemed to influence the differentia-
tion phenotype of the cell lines independent of the knock-out. Comparing the phenotype of the original cell
line (A) after differentiation showed obvious differences to a wild-type control line (B) as well as to a plasmid-only
infection (C). Therefore, the influence of the knock-out of the genes MARCKS (D), MYADM (E) and SNAI1 (F)
could not be analyzed. While the original cell line showed the usually observed increased number of GFAP posi-
tive cells as compared to Map2ab positive cells (indicated by the arrows), with the GFAP positive cells displaying
a clear astrocytic morphology, hardly any GFAP positive cells with the expected morphology could be observed
in any of the other cell lines. GFAP = green, Map2ab = magenta, Hoechst = blue.
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Figure 36: The differentiation result of the knock-out lines did not match to the initial assumed influence
of the respective genes. None of the knock-outs, with an hypothetical exception for the SNAI1 knock-out line
(n = 1), showed the expected influence on the differentiation result. The plots were generated using GraphPad
Prism.
Thus, the generation of knock-out lines using the described protocol will need to be further
investigated. As this characterization was not part of the presented thesis, the lines were
not used for further studies.
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3.5 Other applications of the tracking procedure
The described tracking method was developed in a way that it can be easily adapted to
different experimental setups. It was of utmost importance that I did not simply develop
another tracking application that was only applicable for one specific purpose while also
being independent of any commercial software. While I initially developed the method to be
independent of the presence of a fluorescent marker, the pipeline can also be used for a
fluorescent signal. This way, the method could be adapted to other applications and was
already utilized for two other studies.
Tracking labeled cells in an embryonic zebrafish xenograft model
Asokan et al. employed the tool, with my help, to track injected human leukemic and breast
cancer cells in a transparent embryonic zebrafish xenograft model that had been imaged
using selective plane illumination microscopy. They were able to show that leukemic cancer
cells move faster in the vasculature as compared to the breast cancer cells (Asokan et al.,
2017).
Figure 37: 2D tracking map of cells tracked in the zebrafish. The individual cell tracks are visualized in
different colors, showing their movement in the embryonic zebrafish over the course of the time-lapse images.
Cell tracking in mouse retina explants
The method was also applied to track the movement of cells in organotypic slice cultures
of the undamaged juvenile, as well as adult„, mouse retina. For this purpose, Sheik Pran
Babu and colleagues isolated retinas which were subsequently mounted on soft agar to
prepare retinal slices of 150-250 µm using a vibrating microtome. Thereafter, these slice
cultures where imaged using an inverted microscope equipped with a chamber for live cell
imaging. The cells in the retina expressed a fluorescent reporter, which was used for image
segmentation. The movement of these cells in the retina slice cultures was followed and
analyzed (manuscript in progress).
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Figure 38: Cell migration analysis in organotypic slice cultures of the mouse retina. The different, colored
lines visualize the trajectories of the individual cells tracked.
These two examples clearly demonstrate the adaptability of the tracking method, as both
experimental setups were completely different from the initial setup of imaging in vitro mono-
layer cultures using phase-contrast. This represents a clear advantage over other existing
methods that are usually limited in their methodological flexibility.
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AHN is a highly complex trait which is influenced by a cloud of external regulators, mak-
ing the analysis of the effects of individual factors an elusive task. In vivo, the proliferative
cells are exposed to the niche and, due to the proximity of the blood vessels, a broad range
of systemic factors which affects their behavior. However, most of the exact interactions
and influences are still unknown. Running and enriched environment alter the proliferation
of neural precursor cells as well as the survival of newborn neurons, respectively, but the
"how" is still under debate.
The cell culture system provides an option to study the effect of external factors on cellular
behavior in a more isolated and simplistic model. Two standard cell culture systems have
emerged over the years: the neurosphere culture and the monolayer culture. Both systems
have their individual advantages, with the neurosphere culture being somewhat closer to
the in vivo situation and the monolayer culture providing the possibility to study single cell
behavior. AHN represents an example where the inclusion of genetic variance into the anal-
ysis is essential. In the presented study, I demonstrate a new cell line generation protocol
that offers the possibility to generate single animal cultures. This can be used to increase
the genetic variability in cell culture experiments while keeping the number of animals to a
minimum. To extract as much information as possible from each cell line, I further present
a standardized and profound cell characterization pipeline that allows the comparison of
individual cell lines in an unprecedented manner.
4.1 Single animal monolayer cultures - a new protocol
In the context of AHN, including genetic variance is especially feasible due to the existence
of the BXD panel (Peirce et al., 2004). Generating cell lines from these mouse strains with
previously existing protocols either required many animals or the lines rarely survived. The
protocol established in the course of the presented thesis now enables the generation of sin-
gle animal cell lines by combining two systems: neurosphere culture and monolayer culture.
Using BL6 animals, this protocol was successfully applied and even extended by generating
cell lines using only a single DG, wherewith the other hemispheres could be used for sec-
tioning and staining to compare in vivo and in vitro read-outs. Applying the new protocol to
other strains showed that the success rate is highly dependent on the genetic background.
Thereby, the results of the higher survival rate of the F1 strains compared to their parental
strains, BL6 and DBA, were unexpected. It was hypothesized that the number and size of
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neurospheres would be mainly influenced by the quantity and potential of the proliferative
cells present in the DG of the respective mouse, which was assumed to thereby also influ-
ence the survival of the cell line generated from these neurospheres. It has been reported
that DBA animals show a lower number of actively dividing cells and survival of newborn
cells, compared to BL6 animals (Kempermann & Gage, 2002a). Consequently, the result
of the decreased success rate in generating DBA cell lines was not entirely unexpected.
Previous studies claimed the number of BrdU positive neurons in sedentary BDF1 animals,
4 weeks after BrdU injection to be in between the values of the two parental strains (Clark
et al., 2011; Merritt & Rhodes, 2015). Even if these data represented a survival effect which
cannot be directly transferred to the number of actively dividing cells, a similar result was
anticipated concerning the success of the generation of cell lines. Using BDF1 and BL6 an-
imals, the number of proliferating cells in the DG and the number and size of neurospheres
was analyzed, taking advantage of the new protocol. Half of the brain of each animal was
used for sectioning and Ki67 staining, whereas the other hemisphere was used in the neu-
rosphere assay. I discovered that BDF1 animals have significantly less proliferating cells in
vivo but do not show any difference in the neurosphere assay as compared to BL6. The
number of proliferating cells present in the DG accordingly was not (or at least not exclu-
sively) the crucial factor for the survival of a cell line and did not seem to directly dictate the
outcome of the neurosphere assay. Single-cell transcriptomics of DG-derived neurospheres,
as it has been done for SVZ-derived neurospheres, might provide new information about the
identity of the neurosphere forming cells (Llorens-Bobadilla et al., 2015).
Earlier studies have questioned the significance of neurosphere assays, as it was shown
that neurospheres, even in low density cultures, merge, leading to differing sphere sizes and
numbers. Accordingly, these values can not be used to directly assess the initial number
of proliferating cells and their respective potential (Singec et al., 2006; Jensen & Parmar,
2006). I used the results for relative comparisons without making direct assumptions about
definitive numbers or the identity of the sphere forming cells, as it had been done previ-
ously (Reynolds & Rietze, 2005). I performed the neurosphere assays side by side using
the different strains following the exact same protocol. Based on the results, I believe that
additional cells in BDF1 preparations were recruited and activated to start proliferating to
achieve indistinguishable sphere sizes and numbers when compared to BL6. Prior studies
provided evidence for the existence of latent or quiescent stem cell populations in the mouse
hippocampal DG (Encinas et al., 2011; Jhaveri et al., 2015; Walker et al., 2016). Further-
more, it had been shown that latent or quiescent cells can be activated by KCl treatment
in the neurosphere assay, leading to more, as well as bigger spheres, as compared to un-
treated controls (Walker et al., 2008). In the presented thesis, I show that BDF1-derived
neurospheres, can only be increased in size but not in quantity, while BL6-derived spheres
simultaneously show a trend of an increase in sphere quantity. These data indicate that
there may be a subset of cells from BL6 animals which remains dormant during the isolation
process and neurosphere assay; these cells can be activated by KCl, leading to a trend of
increased sphere numbers. This pool of cells does not seem to exist in the BDF1 cultures.
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As mentioned before, BDF1 animals showed significantly less proliferating cells in vivo as
compared to BL6, but no difference was observable in the neurosphere assay, neither in the
sphere sizes nor in their number. This could indicate that the process of performing the neu-
rosphere assay activates more cells in the BDF1-derived isolations compared to the BL6,
resulting in the absence of a pool of cells which can be activated by KCl treatment. Further,
it could be possible that factors in the niche, lead to a decreased number of proliferating
cells in vivo in BDF1 animals compared to BL6 animals. The absence of these niche factors
might lead to the proliferation of the dormant cells and thus to the similarity between the
two strains in vitro. The results from the neurosphere activation assay indicate that BL6 and
BDF1 have either different subsets of precursor cells which react differently to stimuli, that
the precursor cells themselves differ or that the cellular environment in vivo acts differently
on the NPCs.
Earlier studies from the Kempermann lab, comparing the influence of running on the prolif-
eration of precursor cells as well as the survival of new neurons in vivo, showed that DBA
animals have a delayed and weaker pro-proliferative response. Further, the distance the
animals ran, negatively correlated with the number of proliferative cells (Overall et al., 2013).
On the other hand, BDF1 animals showed a strong pro-neurogenic reaction to running, even
implying the existence of significant overdominance in running induced neurogenesis as the
F1 hybrids exceeded their parental strains (Clark et al., 2011). This indicates that the cells in
BL6, BDF1 and DBA responded differently to the same stimulus, in this case, running, and
shows that cellular activation depends on the genetic background. This difference might last
in cell culture, which could lead to an increased activation of cells derived from F1 animals,
whereas the delayed or lower response of proliferation in DBA animals might be causal for
their lower survival. While I was unable to ultimately solve and explain the problem of gener-
ating cell lines using DBA-derived cells, the existence of an anti-proliferative response also in
cell culture seemed likely. DBA-derived neurosphere assays showed a trend towards a lower
number of spheres while the mean sphere size generally seemed big. The number of cells
that were seeded in the initial monolayer passage were not assumed to have considerably
differed from the other strains. Thus, the significantly elongated time until the DBA-derived
monolayer cultures could be passaged initially, strongly suggested a significantly slower pro-
liferation rate in this passage.
Previous studies in the lab, using BL6-derived cells, identified a seeding density that would
lead to an average of only one neurospheres per well. The cells in the presented study were
seeded according to this concentration. Therefore, regularly occurring fusion events were
unlikely. However, as the density was based on studies performed using BL6-derived cells
only, and since I did not observe the spheres over time, I cannot definitely exclude differ-
ences between the strains. Thus, it is hypothetically possible that the lower sphere numbers
and bigger spheres sizes in DBA-derived neurospheresmight be the result of a higher rate of
fusion events. Time-lapse imaging experiments of neurosphere cultures of the four different
strains would be required to finally analyze the true neurosphere read-outs. If fusion events
were considered, the actual sphere numbers might have been higher and the sphere sizes
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lower. In this case, the proliferation rate of DBA cells might have already been slower during
the neurosphere assay. Also, the bigger spheres might have already included a number of
cells from the center of the spheres that had exited cell cycle due to, for example, growth
factor depletion in the sphere center. A low proliferation rate during the initial passage might
have resulted in a lower number of cell-cell contacts over a prolonged time, leading to more
cell deaths as NPCs require cell-cell-contacts. This might have played a role in the survival
of the DBA lines and might also explain why I was able to generate at least some cell lines
after I seeded the cells into 96-well plates instead of 24-well plates. However, it seems un-
likely that a subset of cells that had exited the cell cycle due to the size of the spheres would
deprive the cells of cell-cell contacts long enough to cause cell death. Therefore, it is most
likely that the prolonged time to reach passage 1 indicated a DBA inherent suppression of
cell proliferation like it was reported in vivo in running experiments (Overall et al., 2013).
Similar to the in vivo situation, this might be overcome at some point, leading to, at least
some, successfully generated cell lines. However, this remains a hypothesis and can not
be verified at this point. Also, it can not be distinguished whether DBA cells did not prolif-
erate after being seeded as a monolayer culture, or whether the lack of growth was mainly
due to a higher amount of cell death compared to the other cultures. It would be interest-
ing to investigate whether DBA cells might themselves generate factors which they release
into the cell culture medium that inhibit their own growth or if they are perhaps not able to
adapt the medium to their needs. Accordingly, a higher frequency or a lower frequency of
medium changes could help to increase the survival. With this option in mind, I performed
preliminary experiments where I provided DBA cells with the conditioned medium of BL6
cultures that were generated side by side (data not shown). However, this did not result in
the survival of these cells, but this needs to be repeated for confirmation. An analysis of the
composition of the conditioned cell culture medium of the individual cell strains might give
additional insights. The medium that was provided to the cells did not change from the neu-
rosphere culture (where the DBA-derived cells showed a reliable growth of neurospheres)
to the monolayer culture. I therefore believe that the transition to the monolayer itself lead to
the reduced survival rate of the DBA-derived cells. Several studies showed that the stiffness
as well as the elasticity of the extracellular matrix (ECM) or the substrate to which the cells
adhere to, can cause different signaling cascades, influencing cell proliferation, differentia-
tion as well as survival (Bhadriraju et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2017; Vogler et al., 2018, for a
review see Stukel & Willits, 2016). Glass or plastic surfaces provide an obviously stiff mate-
rial, especially when compared to brain tissue and might lead to different cellular reactions
in the four strains.
In summary, the new single animal cell line generation protocol can generally be applied to
different strains, however the success rate greatly depends on the genetic background. The
question why cell lines with a DBA background presented a greater hurdle for the generation
of single animal cell lines remains open and requires further studies. Solving this question
might provide new insights into cellular responses to different stimuli, also in vivo. The read-
outs from the neurosphere assay and the survival of cell lines did not show any correlation.
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This indicated that neither the lower number or size of spheres nor the existence or lack of
attached spheres solely dictated the later success to generate a cell line. However, it might
still be possible that one or more factors had an influence. The F1 lines, for example, showed
more attached spheres which might have been beneficial for the survival of cells from these
strains, but the existence of these attached spheres might not have sufficed to prevent some
of the F1 lines from dying.
4.2 A new phenotyping pipeline
"The advantages [of monolayer cultures] are paid for with limitations that require critical
judgment of all results obtained with such model."
— Babu et al. (2011)
In the presented thesis, I describe a new and profound cell phenotyping SOP. This charac-
terization pipeline entails a better knowledge about cell lines in culture. Previous cell culture
studies often focus predominantly on staining results, and other so called "end-point studies"
of already established lines. The work-flow presented here instead collects information at
every step of the line generation process, and further includes a detailed characterization of
all cell lines in passage 7. This allows an unprecedented comparison of the development
of cells from single animals with differing genetic backgrounds and additionally includes a
long-term cell tracking experiment allowing for a study of the systems’ dynamics.
The data generated with the new SOP showed that only the measurements from the neuro-
sphere assay and the values collected during the initial monolayer passage indicated differ-
ences between the cells from the four different strains. While DBA showed fewer, but larger
neurospheres and the cultures grew much slower after being seeded as a monolayer culture
for the first time, there was no difference between DBA-derived cells and cells from the other
three mouse strains in the cell characterization in passage 7. This lack of a difference might
be the result of the cell line generation being a highly selective process. Moreover, Shin et al.
provided evidence using their Waterfall analysis - that quiescent neural stem cells actively
respond to local environmental cues but that this capacity is lost upon activation (Shin et al.,
2015). Given the data presented in this thesis, this could indicate that initially present qui-
escent NPCs of the four strains reacted differently to the process of their isolation from their
natural environment and/or the monolayer culture generation. This suggests a difference in
the signaling cascades during the transition from the quiescent to the active state.
2D cell cultures represent a very artificial system and require extensive adaptability of the
cells. Several aspects that make the monolayer culture such an optimal system for a multi-
tude of studies also limit its validity (Babu et al., 2011). Monolayer cultures enable the obser-
vation of single cells in an isolated, highly controllable manner, which could be considered
the opposite of these cells’ natural environment: embedded in a specific niche (for a review
about the stem cell niche and its functionality, see Scadden, 2006), exposed to signals from
other cells as well as the surrounding ECM, and generally under rather stable conditions.
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Cells grown as monolayers however, are deprived of the ECM, have much less cell-cell
contacts, and are exposed to cell culture medium that provides a highly fluctuating concen-
tration of nutrients before and after being refreshed. Previous studies have also shown that
the common usage of antibiotics in the cell culture medium changed gene expression levels
(Ryu et al., 2017) and provided additional proof about the distinction of the environment the
cells are exposed to and react to in culture as compared to the in vivo situation. It was
shown that initially in vitro cultures of striatal precursor cells only contained a small fraction
of FGF2 responsive cells but no EGF responsive cells. FGF2 however, could induce EGF
responsiveness in these cells (Ciccolini & Svendsen, 1998). This example shows the adap-
tion of cells to the changing environment in the culture system. To generate cell lines, cells
are constantly kept in a highly proliferative state which does not resemble their natural be-
havior. This method of forcing the cells into self-renewal instead of into the direction of their
respective function might result in cells that differ from their original identity and also in less
competent cells (Hartung, 2007). The data presented in this thesis support the hypothesis
that there were initial differences between the cultures of the individual strains. This might
result from differing subsets of cells present in the DG of these strains. The lack of difference
between the four strains in the characterization in passage 7, might be the consequence of
the requirement to react and adapt to their new environment in order to survive. I believe
that only some cells were capable of the required adaption (switching from the in vivo situ-
ation to the monolayer culture). In the neurosphere culture, more cells or subsets of cells
were able to adapt to the environment. An implementation of single cell RNA sequencing
experiments at different stages of development might be beneficial to obtain better insights
and to further study the existence and identity of these specific cellular subsets. It might
be advisable to perform future monolayer-based studies in an earlier passage than the here
proposed passage 7, since the cells might not have fully adapted to the in vitro situation at
this stage and might thus still be closer to their in vivo identity.
It is possible that the relatively high intra-strain differences might have prevented the detec-
tion of potentially existing inter-strain differences. All cultures were generated manually, and
even if they all were generated by the same person following the same protocol, it is likely
that small differences were not preventable, starting with the DG dissection. Also, the split-
ting time points might influence the later development of the cells and the rather subjective
interpretation of the 80 % confluence might not always be exact. An automated cell culture
system would therefore definitely be advisable for comparable studies. This would result in
a more reliable treatment of the cells than would ever be possible manually.
The aim to decrease the number of animals resulted in the establishment of the single-
animal cell line generation protocol. This provides a high potential for studies where dif-
ferences between individual animals are of interest (for example, when using F2 animals).
However, in the presented study, I used animal strains and did not perform studies on single
animal level. Thus, it might have been advisable to pool the DGs isolated from the brains of
the animals before the neurosphere assay, while seeding the cells in the neurosphere assay
in single animal concentrations. This might have resulted in cell lines that were less influ-
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enced by individual animal induced variances but would have still represented replicates of
the respective strains. Consequently, this might have resulted in lower intra-strain variability
and thus might have lead to the detection of true inter-strain differences while keeping the
number of animals at the same low level.
It is undisputed that there are differences in vivo between DBA animals and BL6 mice, which
was shown in a broad range of studies (Paylor et al., 1993; Kempermann et al., 2006; Over-
all et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2017). And while Kim et al. claimed that DBA mice are not suited
to study hippocampal neurogenesis (Kim et al., 2017), I believe the opposite to be the case.
Due to the inherent differences between BL6 and DBA animals and the existence of the BXD
panel, there is an optimal opportunity to study the influence of the genetic background on
the prevalence of AHN.
Several data could be gained from the phenotyping pipeline. By keeping the analysis con-
sistent, I was able to detect the difference caused by the freezing of the cells. This might not
have been detected if cells of different passages and/or frozen and not frozen cells would
have been mixed. This way I was able to relate to a number of lines that were analyzed in
the same way before and after freezing. The detection of the difference between frozen and
not frozen cells might generally not be problematic for cell culture experiments but clearly
demonstrates the importance of being considerate when cells or cell lines are compared.
It could be shown that not all phenotypes seemed to be influenced by the freezing effect,
nevertheless it should be considered because it might influence other read-outs as well. Ac-
cording to the data presented, cells should not be used two passages after freezing but have
mostly recovered five passages after freezing. In general, experiments using cells that were
frozen should not be mixed with experiments with cells that were not frozen for any compar-
ative analysis. The results presented in this thesis show how important it is to keep track
of the development/treatment of the cells, as already small differences might result in a loss
of comparability. It was initially planned to study the validity of the measured across-strain
variance measured by Kannan et al. (2016) using the information about the within-strain
variance generated throughout the course of this project. However, with the knowledge ob-
tained about the influence of handling differences onto the read-outs, a comparison was
obsolete. The cells in the presented study were generated via the neurosphere assay using
one single animal. Thus, they can not be compared directly with cells that resulted from
pooling the DGs of 8-10 animals and being seeded directly as a monolayer culture. The
limited comparability is an important finding not only for this study but for cell culture experi-
ments in general.
In summary, I present a profound cell characterization pipeline that does not only include
data from all stages of cell culture development (neurosphere culture stage and individual
passages as monolayer cultures) but also incorporates an extensive phenotyping in pas-
sage 7 that, besides the traditional marker stainings, also includes a tracking experiment.
Using this SOP for future studies will result in the collection of a broad range of data that will
increase our knowledge about the cells in culture.
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4.3 Semi-automated (user-supervised) cell tracking
With the inclusion of the cell tracking into the standardized cell characterization, I present
an unprecedented approach of including a factor of the system’s dynamics. The method, in
its current form, added three additional phenotypes to the characterization of the cells: the
migration speed, the generation time and the so-called heterogeneity factor.
The distance NPCs are required to migrate in vivo from their point of origin to their site of
integration is comparatively short; most of all for cells in the DG as compared to cells that
are born in the SVZ and subsequently migrate to the olfactory bulb. Nevertheless, some
migration is required also in the DG and cellular migration in general was identified as a
key process in physiological and pathological conditions (Cordelières et al., 2013). Previ-
ous long-term imaging experiments revealed that NPCs in culture migrate extensively. It
was thus decided to include the analysis of the migration pattern into the in vitro cell char-
acterization pipeline. However, analyzing time-lapse imaging data fully manually is time-
consuming, a fully automated approach on the other hand is less reliable, most of all with
highly interacting, shape changing, quickly migrating elongated cells like NPCs and thus
remains elusive (Zimmer et al., 2006). It was therefore decided to implement an in-house
generated user-supervised approach, since it was not feasible to implement any already
existing method for the intended purpose. The flexibility of this new work-flow was demon-
strated in the presented study, since it was applied for tracking NPCs in monolayer cultures
based on phase-contrast images, while it was also utilized to detect the movement of fluores-
cently labeled cells in the zebrafish embryo based on light-sheet microscopy-derived images
(Asokan et al., 2017) and to track labeled cells in retina explants of the mouse (Pran Babu
et al., manuscript in progress). The image segmentation was inspired by Chalfoun et al. and
also first discriminates foreground from background in general, before the individual objects
are separated (Chalfoun et al., 2013). The semi-automated (user-supervised) approach re-
duced the user interaction to a minimum while granting the reliability of the resulting data.
Cell tracking experiments result in positional information of every traced object in the FOV.
In the presented study, the analysis of the positional information of the cells was limited to
the migration speed. The reason for this limitation is that the cells were not restricted to the
FOV and could therefore migrate out of the FOV. The migration speed was thereby least
influenced, whereas, for example, their final distance to the origin could not be determined.
No differences in the read-outs of the tracking analysis could be detected between the four
strains. One reason for this lack of a difference could be the low number of replicates. For
the heterogeneity factor it can be appreciated that one DBA-derived line showed a com-
paratively high number of "long-track" cells. Due to the low number of replicates, it was
not possible to determine whether this was just an outlier or if this indicated a difference in
DBA-derived lines in general. The low number of replicates generally limited the explana-
tory power of the phenotyping and hindered conclusive statements. Another factor why no
significant differences between the strains could be detected might be that the genetic back-
ground of the strains did not influence these phenotypes.
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The tracking measurement nevertheless provided new information. Using BrdU, the num-
ber of cells that went through S-phase and thereby incorporated the thymidine analogous,
is usually considered a measure of the proliferation rate of a culture. However, it does not
result in information about the cell cycle length or about the heterogeneity of a culture, since
it can not be assessed if the cells that passed through S-phase only presented a subset of
the culture. Using BrdU, nothing is known about the not labeled cells. The tracking proce-
dure instead, provides an option to follow all cells over the course of the experiment or until
they leave the FOV. This way it allows the analysis of the generation time and track length
(and corresponding generation trees) in addition to the study of the migratory behavior of
the cells. In the presented study, the analysis of the generation time revealed that, against
common assumption, the monolayer cultures did not seem to be fully homogeneous. While
in comparison to neurosphere cultures they obviously present a less heterogeneous culture
(Babu et al., 2011; Walker et al., 2013), I was nevertheless able to detect two distinct sub-
types: slower migrating, slowly or not at all proliferating cells ("long-track cells) on the one
hand and faster migrating, regularly dividing ("re-dividing") cells on the other. These two
subtypes were present in cell lines from all four strains and their existence did therefore not
seem to be influenced by the genetic background. Additional studies are required to inves-
tigate their true nature and the migration speed might be useful for separating the cells for
these further analyses.
The cell cycle length of the lines derived from the four strains did not significantly differ. This
similarity of generation times (consistent with the comparable BrdU numbers), indicated that
the existent proliferative cells did not differ. This observation, in combination with the poten-
tially existing greater heterogeneity of DBA-derived cells might again point towards a lower
number of proliferative cells in the initial passage of these cultures. While the proliferating
cells divide similarly to the cells from the other strains, it might take longer until they outnum-
ber the non/slow proliferating cells and become as homogeneous as the cultures derived
from the other three strains. However, more studies are required to further investigate this
hypothesis. It might be advisable for future experiments, to increase the FOV to reduce the
percentage of cells that were lost during the experiment. However, it needs to be considered
that this will increase the amount of data that will be generated. Furthermore, the frame rate
of 5 min was chosen since NPCs migrate extensively and slower frame rates resulted in
uncertainties concerning the identification of the individual cells and less reliable data. In-
creasing the FOV might reduce the number of replicates that can be done simultaneously
as it might not be possible to image the same quantity of wells in the available time.
While cells could be successfully identified in phase-contrast images, image segmentation
can still be optimized. New methods are now available and advances in machine learning
and its application to image segmentation might lead to more reliable object identification
(Christiansen et al., 2018). This will lead to more accurate automated tracking results which
will further reduce the required user interaction time or could even make human interaction
unnecessary.
In summary, the tracking procedure could successfully be implemented in the phenotyping
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analysis of the cells. It provided new information by indicating that there were two subsets
of cells present in the cultures of all four strains: regularly dividing ("re-dividing") cells, that
could be used for the calculation of the generation time and slow or potentially not dividing
("long-track") cells that were defined by a track length that was significantly longer as com-
pared to the "re-dividing" cells. These "long-track" cells seemed to migrate slower compared
to the "re-dividing" cells which additionally hinted at an inherent difference between these
two subsets of cells.
4.4 A possible correlation between migration speed and
differentiation
Tracking the previously generated BXD cell lines (Kannan et al., 2016) lead to the detection
of a potentially existing, interesting linear correlation between the migration speed of cells
of the BXD lines and the number of GFAP positive cells following differentiation. The cur-
rent imaging setup did not allow the direct differentiation of the cells that were used in an
imaging experiment, thus tracking and differentiation was performed independently. I was
accordingly not able to directly compare the speed of an individual cell and its subsequent
lineage choice. Thus, the correlation was performed population based: the mean speed of
the cells of a cell line was analyzed during a tracking experiment and was later compared to
the outcome of the differentiation experiment using the same cell line.
It seemed, that cells from cell lines which showed a greater percentage of GFAP positive
cells at the same time were migrating quicker as compared to cells from lines that resulted
in a lower percentage of GFAP positive cells. This correlation was only measurable between
GFAP expressing cells and the migration speed but there was no detectable correlation be-
tween the migration speed and the number of Map2ab positive cells. This might be due to a
floor effect caused by very low numbers of Map2ab expressing cells. The used differentiation
protocol, includes a step-wise reduction of FGF2 which lead to an increased survival during
differentiation. Using this protocol, it could be observed that a majority of cells differentiated
into GFAP positive cells and substantially less into Map2ab positive cells (Babu et al., 2011;
Kannan et al., 2016).
If the detected correlation between the outcome of the differentiation and the migration speed
in the presented experimental setup was in fact truly existing, this would indicate that the mi-
gration experiments that were performed under proliferation conditions were able to foretell
the fate choice of cells under differentiation conditions. This could have three possible rea-
sons:
• First, the cells that I had in culture as precursor cells were in fact already determined.
• Second, the lineage choice was influenced by factors that, at the same time, also had
an impact on the migratory behavior of the cells.
• Third, a combination of the mentioned options could be existing.
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It seemed likely that a combination of internal factors and additional external cues had an
effect on the lineage choice of the cells. While it seemed rather unlikely that the cells were
already determined, they may be prone to differentiate into GFAP positive cells. This how-
ever was improbable to be a final determination, as it was shown that the fraction of neuronal
cells can be increased by for example the usage of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
or retinoic acid (Babu et al., 2011). As it was mentioned by Babu et al., the differentiation
protocol was intended to manipulate as less as possible the intrinsic fate properties of the
cells (Babu et al., 2011). This statement indicates, that neural precursor cells follow an ex-
isting determination and that it is (without specific influences) not a spontaneous decision
of the cell when the differentiation process is initiated by growth factor removal. Thus, it
seemed possible that phenotypes exhibited under proliferation conditions could foretell the
cells’ preferred fate decision. It may further be, that the lineage choice might be influenced
by factors that, at the same time, also influenced the migratory capacity of the cells. These
factors may be both, intrinsic or extrinsic. The migration speed might thus be considered a
surrogate marker of the outcome of a differentiation experiment using cells cultured under
overall comparable conditions.
Different studies both in vivo and in vitro supported the hypothesis of a correlation between
migration and the differentiation of the respective cells. It was shown that cells from the SVZ,
under physiological conditions migrate to the olfactory bulb where they differentiate into in-
terneurons. After stroke or injury they migrate instead into the damaged region to integrate
there (Picard-Riera et al., 2002; Goings et al., 2004; Yamashita et al., 2006). Nguyen et al.
further stated that there is a close link between cell cycle exit, cell migration and neuronal
differentiation during neurogenesis and presented p27Kip1 which exerts an important role
in neural differentiation and migration (Nguyen et al., 2006). While these are examples for
a potential interconnection of migration and differentiation, these are examples in vivo and
might very well not explain my described correlation. However, also in vitro first observations
were made that there may be factors influencing both, the migratory behavior of cells as well
as their differentiation. Zhao et al. identified microRNA-9 as an inhibitor of astrogliogenesis
during neuronal fate decision (Zhao et al., 2015). MicroRNA-9 was further identified to in-
hibit the migration of NPCs in vitro (Delaloy et al., 2010) and was suggested to play a role in
Schizophrenia (Topol et al., 2016). Thus, a correlation of migration and differentiation might
also be observable in vitro and should be investigated further.
In the presented study, it was decided to investigate the potential correlation between mi-
gration speed and the differentiation of the cells despite the underlying uncertainties. Thus,
I took advantage of the existence of the BXD-derived cell lines and the broad range of data
using these strains included in the GeneNetwork. This resulted in the identification of three
genes whose expression might influence both, differentiation as well as migration speed of
the cells. These genes encoded for the proteins SNAI1, MARCKS and MYADM.
SNAI1, a zinc-finger transcription factor, was shown to influence cell migration by down-
regulating E-cadherin expression, which leads to a loss of cell adhesion (Henderson et al.,
2015), the expression SNAI1 negatively correlated to the number of GFAP expressing cells.
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MARCKS, a substrate of protein kinase C, was identified to be a key regulatory molecule in
controlling directed migration of stem cells, leukocytes and fibroblasts (Chen et al., 2014).
The expression of MARCKS also correlated negatively to the number of GFAP positive cells.
The expression of the third gene, encoding the myeloid-associated differentiation marker,
MYADM, positively correlated to the number of GFAP expressing cells. It further was shown
to influence the migratory capacity of cells (Aranda et al., 2011). A closer look at the three
proteins revealed that all seemed to play a role in the signaling pathway that involves the sub-
sequent activation or recruitment of a member of the Rho-family guanosine triphosphatase
(GTPase), the ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 (Rac1). Either directly (MYADM,
Aranda et al. (2011)) or via the PI3K/AKT pathway (MARCKS, Chen et al. (2014) and SNAI1,
Henderson et al. (2015)). The regulation of Rac1 by the three proteins was of special interest
since Rac1 was shown to play a crucial role in learning-dependent neurogenesis and the for-
getting of object recognition memory (Haditsch et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016). While MYADM
influences the recruitment of Rac1, the activating role of the two other proteins seemed to
be of special interest. Since the expression of both, MARCKS and SNAI1 showed a neg-
ative correlation with the number of GFAP positive cells, this would match previous studies
suggesting that overexpression of Rac1 induced the expression of neuronal markers (Pan
et al., 2005). The involvement of Rac1 would further explain the observed correlation to the
migration speed due to the dual role of Rac1, both in the leading edge and the trailing edge
(Faix & Weber, 2013). Due to problems with generated CRISPR/Cas mediated knock-out
cell lines for all three genes, the role of the candidates could not be identified (See below).
External factors were reported to influence both, cellular adhesion (and thus migratory ca-
pacity) as well as the differentiation of cells in vitro (Yu et al., 2008; Leipzig & Shoichet,
2009). This shows furthermore how important it is to keep external factors constant. Only
constant, comparable coatings for example in tracking experiments and during the differen-
tiation will allow a comparison and correlation between both experiments. To prevent the
thereby inherent problems with comparing two independent experiments, the imaging setup
should be improved in a way that the differentiation can be induced during imaging. This
was not possible in the presented study, as no media changes could be performed.
In summary, already existing studies claimed the existence of a correlation between migra-
tion speed and differentiation and while I was not able to fully proof the existence of this
correlation in the presented study, I was able to identify three interesting genes that might
play a role in this relationship. An experimental setup that allows media changes and thus
the direct differentiation start while imaging will improve the validity of studies that investigate
a correlation between migration speed and the later lineage choice of the respective cells.
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4.5 CRISPR/Cas knock-out lines - an ill-conceived system with
high potential
The generation of the CRISPR/Cas knock-out lines, represents an additional application of
the new protocol that applies the neurosphere assay before seeding cells as a monolayer
culture. Here, cell lines could not only be generated from a single animal but were derived
from a single neurosphere. However, almost all of the knock-out cell lines (apparently ex-
cept for the SNAI1 knock-out line), but also wild-type controls, and cells transfected only
with empty plasmids, showed an increased number of Map2ab positive cells and morpho-
logically different GFAP positive cells. This indicated, that the measured differences were
most likely not induced by the influence of the respective knock-outs but might be the result
of an influence of the procedure itself. This could have had several reasons: one could be
the exposure of the cells to puromycin, as it was mentioned earlier, the use of penicillin-
streptomycin was shown to change gene expression levels (Ryu et al., 2017), such changes
might also occur after exposing the cells to puromycin. Further, the knock-out lines were
generated using already established monolayer cell lines. Following the transfection and se-
lection process, the cells were again cultured as neurospheres before single neurospheres
were utilized to establish the knock-out monolayer cell lines. This might have lead to an even
greater selection process than it was already suspected for generating the single animal cell
lines. Additionally, it is not known how the cells adapt from being cultured as monolayer
cultures, to the following transition back to the neurosphere culture to be thereafter again
cultured as monolayers. More studies are required to asses each of the individual steps,
analyzing the influence on measurable phenotypes. This might be helpful to further adapt
the protocol and might eventually lead to knock-out lines that allow the observation of the
true influence of the respective gene knock-outs. Nevertheless, this application demon-
strated the potential of the new protocol, generating single neurosphere-derived cultures.
The successful application of the protocol for this purpose further supports the hypothesis of
an anti-proliferative effect in DBA-derived cell lines, since a low number of cells in the initial
monolayer culture did not seem to explain the lack of proliferation in these cultures.
New data further suggests that also the generation of CRISPR/Cas mediated knock-outs
might further involve a selection process as cells seem to respond to the induced double-
strand break with a cell cycle arrest induced by p53. Cells that show a non functional p53
pathway however, will remain proliferative (Haapaniemi et al., 2018). It was also recently
shown that the usage of the CRISPR/Cas system can induce more severe off-target effects
as it was originally assumed (Kosicki et al., 2018).
This shows, that the potential and side-effects of the CRISPR/Cas system are far from being
fully understood. And while the here observed phenotypic abnormalities might be the result
of other external influences, the whole process of generating CRISPR/Cas mediated knock-
out lines will need to be treated with care and be scrutinized, while it remains a system with
high potential.
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4.6 The problem of the validity of cell culture experiments - a
comment
"Also called replication, validation, verification or reanalysis, in simplest terms, repro-
ducibility means that an experiment should be able to be confirmed in an independent
laboratory with results that broadly support the conclusions of the original scientist."
— Freedman et al. (2015)
Guidelines for good cell culture practice have been issued and regularly updated in an effort
to increase the reliability of results generated using cell culture experiments (Pamies et al.,
2018). However, despite these endeavors, the reproducibility of cell culture experiments
remains an issue. This has several reasons, one of the main and pressing problems that
was identified was and is the rather often occurring misidentification of the used cell culture
lines (American Type Culture Collection Standards Development Organization Workgroup
ASN-0002, 2010; Horbach & Halffman, 2017). A problem that has been known for some
time but remains, despite increasing demands for better quality controls (Freedman et al.,
2015). Further, even if cell lines are not misidentified, they still might not be what they are
supposed to be. It was shown that the option of culturing cells almost indefinitely lead to
selection pressure as well as to potential mutations which changed the original identity of
the lines and limited their validity (Hughes et al., 2007). In most cases it was most likely
not the intention of researchers to actively perform scientific misconduct but rather the result
of a lack of knowledge about the cell culture system as it is. Too many questions remain
about the cells that we have in culture, which however, does not keep us from using them
in an often successful attempt to answer pressing questions. The utilization of cell culture
experiments resulted in many examples of significant scientific contributions (Hughes et al.,
2007) and their importance might even increase with recent advances that enabled the gen-
eration and culturing of organoid cultures. After the detection of a stem-cell population in
the intestine of mice, the cells were cultured in different growth factor mixtures, one of them
resulting in gut-like structures (Shen, 2018). While this was more of a trial and error based,
random finding, these and other organoid cultures are now being used to mimic diseases
in an potentially improved in vitro system. The identification and successful application of
the CRISPR/Cas system in combination with these 3D models will become an indispensable
source of information about a variety of diseases. But they also entail the problem of a lack of
knowledge and thus uncertainties concerning their reliability and the underlying truthfulness,
as the question remains how closely these structures really resemble the original organ. A
similar question remains in the usage of cell culture experiments. It is undisputed that both
neurosphere cultures and monolayer cultures of NPCs represent simplified systems, it re-
mains however an open question how much of the complexity of the natural system actually
accounts for its behavior. In other words: How much of René Descartes reductionism, his
belief that a system can be understood by analyzing isolated parts, accounts for the com-
plex system of the brain and simplified cell culture models? And how much are biological
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systems more than the sum of their parts (Kitano, 2002b)? Answering these question might
be one of the most important duties of cell culture experiments and might determine their
future. Careful planning and conduction of in vitro experiments, better guidelines and an
increased awareness about their limitations, will either way be indispensable.
4.7 Conclusion
In this thesis I presented the successful generation of single animal-derived cell lines and the
establishment and application of a new cell culture characterization protocol. This resulted
in a broad range of new insights. I was able to include a tracking method into a cell char-
acterization pipeline which offered the possibility to include information about the system’s
dynamics in a standardized manner. I could establish a protocol that enables the generation
of single animal cultures, reducing the number of animals needed extensively. The develop-
ment of the cell characterization pipeline and its application showed, that monolayer cultures
might not be as homogeneous as it is commonly assumed while I was also able to provide
evidence that it requires a profound adaptability of the cells to enable their survival and pro-
liferation as monolayer cultures. The generated data highlight the importance of good cell
culture practice and the requirement of a considerate planning of cell culture experiments to
assure that the are cells treated identically in order to receive valid data. Increasing our un-
derstanding about the identity and the potential of cells in culture, as well as their limitations
will proof to be one of the main tasks of future cell culture experiments and the presented
study presents a first step in that direction.
We keep moving forward,
opening new doors,
and doing new things,
because we’re curious and curiosity
keeps leading us down new paths.
— Walt Disney
Summary
Uncovering gene loci that assert only small effects onto a phenotype of interest,
can be achieved by including genetic variation in animal research. Adult hippocampal
neurogenesis, the process of the formation of new neurons and their functional integra-
tion into existing circuitry, is influenced by a broad range of such small effect genes.
Analyzing all of these genes in vivo would be laborious and require a high number of
animals. Previously published data merged the power of genetic variation with a cell
culture system by using cell lines generated from the BXD recombinant inbred mouse
strains (Kannan et al., 2016). These strains are inbred progeny of F2 crosses originating
from the two mouse strains C57BL/6J and DBA/2J (Peirce et al., 2004), which already
differ quite extensively in neurogenesis related phenotypes (Kempermann et al., 2006).
As previous studies were limited by the number of strains that could be generated due
to the demand for high numbers of animals, I developed a new method that allows the
generation of a cell line from one single animal. For this new method, I combined the
neurosphere culture with a subsequent monolayer culture. The survival of the resulting
cell lines, is thereby greatly influenced by the genetic background. The survival rate of
cell lines derived from DBA/2J animals is much lower as compared to C57BL/6J-derived
lines or lines from the F1 generation of crossing the two strains. Whether or not a cell
line survived did not seem to be solely influenced by the number of proliferating cells in
vivo, as B6D2F1 (F1 progeny with a C57BL/6J mother) showed significantly less pro-
liferative (Ki67 positive) cells in vivo while exhibiting a survival rate that exceeded both
parental strains. An extensive study of the cell lines gained from all four mouse strains
(C57BL/6J, DBA/2J, and the two reciprocal F1 progeny B6D2F1 and D2B6F1) in a highly
standardized manner showed that the individual difference between single cell lines was
rather high, hampering the successful detection of in-between strain differences. The
standardized characterization of the generated cell lines, further allowed the identifica-
tion of external factors, influencing the cells, as for example the freezing of the cells.
This indicates that cell culture experiments need to be thoroughly planned and critically
scrutinized, while all external factors should be kept as constant as possible to ensure
the validity of the resulting data. Automated cell handling, new imaging technologies, as
well as more defined long-term studies will greatly improve the understanding of cells in
culture and thereby show their true values and limitations.
Zusammenfassung
Gene mit gerigem Einfluss auf einen untersuchten Phänotyp können durch den Ein-
schluss einer genetischen Variation im Tierversuch untersucht werden. Adulte Neuro-
genese, der Prozess der Neubildung und Integration von funktionellen Neuronen in das
existierende neurale Netzwerk, wird von vielen solchen Genen mit geringem Effekt be-
einflusst. All diese Gene im lebenden Tier zu untersuchen wäre mit einem hohen Ar-
beitsaufwand verbunden, und würde hohe Tierzahlen erfordern. Bereits publizierte Er-
gebnisse zeigen, dass diese Gene auch in der Zellkultur unter Verwendung von Zellli-
nien genetisch rekombinanter Tiere untersucht werden können (Kannan et al., 2016).
Die hier verwendeten, ingezüchteten Mausstämme des so genannten BXD Panels stel-
len die Nachkommen der Kreuzung der beiden Mausstämme C57BL/6J und DBA/2J dar
(Peirce et al., 2004), die sich in der Ausprägung von unterschiedlichen Neurogenese be-
zogenen Phänotypen bereits deutlich unterscheiden (Kempermann et al., 2006). Durch
die Verwendung der BXD Tiere wird hierbei die Aussagekraft der genetischen Variati-
on mit dem Zellkultursystem verbunden. Die Aussagekraft dieser Studie ist jedoch darin
limitiert, dass aufgrund des verwendeten Protokolls nur eine Zelllinie pro Mausstamm
generiert werden konnte. Daher präsentiere ich hier ein neues Protokoll welches es
erlaubt eine Zelllinie aus nur einem einzelnen Tier zu generieren. Diese Methode kombi-
niert zwei bestehende Zellkultursysteme, die Neurosphärenkultur und die Monolayerkul-
tur. Es stellte sich heraus, dass die Überlebensrate der einzelnen Zelllinien vom biologi-
schen Hintergrund der Zellen beeinflusst wird. So ist die Überlebensrate von Zellen der
DBA/2J Mäuse deutlich schlechter als die der C57BL/6J oder die der F1 Generation aus
der Verpaarung der beiden Stämme. Es zeigte sich allerdings, dass diese Überlebens-
rate nicht ausschließlich von der vorhandenen Anzahl proliferierender Zellen abhängt,
da B6D2F1 (F1 Generation mit einem C57BL/6J Muttertier) signifikant weniger prolife-
rierende (Ki67 positive) Zellen in vivo aufweisen, jedoch keine geringere Überlebensrate
der Zelllinien haben. Eine hoch standardisierte, umfangreiche Analyse der Zelllinien aller
vier Mausstämme (C57BL/6J, DBA/2J, und die zwei reziproken F1 Nachkommen BDF1
und DBF1) zeigte eine hohe Varianz innerhalb genetisch identischer Linien, was die Be-
stimmung eines Effektes, der durch den genetischen Hintergrund der Linien verursacht
wird, beeinträchtigte. Die Zelllinien werden signifikant von äußeren Faktoren beeinflusst,
wie z.B. durch das Einfrieren der Zellen. Dies gibt Hinweise darauf, dass Untersuchun-
gen in der Zellkultur genau geplant, kritisch hinterfragt, sowie möglichst alle potentiellen
Einflussfaktoren gleich gehalten werden müssen. Nur so können valide, aussagekräf-
tige Ergebnisse mit der Zellkultur gewonnen werden. Automatische Zellkultursysteme,
neue Mikroskopieverfahren, sowie besser definierte Langzeitstudien werden unser Ver-
ständnis von Zellen in der Zellkultur deutlich verbessern und dabei ihren Wert, sowie
bestehende Limitationen, endgültig klären.
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Single animal cell line generation protocol
The presented protocol enables the generation of single animal monolayer cultures from
cells of the murine hippocampal DG. The procedure thereby implements the neurosphere
culture prior to seeding the cells as a monolayer culture. The protocol was applied to gen-
erate single animal cell lines from different mouse strains, namely BL6, DBA, and the two
reciprocal F1 progeny B6D2F1 and D2B6F1. The step-by-step work-flow to generate a sin-
gle animal cell line is described in the following.
Preparations
Coating of cell culture vessels Monolayer cultures require cell culture vessels, coated
with PDL and laminin, to enable their attachment. Coating requires at least 8 h, coated
vessels can be stored at -20 ◦C until usage (this does not apply for glass-bottom plates
which should always be prepared freshly).
• Add PDL (5 µg/ml in dH2O) into the required cell culture vessel and assure that the
surface is fully covered.
• Incubate at RT for at least 4 h or over night.
• Remove the PDL from the vessel and wash it three times with dH2O.
• Carefully remove all residual water and let the vessel dry properly.
• Add laminin (5 µg/ml in ice cold DMEM/F-12) and incubate at 37 ◦C for at least 4 h or
over night.
• The vessel can thereafter be directly used or be stored at -20 ◦C until usage.
Fire-polished pipettes Fire-polished glass Pasteur pipettes enable the generation of sin-
gle cell suspensions due to small bore sizes, while minimizing the cell damage due to their
rounded edges. They are applied twice in the presented protocol: to dissociate the freshly
isolated DG tissue and to dissociate the neurospheres before seeding them as a mono-
layer culture. The inner diameter of medium bore pipettes should measure approximately
0.6-0.8 mm, while small bore pipettes should exhibit an inner diameter of 0.3-0.4 mm. The
pipettes should be prepared and autoclaved in advance.
• Set a Bunsen burner to the hot blue flame.
• Rotate the glass pipette in the flame for about 3 s until it becomes rounded and the
bore has the appropriate size.
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Cell line generation
The presented protocol is based on the previously published protocols of Babu et al. (2011),
Walker & Kempermann (2014), Ehret et al. (2016) and Bernas et al. (2017).
Brain dissection
• Prepare one 15 ml tube, containing 10 ml of PBS and place it on ice.
• Anesthetize one 6-8 week old animal according to the institutional guidelines and per-
form a cervical dislocation.
• To sterilize the area as well as to remove the fur, spray the head with 70 % ethanol.
• Use sharp scissors to decapitate the animal.
• Cut the skin from the back of the head until a point in between the eyes, sagittal, along
the midline and expose the skull.
• From the back of the skull perform a cut along the sagittal suture until a point in be-
tween the eyes.
• Using forceps carefully open the skull.
• Remove the brain from the skull with a small spatula and put the brain into the cold
PBS.
• Transfer the brain and the PBS into the lid of a 10 cm plastic Petri dish and place it
under a stereo microscope.
DG isolation
• Cut along the longitudinal fissure.
• Under a stereo microscope, using low magnification, remove the cerebellum and the
diencephalon with angled forceps.
• Refocus the microscope to visualize the border between the DG and the Ammon’s
horn.
• Use a 27 G 3/4 needle to cut along the border between the Ammon’s horn and the DG.
• Carefully remove the DG from the surrounding tissue by using fine angled forceps.
• Place the tissue into a small Petri dish on ice.
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Neurosphere assay
Tissue dissociation is performed using the Neural Dissociation Kit (P). As the tissue of only
one brain is used per preparation, half of the reagents recommended by the manufacturer
are sufficient for the enzymatic digestion.
• Prepare the Enzyme Mix 1 by adding 950 µl Buffer X and 25 µl Enzyme P to a 15 ml
centrifuge tube and add beta-mercaptoethanol to a final concentration of 0.067 mM.
• Preheat the mixture in a water bath at 37 ◦C for 10-15 min.
• Mince the tissue in the Petri dish using a scalpel for about 1 min.
• Transfer the minced tissue into the warm Enzyme Mix 1.
• Incubate the tissue-enzyme mix for 15 min and gently mix every 3-5 min by inverting
the tube.
• Prepare the Enzyme Mix 2 by mixing 10 µl Buffer Y with 5 µl of Enzyme A and keep
the mixture on ice until usage.
• Add 15 µl Enzyme Mix 2 to the tissue-enzyme mix.
• Use a medium bore, fire-polished pipette to dissociate the tissue mechanically by pipet-
ting the mixture carefully up and down 10 x.
• Incubate the mixture another 10 min at 37 ◦C in the water bath and gently mix every
3-5 min by inverting the tube.
• Use a small bore, fire-polished pipette to further dissociate the tissue by pipetting the
mixture carefully up and down 10 x.
• Add 10 ml Hank’s buffered salt solution.
• Centrifuge at 300 x g for 5 min.
• Carefully remove the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 2 ml neurosphere growth
medium (cell culture medium supplementedwith growth factors: 20 ng/ml EGF, 20 ng/ml
FGF2 and 2 µg/ml heparin).
• Add the mixture to a 40 µm cell strainer and wash the strainer with an additional 18 ml
of neurosphere growth medium.
• Add 200 µl of the resulting cell suspension into each well of an uncoated 96-well plate.
• Incubate the cells in the incubator at 37 ◦C for 11 days.
• Determine the number and size of the resulting neurospheres as well as the number
of attached spheres (and their diameter in 2D) using an inverted microscope.
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Monolayer culture
Monolayer cultures are generated from dissociated neurospheres after 11 days of growth.
Monolayer cultures require PDL and laminin coated vessels. Coating requires a minimum of
8 h and has to be performed in advance.
• Remove all spheres, both, floating and attached (in the medium) from the wells and
transfer them into a 15 ml centrifuge tube.
• Centrifuge at 300 x g for 5 min.
• Remove the supernatant and resuspend the neurospheres in 1 ml of pre-warmed
0.05 % Trypsin-EDTA.
• Incubate the mixture for 5 min at RT.
• Add an equal amount of trypsin inhibitor containing DNaseI and mix well.
• Centrifuge at 300 x g for 5 min.
• Remove the supernatant and add the required amount neurosphere growth medium
(depending on the size of the vessel where the cells are initially seeded, for example
500 µl if the cells are seeded in one well of a 24-well plate).
• Dissociate the neurospheres by carefully pipetting up and down approximately 10 x
using a small bore fire-polished pipette.
• Remove 10 µl and mix with 10 µl trypan blue.
• Count the cells (the number of cells may be too low for reliable cell counts at this point).
• Seed the cells into one well of the appropriate coated multi-well plate (for example
cells from BL6 animals can be seeded directly into a well of a 24-well plate while DBA-
derived cells should be seeded into a well of a 96-well plate).
• 24 h after seeding, replace the medium for fresh neurosphere growth medium.
• From there on change 50 % of the medium with medium containing 100 % of growth
factors.
• Once the cells reach 80 % confluence, passage the cells and seed them into the next
bigger cell culture vessel.
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Passaging of monolayer cultures Once the cells reach 80 % confluence they have to be
passaged and reseeded in lower densities to avoid contact inhibition. The Initial passages
(passages 0 and 1) are cultured in neurosphere growth medium containing, 20 ng/ml EGF,
20 ng/ml FGF2 and 2 µg/ml heparin. From the second passage on, heparin is no longer
added to the medium, from the third passage onward, the cells are cultured in cell growth
medium which contains only 10 ng/ml EGF and FGF2, respectively. As soon as the cells
have reached the required quantity, it is advisable to always culture the cells in two separate
cell culture vessels. This way, the loss of a cell line, for example due to a contamination in
one flask, can be prevented. Cells are frozen as a master cell stock after passage 5 as well
as a working cell stock after passage 7. For this purpose, several flasks should be seeded
in these passages to obtain appropriate stock sizes. Cell lines are characterized in passage
7, for the detailed protocol refer to the cell line characterization SOP, which can be found
below.
• Remove the medium and wash the cells once in PBS.
• Add the appropriate amount of Accutase and incubate the cells for 3-5 min at 37 ◦C to
induce the detachment of the cells.
• Tap the vessel strongly onto its surface and on the side to detach the cells.
• Confirm the detachment of the cells under the microscope, if the cells are not de-
tached, prolong the Accutase incubation (Accutase incubation should not exceed 10min).
• Collect the cells in the appropriate amount of medium, diluting the Accutase at least
1:10 (for example dilute the 0.5 ml of Accutase used in a T25 flask in 4.5 ml medium).
• Centrifuge at 300 x g for 3 min.
• Remove the supernatant and resuspend the cells in 1 ml of cell culture medium.
• Remove 10 µl cell suspension and mix it with 10 µl trypan blue.
• In initial passages seed all cells in the next passage, once the cells start to proliferate
reliably, seed 1 x 104 cells/cm2.
• Add the appropriate amount of growth factors.
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Freezing of monolayer cultures To keep stocks of the generated cell lines, cells can be
frozen. For comparative studies it is important to keep track of the treatment of the cells and
to only compare cells that have been treated comparably. It should be noted that freezing of
the cells might have an influence on the desired read-out, therefore the first passages after
freezing should, if at all, be used with care.
• Prepare freezing medium: 20 % DMSO in cell culture medium.
• Accutase treat and count the cells as described for the passaging of monolayer cul-
tures.
• Dilute the cells to a concentration of 2 x 106 cells/ml in cell culture medium.
• Add 0.5 ml of freezing medium to the freezing vials.
• Add 0.5 ml of cell suspension to each freezing vial.
• Place the vials in a freezing container and place the freezing container directly into a
-80 ◦C freezer.
• 24 h later transfer the cells to liquid nitrogen for long term storage.
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Cell line characterization SOP
To enable the comparison of different cell lines, I propose a new cell line characterization
SOP that aims at collecting as much information as possible from the individual lines in a
highly standardized manner. It results in data from each step of cell line generation, as well
as from a staining and tracking experiment in passage 7. The individual steps are described
in the following.
Cell line generation data
The cell line generation data consist of four different read-outs: the neurosphere data after
11 days of growth, the time until the cells were passaged for the first time and the growth
rate in each passage. This way the development of each cell line can be observed and
compared to other lines.
• After 11 days of growth, analyze the number of neurospheres (floating and attached)
and their sizes using an inverted light microscope that is equipped with a scale in the
ocular.
• Dissociate the neurospheres and count the cells before seeding them as a monolayer
culture. If the cell number is too low for reliable counts, note NA.
• In every passage count the number of cells gained and also note the number of cells
that is seeded into the next passage as well as the date of passaging.
Cell characterization in passage 7
All cell lines are profoundly characterized in passage 7. This characterization comprises, the
indirect analysis of the number of proliferating cells using BrdU, the analysis of the "stem-
ness" of the culture using Nestin and Sox2, a differentiation experiment that is quantified
using the two markers GFAP and Map2ab as well as a tracking experiment. The individ-
ual characterization experiments are described separately for a better structure of the SOP.
Keep in mind that all experiments are performed simultaneously when the cells are pas-
saged from passage 6 to passage 7.
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Proliferation assay
• At least one day in advance to the passaging from passage 6 to passage 7 coat two
24-well plates equipped with coverslips.
• Passage the cells and determine the cell number.
• Seed four wells with 30,000 cells/well in each of the two coated 24-well plates.
• Let the cells grow for 48 h.
• Add a final concentration of 20 µM BrdU to the cells in the wells of one of the two
24-well plates.
• Incubate the plate for 2 h in the incubator at 37 ◦C.
• Remove the medium from both plates and add 4 % PFA to all wells and incubate at RT
for 10 min.
• Remove the 4 % PFA and wash the wells twice with PBS.
• Seal the plates with Parafilm and store the plates until staining at 4 ◦C.
• Remove the PBS from the BrdU treated wells and wash them twice with 0.9 % NaCl.
• Remove the NaCl and add 1 M HCl.
• Incubate the cells at 37 ◦C (in the water bath) for 30 min.
• Remove the HCl and wash the cells once using borate buffer and wash the cells after-
wards three times 10 min with PBS.
• Remove the PBS from all eight wells (BrdU treated and not treated wells) and perme-
abilize the cells with 1 % of a 10 % Triton X stock for 10 min.
• Remove the Triton X and add the blocking solution and incubate for 1 h at RT.
• Incubate the cells afterwards for 2 h with the primary antibodies (anti-BrdU for the BrdU
treated wells, anti-Nestin and anti-Sox2 for the other four wells) diluted in the antibody
solution at RT.
• Remove the primary antibody and wash the cells three times with PBS.
• Incubate the cells for 1 h at RT in the dark with the respective secondary antibodies
diluted in the antibody solution.
• Wash the cells once using PBS and subsequently incubate the cells with Hoechst
33342 diluted 1:4000 in PBS for 10 min at RT.
• Wash the cells an additional two times in PBS.
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• Remove the coverslips from the wells, dip-wash them in dH2O and dry them by careful
tapping onto tissue paper.
• Mount the coverslips with Aqua-Poly/Mount and dry them over night in the dark.
• Store the mounted coverslips at 4 ◦C.
• Analyze the number of cells using a fluorescence microscope.
• Take images of five randomly chosen positions on all four coverslips.
• Count the number of BrdU cells as the percentage of all cells present in the FOV
(determined by the number of nuclei stained with Hoechst 33342) in all 20 images.
• The mean of all 20 images represents an n of one.
• Qualitatively analyze whether (close to) all cells show a Nestin and Sox2 staining sig-
nal.
Differentiation assay
• At least one day in advance to the passageing from passage 6 to passage 7 coat one
24-well plate equipped with coverslips.
• Passage the cells and determine the cell number.
• Seed four wells with 20,000 cells/well in the coated 24-well plate.
• Let the cells grow for 48 h.
• After 48 h remove the medium and replace it with medium containing 2.5 ng/ml FGF2
only.
• Incubate the cells for another 48 h.
• Remove the medium and replace it with medium containing no growth factors.
• Incubate the cells for another 3-4 days.
• Remove the medium and incubate the cells for 10 min at RT with 4 % PFA.
• Remove the 4 % PFA and wash the wells twice with PBS.
• Seal the plate with Parafilm and store the plate until staining.
• Remove the PBS and permeabilize the cells with 1 % of a 10 % Triton X stock for
10 min.
• Remove the Triton X and add the blocking solution and incubate for 1 h at RT.
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• Incubate the cells afterwards for 2 h with the primary antibodies (anti-GFAP and anti-
Map2ab) diluted in the antibody solution at RT.
• Remove the primary antibody and wash the cells three times with PBS.
• Incubate the cells for 1 h at RT in the dark with the respective secondary antibodies
diluted in the antibody solution.
• Wash the cells once using PBS and subsequently incubate the cells with Hoechst
33342 diluted 1:4000 in PBS for 10 min at RT.
• Wash the cells an additional two times in PBS.
• Remove the coverslips from the wells, dip-wash them in dH2O and dry them by careful
tapping onto tissue paper.
• Mount the coverslips with Aqua-Poly/Mount and dry them over night in the dark.
• Store the mounted coverslips at 4 ◦C.
• Analyze the number of cells using a fluorescence microscope.
• Take images of five randomly chosen positions on all four coverslips.
• Count the number of GFAP and Map2ab positive cells as the percentage of all cells
present in the FOV (determined by the number of nuclei stained with Hoechst 33342)
in all 20 images.
• The mean of all 20 images represents an n of one.
Cell tracking
• At least one day in advance to the passageing from passage 6 to passage 7 coat one
glass bottom 24-well plate (note that coated glass bottom plates should not be frozen).
• Passage the cells and determine the cell number.
• Seed four wells with 10,000 cells/well in the coated glass bottom plate.
• Let the cells attach for 2 h.
• Place the plate into the pre-warmed incubation chamber (equipped with CO2 supple-
mentation, temperature control) of an inverted microscope with a motorized stage.
• Make sure the cells are incubated at 37 ◦C and 5 % CO2.
• Image the cells every 5 min with an exposure time of 20 ms in the middle of each well
using a 10X phase-contrast objective (the corner of the wells will not provide optimal
phase-contrast signals due to meniscus effects).
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• Image at least 1000 frames per experiment.
• Export the resulting images as 16-bit as well as 8-bit images and make sure that the
images are consistently named.
• Analyze the images using CellProfiler.
• Use R to transcribe the tracking file generated by CellProfiler into a CellTracker read-
able .xml format.
• Manually correct the tracking results and track at least 100 cells per experiment,
thereby specify the state of each tracked cell: cell divided (if this occurs, make sure to
also define the resulting daughter tracks), cell was lost, cell was tracked till the end of
the movie and cell died.
• Use R to combine the CellProfiler and CellTracker files.
• Use R to analyze the final tracking data.
Read-outs
The cell characterization SOP results in the following read-outs (data analysis and plot gen-
eration can be preformed using R):
• From the line generation process: the neurosphere numbers and sizes, the number of
attached spheres, the time until the cells could be initially passaged (normalized to the
size of the well) as well as the growth rate in every passage.
• From the proliferation assay: the number of BrdU positive cells as a percentage of all
cells.
• From the differentiation experiment: the number of GFAP and Map2ab positive cells
as a percentage of all cells.
• From the cell tracking experiment: the migration speed of the cells, the generation
time of the cells, the number of "re-dividing" cells, the number of "long-track cells",
the heterogeneity factor, the instantaneous angle∗, the mean squared displacement∗,
the distance to the origin∗, the net distance to the origin∗ and the maximum distance
between any two points∗.
∗these read-outs are routinely included in the analysis, whether or not they can be applied depends on the
tracking setup and whether or not the cells were confined to the FOV
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R Scripts
Tracking
Generation of the CellTracker file
require ( f u n c t i o na l )
require (XML)
#### t ransc r i bes the C e l l P r o f i l e r generated . csv f i l e i n t o a Ce l lT racker readable . xml format ###
image<−read . table ( " " , header=T , sep= " , " ) # impor t the Ce l l P r o f i l e r t r a c k i n g f i l e
#crea te new Table wi th the f i r s t two columns of image
imagenew<−cbind ( image [ , 1 : 2 ] )
# add TrackObjects_Label column
n<−which (names ( image ) == " TrackObjects_Label " )
imagenew [ , 3 ]<−cbind ( image [ , n ] )
#add Locat ion_Center_X,Y column
n<−which (names ( image ) == " Loca t ion_Center_X" )
imagenew [ , 4 ]<−cbind ( image [ , n ] )
n<−which (names ( image ) == " Loca t ion_Center_Y" )
imagenew [ , 5 ]<−cbind ( image [ , n ] )
#remove NA columns
imagenew<−imagenew [ apply ( imagenew,1 ,Compose ( is . f i n i t e , a l l ) ) , ]
## add column wi th cont inuous c e l l i d s
nr<−nrow ( imagenew)
Ce l l i dn<−matrix ( , nr , 1 )
for ( i i n 1 : nr ) {
Ce l l i dn [ i , 1 ]<− i
}
imagenew [ , 6 ]<−cbind ( Ce l l i dn )
#rename columns
colnames ( imagenew)<−c ( " Time " , " ObjectID " , " TrackID " , " po i n t _x " , " po i n t_y " , " Ce l l ID " )
###EXPORT TRACKSXML . xml FILE###
a<−getwd ( )
a<−paste ( a , " /R_Output " , sep= " " )
d i r . create ( a )
setwd ( a )
TracksXML<−cbind ( imagenew)
xml <− xmlTree ( )
xml$addTag ( " Tracks " , close=FALSE) #open Tracks
for ( i i n c (unique ( TracksXML$TrackID ) ) ) { # i =values o f TrackID
xml$addTag ( " Track " , close=F) # open Track
xml$addTag (names ( TracksXML ) [ 3 ] , i ) #TrackID value
for ( j i n c (which ( TracksXML$TrackID== i ) ) ) { # j value o f pos i t i o n o f TrackID= i
xml$addTag ( " ob j ec t " , close=F) # open ob jec t
xml$addTag (names ( TracksXML ) [ 2 ] , TracksXML$Cel l ID [ j ] ) #open / close ObjectID
xml$addTag (names ( TracksXML ) [ 1 ] , TracksXML$Time [ j ] ) #open / close Time
xml$closeTag ( ) #close ob jec t
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}
xml$closeTag ( ) #close TrackID
}
xml$closeTag ( ) #close Tracks
cat ( saveXML ( xml ) )
saveXML ( xml , " tracksXML . xml " )
###EXPORT METADATA###
a<−getwd ( )
a<−paste ( a , " / xml " , sep=" " )
d i r . create ( a )
Tracks<−imagenew
r<−8
b<−unique ( Tracks$Time )
b<−c ( length ( b ) )
for ( k i n 1 : b ) {
xml <− xmlTree ( )
xml$addTag ( paste ( "Frame " , k , sep= ’_ ’ ) , close=FALSE) #open Frame
for ( i i n ( Tracks$Cel l ID ) [ Tracks$Time==k ] ) {
xml$addTag ( " Object " , close=F) #open Object
xml$addTag ( " ObjectID " , close=F) #open ObjectID
xml$addTag ( " value " , i ) #open / close value
xml$closeTag ( ) #close ObjectID
for ( i i n which ( Tracks$Cel l ID== i&Tracks$Time==k ) ) {
xml$addTag ( " ObjectCenter " , close=F) #open Object Center
xml$addTag ( " po i n t " , close=F) #open po in ts
xml$addTag ( ’ x ’ ,as . integer ( Tracks$po in t _x [ i ] ) ) #open / close x
xml$addTag ( ’ y ’ ,as . integer ( Tracks$po in t _y [ i ] ) ) #open / close y
xml$closeTag ( ) #c losepo in t
xml$closeTag ( ) #close Object Center
xml$addTag ( " ObjectBoundingBox " , close=F) #open BoundingBox
xml$addTag ( " po i n t " , close=F) #open po in t
xml$addTag ( " x " ,as . integer ( Tracks$po in t _x [ i ]− r ) )
xml$addTag ( " y " ,as . integer ( Tracks$po in t _y [ i ]− r ) )
xml$closeTag ( ) #close po in t
xml$addTag ( ’ po i n t ’ , close=F) #open po in t
xml$addTag ( " x " ,as . integer ( Tracks$po in t _x [ i ]+ r ) )
xml$addTag ( " y " ,as . integer ( Tracks$po in t _y [ i ]+ r ) )
xml$closeTag ( ) #close po in t
xml$closeTag ( ) #close BoundingBox
xml$addTag ( ’ Ou t l i ne ’ , close=F) #open Ou t l i ne
for ( h i n seq ( 1 ,360 ,8 .98 ) ) {
xml$addTag ( ’ po i n t ’ , close=F) #open po in t
xcor<−as . integer ( r ∗cos ( h∗ p i / 180))
ycor<−as . integer ( r ∗sin ( h∗ p i / 180))
xml$addTag ( " x " ,as . integer ( Tracks$po in t_x [ i ]+ xcor ) )
xml$addTag ( " y " ,as . integer ( Tracks$po in t_y [ i ]+ ycor ) )
xml$closeTag ( ) #close po in t
}
xml$closeTag ( ) #close ou t l i n e
xml$addTag ( " TrackID " , close=F) #open TrackID
xml$addTag ( ’ value ’ , Tracks$TrackID [ i ] ) #open / close value
xml$closeTag ( ) #close TrackID
}
xml$closeTag ( ) #c loseObjec t
}
xml$closeTag ( ) #close Frame
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cat ( saveXML ( xml ) )
setwd ( a )
fn<−k−1
fn<−formatC ( fn , width =5 , format="d " , f l a g =" 0 " )
fn<−paste ( "meta " , fn , " . xml " , sep= " " )
saveXML ( xml , fn )
}
Combining CellProfiler and CellTracker data
require ( f u n c t i o na l )
require ( base )
require ( r g l )
require ( g too l s )
require ( s ca t t e r p l o t 3d )
require (XML)
require ( p l y r )
require ( reshape )
###Read in C e l l P r o f l i l e r Data ###
image<−read . table ( " " , header=T , sep= " , " ) # read in C e l l P r o f i l e r f i l e
Ed i t_xml <− xmlParse ( " " ) # read in according Ce l lT racker expor t xml f i l e
#crea te new Table wi th the f i r s t two columns of image
imagenew<−cbind ( image [ , 1 : 2 ] ) #Framenumber
#search f o r TrackObjects_Label column and add i t to imagenew
n<−which (names ( image ) == " TrackObjects_Label " )
imagenew [ , 3 ]<−cbind ( image [ , n ] )
#search f o r Loca t ion_Center_X,Y column and add i t to imagenw
n<−which (names ( image ) == " Loca t ion_Center_X" )
imagenew [ , 4 ]<−cbind ( image [ , n ] )
n<−which (names ( image ) == " Loca t ion_Center_Y" )
imagenew [ , 5 ]<−cbind ( image [ , n ] )
imagenew<−imagenew [ apply ( imagenew,1 ,Compose ( is . f i n i t e , a l l ) ) , ]
## add column wi th cont inuous c e l l i d s
nr<−nrow ( imagenew)
Ce l l i dn<−matrix ( , nr , 1 )
for ( i i n 1 : nr ) {
Ce l l i dn [ i , 1 ]<− i
}
imagenew [ , 6 ]<−cbind ( Ce l l i dn )
#add i n t e n s i t y measurements
#n<−image [ grep ( " \ \ I n t e n s i t y _MaxIn tens i ty _ " , colnames ( image ) ) ]
#a<− l eng th ( n )
#imagenew [ , 7 : ( 6+ a ) ]<−cbind ( n )
#rename columns
#colnames ( imagenew)<−c ( " Time " , " ObjectID " , " TrackID " , " po i n t _x " , " po i n t_y " , " Ce l l ID " , "BFP" )
colnames ( imagenew)<−c ( " Time " , " ObjectID " , " TrackID " , " po i n t _x " , " po i n t_y " , " Ce l l ID " )
### XMLTODATAFRAME###
Ed i t_ l i s t <− xmlToList ( Ed i t_xml )
Ed i t_df<− l d p l y ( Ed i t_ l i s t , data . frame , header=T)
### Export Object IDs###
subsetObjects<− Ed i t_df [ grep ( " \ \ ob j ec t .O" , colnames ( Ed i t_df ) ) ]
nobn<−ncol ( subsetObjects )
ObjectID<−matrix ( , nobn ,nrow ( Ed i t_df ) )
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for ( j i n 1 :nrow ( Ed i t_df ) ) {
for ( i i n 1 : nobn ) {
a<−which (colnames ( Ed i t_df )==colnames ( subsetObjects [ i ] ) )
ObjectID [ i , j ]<−as . character ( Ed i t_df [ j , a ] )
}
}
###Export Time po in ts ###
subsetTime<− Ed i t_df [ grep ( " \ \ ob j ec t . Time " , colnames ( Ed i t_df ) ) ]
nTp<−ncol ( subsetTime )
Time<−matrix ( , nTp ,nrow ( Ed i t_df ) )
for ( j i n 1 :nrow ( Ed i t_df ) ) {
for ( i i n 1 : nTp ) {
a<−which (colnames ( Ed i t_df )==colnames ( subsetTime [ i ] ) )
Time [ i , j ]<−as . character ( Ed i t_df [ j , a ] )
}
}
###reshape dataframes###
xmled i t_dfO<−melt ( ObjectID , asFactors=FALSE)
xmled i t_dfT<−melt ( Time , asFactors=FALSE)
colnames ( xm led i t_dfO )<−c ( "Rows" , " TrackID " , " Ce l l ID " )
colnames ( xm led i t_dfT )<−c ( "Rows" , " TrackID " , " Time " )
xm led i t_dfO<−na . omit ( xm led i t_dfO )
xmled i t_dfT<−na . omit ( xm led i t_dfT )
xm led i t_dfT$Time<−as . numeric ( leve ls ( xm led i t_dfT$Time ) ) [ xm led i t_dfT$Time ]
xm led i t_dfO$Cel l ID<−as . numeric ( leve ls ( xm led i t_dfO$Cel l ID ) ) [ xm led i t_dfO$Cel l ID ]
xm led i t_dfT$Rows<−NULL
xmled i t_dfO$Rows<−NULL
xmled i t_df2<− ( ( xm led i t_dfT [ 1 : 2 ] ) )
xm led i t_df2 [ 3 ]<−cbind ( xm led i t_dfO [ 2 ] )
### remove −1 values ###
xmled i t_df2<−xmled i t_df2 [ ! apply ( xm led i t_df2 ,1 , function ( x ) { any ( x==−1)}) , ]
###combine the two datase ts###
t r ack<−merge ( xm led i t_df2 , imagenew , by=as . character ( " Ce l l ID " ) )
#### co l o r pa l e t t e ###
n<−max(unique ( t r ack $TrackID . x ) )
b<−rainbow ( n )
a<−ncol ( t r ack )
t rack [ a+1]<−NA
for ( col i n (unique ( t r ack $TrackID . x ) ) ) {
for ( t r c o l i n which ( t r ack $TrackID . x==col ) ) {
t r ack [ t r c o l , ( a+1 ) ]<−b [ col ]
}
}
colnames ( t r ack ) [ a+1]<−c ( " co l o r " )
#### p l o t 2D in rainbow####
png ( "2DTrackingMap . png " )
par (mar=c ( 2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ) )
plot ( t r ack $po in t _x , t r ack $po in t _y , col= t rack $co lo r , pch=20 , x lab=" " , y lab= " " , cex = .5 ,
x l im=c ( 0 , (max( t r ack $po in t_x ) ) ) , y l im=c ( 0 , (max( t r ack $po in t _y ) ) ) , xaxs= " i " , yaxs=" i " , xax t="n " ,
yax t="n " , frame . plot=F)
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for ( h i n unique ( t r ack $TrackID . x ) ) {
q<−which ( t r ack $TrackID . x==h )
i f ( length (q ) >1) {
a<−sort ( ( t r ack $Time . x ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==h ] )
for ( i i n 1 : ( length ( a )−1)){
r0<−which ( t r ack $Time . x==a [ i ]&t r ack $TrackID . x==h )
x0<− t r ack $po in t _x [ r0 ]
y0<− t r ack $po in t _y [ r0 ]
r1<−which ( t r ack $Time . x==a [ i +1]&t r ack $TrackID . x==h )
x1<− t r ack $po in t _x [ r1 ]
y1<− t r ack $po in t _y [ r1 ]
segments ( x0 , y0 , x1 , y1 , col= t rack $ co lo r [ r0 ] )
}
}
}
#b<−unique ( t rack $ co lo r )
# legend (1400 , 1050 , so r t ( unique ( t rack $TrackID . x ) ) , cex =.53 , xpd=T , co l=b , nco l =6 , l t y =1 ,
t i t l e =" Track ID " ,box . col=" whi te " )
dev . o f f ( )
####Analyse Track Status ####
State<− cbind ( Ed i t_df [ grep ( " \ \ Status " , colnames ( Ed i t_df ) ) ] )
State [ 2 ]<−cbind ( Ed i t_df [ grep ( " \ \ MotherID " , colnames ( Ed i t_df ) ) ] )
State [ 3 : 4 ]<−Ed i t_df [ grep ( " \ \ DaugterID " , colnames ( Ed i t_df ) ) ]
State [ 5 ]<−c (seq ( 1 : (nrow ( State ) ) ) )
colnames ( State )<−c ( " Status " , " Mother " , " Daughter .1 " , " Daughter .2 " , " TrackID " )
State<−as . data . frame ( State )
#expor t data . t x t f i l e s
write . table ( State , " S t a t eD i s t r i b u t i o n . t x t " )
write . table ( t rack , " TrackingData . t x t " )
#########D is tma t r i x ################
# ca l cu l a tes the maximum dis tance between any two po in ts i n the t rack #
# t rack<−read . tab l e ( " TrackingData . t x t " )
d i r . create ( ’ . . / S t a t i s t i c s ’ )
d i r . create ( ’ . . / S t a t i s t i c s / Dis tma t r i x ’ )
## ca l cu l a t e d is tance between pos i t i o n s f o r every t rack ###
TRN<−max( t r ack $TrackID . x )
for ( k i n 1 :TRN) {
TR<−subset ( t rack , TrackID . x==k )
n=nrow (TR)
d i s tma t r i x 1<−matrix ( , n , n )
for ( i i n 1 : n−1 ) {
for ( j i n ( i +1 ) :n ) {
d i s tma t r i x 1 [ i , j ]<−( sqrt ( ( ( TR$po in t_x [ i ]−TR$po in t_x [ j ] ) ^ 2 ) + ( (TR$po in t_y [ i ]−TR
$po in t_y [ j ] ) ^ 2 ) ) )
}
}
TID<−k
TID<−formatC ( TID , width =3 , format="d " , f l a g ="0 " )
TID<−paste ( " . . / Ce l l P r o f i l e r / S t a t i s t i c s / Dis tma t r i x / Track " ,TID , " . t x t " , sep= " " )
write . table ( d i s tma t r i x1 , TID )
}
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Exporting the tracking data
### crea te tab l e con ta i n i ng t r a c k i n g s t a t i s t i c s ###
t r ack<−read . table ( " TrackingData . t x t " , header=T) # load t r a ck i n g data
t r a c k l<−ncol ( t r ack )
TN<−max( t r ack $TrackID . x )
t r ack [ t r a c k l +1]<−NA
t rack [ t r a c k l +2]<−NA
t rack [ t r a c k l +3]<−NA
t rack [ t r a c k l +4]<−NA
t rack [ t r a c k l +5]<−NA
colnames ( t r ack ) [ ( t r a c k l + 1 ) : ( t r a c k l +5 ) ]<−
c ( " Distance " , " Ins tan tA " , " D i rec t i ona lC " , "MSD" , " Ins tan tS " )
t r ack [ t r a c k l +6]<−NA
colnames ( t r ack ) [ t r a c k l +6]<−" RealTime "
for ( i i n 1 : (nrow ( t r ack ) ) ) {
frame<− t r ack $Time . x [ i ]
t r ack [ i , ( t r a c k l +6 ) ]<−( frame∗5)−5
}
STR<−sort (unique ( t r ack $TrackID . x ) )
for ( i i n STR) {
a<−(which ( t r ack $TrackID . x== i ) )
i f ( length ( a ) >1) {
for ( j i n 1 : ( length ( a )−1)){
t r ack [ ( a [ j + 1 ] ) , ( t r a c k l +1 ) ]<−sqrt ( ( ( t r ack $po in t_x [ ( a [ j ] ) ]− t r ack $po in t_x [ ( a [ j + 1 ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) +
( ( t r ack $po in t_y [ ( a [ j ] ) ]− t r ack $po in t_y [ ( a [ j + 1 ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) )
t r ack [ ( a [ j + 1 ] ) , ( t r a c k l +2 ) ]<−round ( ( atan ( ( t r ack $po in t_y [ ( a [ j +1])]− t r ack $po in t _y [ ( a [ j ] ) ] ) /
( t r ack $po in t_x [ ( a [ j +1])]− t r ack $po in t _x [ ( a [ j ] ) ] ) ) ) / 0.01745)
t rack [ ( a [ j + 1 ] ) , ( t r a c k l +5 ) ]<− ( ( ( sqrt ( ( ( t r ack $po in t _x [ ( a [ j ] ) ]− t r ack $po in t _x [ ( a [ j + 1 ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) +
( ( t r ack $po in t_y [ ( a [ j +1])]− t r ack $po in t _y [ ( a [ j ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) ) ) / ( t r ack $RealTime [ ( a [ j +1])]− t r ack
$RealTime [ ( a [ j ] ) ] ) ) ∗0.645)
}
for ( j i n 1 : ( length ( a )−1)){
t r ack [ ( a [ j + 1 ] ) , ( t r a c k l +3 ) ]<− t r ack $ Ins tan tA [ ( a [ j +1])]− t r ack $ Ins tan tA [ ( a [ j ] ) ]
}
}
}
###MSD###
for ( i i n STR) {
a<−(which ( t r ack $TrackID . x== i ) )
i f ( length ( a ) >1) {
for ( j i n 1 : ( length ( a ) ) ) {
i f ( ( length ( a)− j ) ! =0 ) {
P1<−(seq ( 1 : ( length ( a)− j ) ) )
P2<−(P1+ j )
MSD<− ( ( 1 / ( length ( a)− j ) ) ∗ (sum ( ( t r ack $po in t _x [ ( a [ P1] ) ]− t r ack $po in t_x [ ( a [ P2 ] ) ] ) ^ 2 +
( t rack $po in t_y [ ( a [P1] ) ]− t r ack $po in t _y [ ( a [ P2 ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) ) )
t r ack [ ( a [ j ] ) , ( t r a c k l +4 ) ]<−MSD
}
}
}
}
###Angle###
t r ack [ t r a c k l +7]<−NA
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colnames ( t r ack ) [ t r a c k l +7]<−" Angle "
for ( i i n STR) {
k<−which ( t r ack $TrackID . x== i )
i f ( ( length ( k ) ) >=3) {
for ( j i n 1 : ( length ( k )−2)){
as<− ( ( ( t r ack $po in t _x [ ( k [ j +2])]− t r ack $po in t _x [ ( k [ j ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) + ( ( t r ack $po in t _y [ ( k [ j +2])]−
t r ack $po in t _y [ ( k [ j ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) )
bs<− ( ( ( t r ack $po in t _x [ ( k [ j +1])]− t r ack $po in t _x [ ( k [ j ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) + ( ( t r ack $po in t _y [ ( k [ j +1])]−
t r ack $po in t _y [ ( k [ j ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) )
cs<− ( ( ( t r ack $po in t _x [ ( k [ j +2])]− t r ack $po in t _x [ ( k [ j + 1 ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) + ( ( t r ack $po in t_y [ ( k [ j +2])]−
t r ack $po in t _y [ ( k [ j + 1 ] ) ] ) ^ 2 ) )
a lp<− ( ( as−bs−cs ) / (−2∗ ( sqrt ( bs ) ) ∗ ( sqrt ( cs ) ) ) )
a lp<−acos ( a lp )
t r ack [ ( k [ j + 1 ] ) , ( t r a c k l +7 ) ]<−a lp∗ (180 / p i )
}
}
}
###new tab le wi th values per t rack ###
TN<−max( t r ack $TrackID . x )
Measure<−matrix ( ,TN, 1 )
Measure<−as . data . frame ( Measure )
colnames ( Measure )<−c ( " MaxDist " )
for ( k i n STR) {
i<−which ( t r ack $TrackID . x==k )
i f ( ( length ( i ) ) >=3) {
TID<−k
TID<−formatC ( TID , width =3 , format="d " , f l a g = "0 " )
TID<−paste ( " . . /NABDF015p7_Exp53_P015 / S t a t i s t i c s / Dis tma t r i x /
Track " ,TID , " . t x t " , sep=" " )
d i s t<−read . table ( TID )
Measure [ k , 1 ]<−c (max( d i s t ,na . rm=TRUE) )
}
}
Measure [ 2 ]<−NA
Measure [ 3 ]<−NA
Measure [ 4 ]<−NA
colnames ( Measure ) [ 2 : 4 ]<−c ( " NetDistO " , " TotalFrames " , " TotDistO " )
for ( i i n STR) {
a1<− (min ( ( t r ack $Time . x ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x== i ] ) )
a<−which ( t r ack $Time . x==a1&t r ack $TrackID . x== i )
b<−(max ( ( t r ack $Time . x ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x== i ] ) )
br<−which ( t r ack $Time . x==b&t r ack $TrackID . x== i )
Measure [ i , 2 ]<−sqrt ( ( ( t r ack $po in t_x [ a]− t r ack $po in t _x [ br ] ) ^ 2 ) + ( ( t r ack $po in t _y [ a]− t r ack
$po in t _y [ br ] ) ^ 2 ) )
Measure [ i , 3 ]<−( b−a1)+1
}
for ( i i n STR) {
a<− ( ( t r ack $Distance ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x== i ] )
DistO<−sum( a ,na . rm=T)
Measure [ i , 4 ]<−DistO
}
Measure$Confinment<−Measure$NetDistO /Measure$TotDistO
###Angle####
Measure [ 6 : 8 ]<−NA
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colnames ( Measure ) [ 6 : 8 ]<−c ( " smallA " , "medA" , " bigA " )
for ( i i n STR) {
a<−( t r ack $Angle ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x== i ]
b<−which ( t r ack $TrackID . x== i )
Measure [ i , 6 ]<−sum ( ( a<=50) ,na . rm=T) / ( length ( b)−2)
Measure [ i , 7 ]<−sum ( ( ( a>50)&( a<=135)) ,na . rm=T) / ( length ( b)−2)
Measure [ i , 8 ]<−sum ( ( a>135) ,na . rm=T) / ( length ( b)−2)
}
### Mean Spead Per Ce l l #
Measure [ 9 ]<−NA
colnames ( Measure ) [ 9 ]<−"MeanSpeed"
for ( i i n STR) {
a<−( t r ack $ Ins tan tS ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x== i ]
b<−which ( t r ack $TrackID . x== i )
Measure [ i , 9 ]<−sum( a ,na . rm=T) / length ( b )
}
###MeanTrackLength#####
Measure$Track leng th<−( Measure$TotalFrames ∗5) / 60
######Means#####
Means<−colMeans (Measure ,na . rm=T)
###Export####
write . table (Measure , f i l e =" TrackingMeasurements . t x t " )
write . table ( t rack , f i l e =" TrackingData . t x t " )
write . table (Means , f i l e ="MeanValues . t x t " )
Plotting generation trees
###run Cel lTrackerData _Ana lys is .R f i r s t ###
###Export Tree F i l e s ###
#set D i rec to ry f o r Tree F i l e Export
a<−getwd ( )
a<−paste ( a , " / TreesT " , sep= " " )
d i r . create ( a ) #generate Tree f o l d e r
TS<−read . table ( " S t a t eD i s t r i b u t i o n . t x t " , header=T ) #bind " State " from
Cel lTrackerData _Ana lys is
t rack <− read . table ( " TrackingData . t x t " , header=T )
t rack [ "RealTimeH" ] <− t r ack $RealTime / 60
colnames (TS)<−c ( " Status " , " Mother " , " Daughter .1 " , " Daughter .2 " , " TrackID " ) #set column
names
Mothern<−subset (TS, is .na (TS$Mother )&TS$Status ==1) #subset D i v i d i ng c e l l s t h a t are no
daughter c e l l s = F i r s t mother c e l l s i n t rees
Div<−subset (TS,TS$Status ==1) #subset a l l d i v i d i n g c e l l s
d i vd i v<−Div [ ! ( Div$TrackID %in% Mothern$TrackID ) , ] #subset f u r t h e r d i v i d i n g c e l l s = D i v i d i ng
c e l l s t h a t are no " F i r s t mother c e l l "
write . table ( d i vd i v , " d i v d i v . t x t " )
#Generate the t rees f o r each f i r s t mother c e l l
for ( i i n 1 : (nrow ( Mothern ) ) ) { # i = each row of f i r s t mother c e l l t ab l e
Mothernode<−Mothern [ i , ] # at tach mother i n fo rma t i on
Subnode<−Mothernode$TrackID # f i r s t mother Track ID
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Tree<−Mothernode # t ree conta ins mother node
adnodes<−which ( d i v d i v$Mother==Subnode) #search f o r rows of d i v i d i n g c e l l s whose
mothernode == Subnode
Tree<−rbind ( Tree , d i vd i v [ adnodes , ] ) # add daughter c e l l s
i f (nrow ( Tree ) >1) { #generate f i l e w i th t ree i n fo rma t i on f o r t r ees wi th f u r t h e r d i v i d i n g c e l l s
Tree1<−Tree #Tree1 = Tree
ch i l d<−( Tree1 [ grep ( " \ \ Daughter " , colnames ( Tree1 ) ) ] ) # a l l daughters i n t ree
ch i l d<−un l is t ( c h i l d ) # u n l i s t
ch i l d<−as . character ( c h i l d ) #as charac te rs
adnodes<−which ( d i v d i v$TrackID%in%ch i l d ) # te s t i f daughter c e l l s are f u r t h e r d i v i d i n g
Tree1<−rbind ( Tree1 , d i vd i v [ adnodes , ] ) #add the d i v i d i n g daughter c e l l s to t ree
Tree1<−unique ( Tree1 ) #each daughter c e l l on ly once
while (nrow ( Tree ) ! =nrow ( Tree1 ) ) { # check f o r more d i v i d i n g daughter c e l l s as long as new
daughter c e l l s are added
Tree<−Tree1 # Tree= Tree 1
ch i l d<− ( Tree1 [ grep ( " \ \ Daughter " , colnames ( Tree1 ) ) ] ) #check a l l daughter c e l l s
ch i l d<−un l is t ( c h i l d ) # u n l i s t
ch i l d<−as . character ( c h i l d ) # as charac te rs
adnodes<−which ( d i v d i v$TrackID%in%ch i l d ) #rows of d i v i d i n g daugther c e l l s
Tree1<−rbind ( Tree1 , d i vd i v [ adnodes , ] ) # add d i v i d i n g daughter c e l l s
Tree1<−unique ( Tree1 ) #remove a l ready ex i s t i n g bevor comparing i f new daughter c e l l s
were added
}
} else {
Tree1<−Mothernode # i f now d i v i d i n g daughter c e l l s e x i s t t r ee on ly cons i s t s o f mother and
d i v i d i n g c e l l s
}
setwd ( a ) #Tree Subfolder as working d i r e c t o r y
fn<−Subnode #name of the t ree = name of f i r s t mother node
fn<−formatC ( fn , width =3 , format="d " , f l a g =" 0 " ) ##name wi th th ree numbers
fn<−paste ( " Tree " , fn , " . t x t " , sep= " " )#as t e x t f i l e
write . table ( Tree1 , fn )#expor t t e x t f i l e w i th t ree i n f o
}
###read−i n t r ee i n fo rma t i on and p l o t t r ees###
a<− l i s t . f i l e s ( ) # l i s t the f i l e s i n the d i r e c t o r y = a l l t r ee f i l e s
for (LN in 1 : ( length ( a ) ) ) { #generate Trees f o r a l l e x i s t i n g t e x t f i l e s
fn<−a [LN ]
fd<−sub ( " t x t " , " pdf " , fn )
pdf ( fd , width =10 , he igh t =10) # s t a r t PDF genera t ion
t r e e f<−read . table ( fn )
i f (nrow ( t r e e f )==1) { #nrow=1 = on ly one c e l l d i v i s i o n , no d i v i d i n g daughter c e l l s
maxmo<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x== t r e e f $TrackID ] ) #maxmo=end t ime
for the mother c e l l
minmo<−min ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x== t r e e f $TrackID ] ) #minmo= s t a r t t ime
for mother c e l l
t imep<−nrow ( t r ack ) #set y axis , according to the ove r a l l imaging du ra t i on
x<−seq (1 ,3 , length=timep ) # crea te a sequence of numbers from 1:3 ( Daughter 1 ,
Mother , Daughter 2) for the x axis , scaled according to the length of the y axis
k= t r e e f $TrackID #Mothernode number
Daughter1<−as . character ( t r e e f $Daughter . 1 ) #Number Daughter 1
TimeD1<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==c ( Daughter1 ) ] ) # End Time
Daughter1
Daughter2<−as . character ( t r e e f $Daughter . 2 ) #Number Daughter 2
TimeD2<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==c ( Daughter2 ) ] ) # End Time
Daughter2
plot ( x , t r ack $RealTimeH , type= "n " , y l im=c ( (max( t r ack $RealTimeH ) ) , (min ( t r ack
$RealTimeH ) ) ) , y lab="Time " , x lab=" Ce l l ID " , xax t="n " , frame . plot=F) #set p l o t t i n g area
axis (1 , a t=c ( 1 ,2 ,3 ) , labels=c ( Daughter1 , k , Daughter2 ) , lwd=0) # l abe l Axis w i th the
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numbers o f Daughter 1 , Mother , Daughter 2
segments (2 ,minmo ,2 ,maxmo) #draw v e r t i c a l segment f o r the t ime the mother was
t racked
segments (1 ,maxmo,3 ,maxmo) #draw ho r i z on t a l segment i n d i c a t i n g the d i v i s i o n t imepo in t
segments (1 ,maxmo,1 , TimeD1)#draw v e r t i c a l segment f o r the t ime Daughter 1 was
t racked
segments (3 ,maxmo,3 , TimeD2) #draw v e r t i c a l segment f o r the t ime Daughter 2 was
t racked
} else { # i f daughter c e l l s are f u r t h e r d i v i d i n g
#Generations
TR<−nrow ( t r e e f ) #number o f d i v i d i n g c e l l s i n the t ree
TreeG<−cbind ( t r e e f ) #
TreeG [ "Gen" ]<−NA #add genera t ion column to TreeG dataframe
for (Gen in 1 :TR) { #Gen 1: the number o f d i v i d i n g c e l l s i n the t ree
i f (Gen==1){ # f o r the f i r s t case
ro<−which ( is .na ( TreeG$Mother )==T) #ro=rownumber o f f i r s t mother c e l l
TreeG$Gen[ ro ]<−Gen # f i l l i n genera t ion number ( here = 1)
}
for ( j i n which ( TreeG$Gen==Gen ) ) { # j = rownumber o f Tree = Gen
G <− TreeG$TrackID [ j ] #TrackID of row j
Gn<−which ( TreeG$Mother==G)#rownumber where TrackId = MotherID
TreeG$Gen[Gn]<−Gen+1 #Generation o f daughter c e l l s = Generation o f mother c e l l + 1
}
}
x len<−max( TreeG$Gen) #maximum TreeGeneration
x len<−x len∗2+3 #x−Axis leng th = maximum TreeGeneration ∗ 2 + 3
xM<−x len / 2 # f i r s t mother node xPos = ha l f o f complete xAxis leng th
# add xPos column to dataframe
TreeG [ " xPos " ]<−NA
for (Gener i n 1 :TR) { #Gen 1: the number o f d i v i d i n g c e l l s i n the t ree
i f (Gener ==1){ # f o r the f i r s t case
ro<−which ( is .na ( TreeG$Mother )==T) #ro=rownumber o f f i r s t mother c e l l
TreeG$xPos [ ro ]<−xM # f i l l i n Pos i t i on o f f i r s t mother c e l l = the middle o f the x−ax is area
} else { # f o r f o l l ow i ng c e l l s
M<−TreeG$Mother [ Gener ] # Motherce l l o f the respec t i ve row
MR<−which ( TreeG$TrackID==M) #row where the Motherce l l i s d i v i d i n g c e l l
xP<−( TreeG$xPos [MR] ) #get the x Pos i t i on o f the mother c e l l
i f ( TreeG$TrackID [ Gener]% in%TreeG$Daughter .1==T ) { # i f the ac tua l c e l l i s Daughter 1
of Motherce l l
TreeG$xPos [ Gener ]<−xP−(x len / ( 2^ ( TreeG$Gen[MR]+ 1 ) ) ) # subs t rac t from mother
pos i t i o n x len / 2^( Generat iont ime +1)
} else i f ( TreeG$TrackID [ Gener]% in%TreeG$Daughter .2==T ) { # i f the ac tua l c e l l i s
Daughter 2 o f Motherce l l
TreeG$xPos [ Gener ]<−xP+( x len / ( 2^ ( TreeG$Gen[MR] + 1 ) ) ) } # add to mother pos i t i o n
x len / 2^( Generat iont ime+1)
}
}
#Drawing Par t
for ( i i n 1 : (max( TreeG$Gen ) ) ) { # i = 1 :maximum genera t ion number
BL=which ( TreeG$Gen== i ) # rows where genera t ion == i
for (RN in BL ) { # RN takes the rownumbers o f the c e l l s i n the ac tua l genera t ion
i f (RN==1){ # f o r the f i r s t genera t ion row ( f i r s t d i v i s i o n i n t ree )
maxmo<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==TreeG$TrackID [RN] ] ) # the
maximum time the f i r s t mother node has been t racked
minmo<−min ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==TreeG$TrackID [RN] ] ) # the
s t a r t i n g time from when the f i r s t mother node has been t racked
timep<−nrow ( t r ack )# ove ra l l t r a c k i n g t ime of the experiment
x<−seq (0 , xlen , length=timep ) # xax is w i th same sca l i ng as y ax is
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k= t r e e f $TrackID [RN] # t rack i d o f the f i r s t mother node
Daughter1<−as . character ( t r e e f $Daughter . 1 [RN] ) # f i r s t daughter c e l l
TimeD1<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==c ( Daughter1 ) ] ) #maximum time
f i r s t daughter c e l l has been t racked
Daughter2<−as . character ( t r e e f $Daughter . 2 [RN] ) # second daughter c e l l
TimeD2<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==c ( Daughter2 ) ] ) # maximum time
second daughter c e l l has been t racked
plot ( x , t r ack $RealTimeH , type= "n " , y l im=c ( (max( t r ack $RealTimeH ) ) , (min ( t r ack
$RealTimeH ) ) ) , y lab="Time " , x lab=" Ce l l ID " , xax t="n " , frame . plot=F) #setup p l o t t i n g
area
x2=x len / 2 # pos i t i o n o f f i r s t mother node = middle o f x ax is area
x1=x2−(x len / ( 2^ ( TreeG$Gen [ 1 ] + 1 ) ) ) # pos i t i o n o f f i r s t daugther c e l l
x3=x2+( x len / ( 2^ ( TreeG$Gen [ 1 ] + 1 ) ) ) # pos i t i o n o f second daughter c e l l
axis (1 , a t=c ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) , labels=c ( Daughter1 , k , Daughter2 ) , lwd=0) # draw x ax is w i th
the labels at the s p e c i f i c x axis pos i t i o n s
segments ( x2 ,minmo , x2 ,maxmo) # draw a l i n e f o r t r a c k i n g du ra t i on o f f i r s t mother
c e l l
segments ( x1 ,maxmo, x3 ,maxmo) # draw l i n e from f i r s t to second daughter c e l l a t the
t r ack end of mother node
segments ( x1 ,maxmo, x1 , TimeD1) # draw l i n e f o r t r a c k i n g du ra t i on o f f i r s t daughter
c e l l
segments ( x3 ,maxmo, x3 , TimeD2) # draw l i n e f o r t r a c k i n g du ra t i on o f second
daughter c e l l
} else { # f o r the f o l l ow i ng rows
maxmo<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==TreeG$TrackID [RN] ] ) #maximum
t r a c k i n g time of the d i v i d i n g c e l l
k=TreeG$TrackID [RN] # t rack i d o f the d i v i d i n g c e l l
Daughter1<−as . character ( TreeG$Daughter . 1 [RN] ) #daughter 1 o f d i v i d i n g c e l l
TimeD1<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==c ( Daughter1 ) ] ) # maximum
t r a c k i n g time of daughter 1
Daughter2<−as . character ( TreeG$Daughter . 2 [RN] ) #daughter 2 o f d i v i d i n g c e l l
TimeD2<−max ( ( t r ack $RealTimeH ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==c ( Daughter2 ) ] ) # maximum
t r a c k i n g time of daughter 2
x22=TreeG$xPos [RN] # pos i t i o n o f d i v i d i n g c e l l
x12=x22−(x len / ( 2^ ( TreeG$Gen[RN] + 1 ) ) ) # pos i t i o n o f daughter 1
x32=x22+( x len / ( 2^ ( TreeG$Gen[RN] + 1 ) ) ) # pos i t i o n o f daughter 2
axis (1 , a t=c ( x12 , " " , x32 ) , labels=c ( Daughter1 , k , Daughter2 ) , lwd=0) # add the
daughter c e l l numbers to x axis
segments ( x12 ,maxmo, x32 ,maxmo) # draw l i n e from f i r s t to second daughter c e l l a t
the end of d i v i d i n g c e l l
segments ( x12 ,maxmo, x12 , TimeD1) # draw l i n e f o r t r a c k i n g du ra t i on o f f i r s t daughter
segments ( x32 ,maxmo, x32 , TimeD2) # draw l i n e f o r t r a c k i n g du ra t i on o f second
daughter
}
}
}
}
dev . o f f ( ) # pdf end
}
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Analysis of generation times
### Time p l o t s ###
# Generation Time data . frame
l ib ra ry ( beeswarm )
TS<−read . table ( " S t a t eD i s t r i b u t i o n . t x t " , header=T )
d i vd i v <− read . table ( " d i v d i v . t x t " , header=T)
Mothern<−subset (TS, is .na (TS$Mother )&TS$Status ==1)
GenDivdiv<−d i vd i v
GenDivdiv [ , 6 ]<−NA
colnames ( GenDivdiv ) [ 6 ]<−" Generation "
Mothern<−subset (TS, is .na (TS$Mother )&TS$Status ==1)
ch i l d<−( Mothern [ grep ( " \ \ Daughter " , colnames ( Mothern ) ) ] )
c h i l d<−un l is t ( c h i l d ) # u n l i s t
ch i l d<−as . character ( c h i l d ) #as charac te rs
adnodes<−which ( d i v d i v$TrackID%in%ch i l d )
for ( i i n adnodes ) {
GenDivdiv$Generation [ i ]<−1
}
a<−which ( is .na ( GenDivdiv$Generation )==T)
while ( length ( a ) >0) {
b<−max( GenDivdiv$Generation ,na . rm=T)
Daughters<−subset ( GenDivdiv , GenDivdiv$Generation==b )
ch i l d<−( Daughters [ grep ( " \ \ Daughter " , colnames ( Daughters ) ) ] )
c h i l d<−un l is t ( c h i l d ) # u n l i s t
ch i l d<−as . character ( c h i l d ) #as charac te rs
adnodes<−which ( GenDivdiv$TrackID%in%ch i l d )
for ( i i n adnodes ) {
GenDivdiv$Generation [ i ]<−b+1
}
a<−which ( is .na ( GenDivdiv$Generation )==T)
}
write . table ( GenDivdiv , " D ivd ivGenera t ion . t x t " )
#########load requ i red i n fo rma t i on exported wi th Cel lTrackerData _Ana lys is .R
d i vd i v<−read . table ( " d i v d i v . t x t " , header=T )
divdivG <− read . table ( " D ivd ivGenera t ion . t x t " , header=T)
State<−read . table ( " S t a t eD i s t r i b u t i o n . t x t " , header=T)
t rack<−read . table ( " TrackingData . t x t " , header=T)
CGT<−( d i v d i v [ grep ( " \ \ TrackID " , colnames ( d i v d i v ) ) ] ) # TrackIDs of a l l f u r t h e r d i v i d i n g c e l l s
CG<−( d ivdivG [ grep ( " Generation " , colnames ( d ivdivG ) ) ] )
GenTime<−CGT # add CGT to GenTime
GenTime <−cbind (GenTime ,CG)
GenTime [ " GenerationTime " ]<−NA #add new column to GenTime
GenTime [ "MeanSpeed" ] <− NA
CGT<−un l is t (CGT) # u n l i s t # u n l i s t CGT
CGT<−as . character (CGT) #as charac te rs −> a l l TrackIDs
for ( i i n 1 : ( length (CGT) ) ) { # add mean genera t ion Times to GenTime data . frame
Cel lNr<−CGT[ i ]
CellNrmax<−max ( ( t r ack $Time . x ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==Cel lNr ] ) #maxmo=end t ime f o r the c e l l
Cel lNrmin<−min ( ( t r ack $Time . x ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==Cel lNr ] ) #minmo= s t a r t t ime f o r c e l l
Cel lNrDur<−CellNrmax−Cel lNrmin
GenTime [ i , 3 ]<−Cel lNrDur∗5 / 60
}
for ( i i n 1 : ( length (CGT) ) ) { # add mean genera t ion Times to GenTime data . frame
Cel lNr<−CGT[ i ]
a<−which ( t r ack $TrackID . x==Cel lNr )
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CellSP<−mean( t r ack $ Ins tan tS [ a ] ,na . rm=T )
GenTime [ i , 4 ] <− CellSP
}
Ce l l s<−( State [ grep ( " \ \ TrackID " , colnames ( State ) ) ] ) # TrackIDs of a l l c e l l s
TTime<−Ce l l s # add CGT to GenTime
TTime [ , 2 ]<−cbind ( State [ grep ( " \ \ S ta t " , colnames ( State ) ) ] )
TTime [ " TrackingTime " ]<−NA #add new column to GenTime
Ce l l s<−un l is t ( Ce l l s ) # u n l i s t # u n l i s t CGT
Ce l l s<−as . character ( Ce l l s ) #as charac te rs −> a l l TrackIDs
for ( i i n 1 : ( length ( Ce l l s ) ) ) { # add mean genera t ion Times to GenTime data . frame
Cel lNr<−Ce l l s [ i ]
CellNrmax<−max ( ( t r ack $Time . x ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==Cel lNr ] ) #maxmo=end t ime f o r the c e l l
Cel lNrmin<−min ( ( t r ack $Time . x ) [ t r ack $TrackID . x==Cel lNr ] ) #minmo= s t a r t t ime f o r c e l l
Cel lNrDur<−CellNrmax−Cel lNrmin
TTime [ i , 3 ]<−Cel lNrDur∗5 / 60
}
write . table ( TTime , " TrackingTimeState . t x t " )
#### Generation and Generation Time
pdf ( " GenTimeGeneration . pdf " )
boxplot (GenTime$GenerationTime , y lab="Time [ h ] " , frame . plot=F , boxwex=0.5)
beeswarm (GenTime$GenerationTime , v e r t i c a l =T , add=T , pwpch=GenTime$Generation )
legend ( " t o p r i g h t " , legend=c (unique (GenTime$Generation ) ) , b ty="n " , pch=c (unique (GenTime
$Generation ) ) )
dev . o f f ( )
############################
# In fo rma t i on about Re−d i v i d i n g c e l l s #
setwd ( " " )
TS<−read . table ( " S t a t eD i s t r i b u t i o n . t x t " , header=T )
Mothern<−subset (TS, is .na (TS$Mother )&TS$Status ==1)
GenDivdiv<−d i vd i v
GenDivdiv [ , 6 ]<−NA
colnames ( GenDivdiv ) [ 6 ]<−" Generation "
Mothern<−subset (TS, is .na (TS$Mother )&TS$Status ==1)
ch i l d<−( Mothern [ grep ( " \ \ Daughter " , colnames ( Mothern ) ) ] )
c h i l d<−un l is t ( c h i l d ) # u n l i s t
ch i l d<−as . character ( c h i l d ) #as charac te rs
adnodes<−which ( d i v d i v$TrackID%in%ch i l d )
for ( i i n adnodes ) {
GenDivdiv$Generation [ i ]<−1
}
a<−which ( is .na ( GenDivdiv$Generation )==T)
while ( length ( a ) >0) {
b<−max( GenDivdiv$Generation ,na . rm=T)
Daughters<−subset ( GenDivdiv , GenDivdiv$Generation==b )
ch i l d<−( Daughters [ grep ( " \ \ Daughter " , colnames ( Daughters ) ) ] )
c h i l d<−un l is t ( c h i l d ) # u n l i s t
ch i l d<−as . character ( c h i l d ) #as charac te rs
adnodes<−which ( GenDivdiv$TrackID%in%ch i l d )
for ( i i n adnodes ) {
GenDivdiv$Generation [ i ]<−b+1
}
a<−which ( is .na ( GenDivdiv$Generation )==T)
}
write . table ( GenDivdiv , " D ivd ivGenera t ion . t x t " )
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Analysis of re-dividing and long-track cells
setwd ( " " )
d i v d i v<−read . table ( " d i v d i v . t x t " , header=T )
GenTime <− read . table ( "GenTime . t x t " , header=T)
Measure<−read . table ( " TrackingMeasurements . t x t " , header=T)
mGenT <− mean(GenTime$GenerationTime )+2∗ (sd (GenTime$GenerationTime ) )
Measure$TrackID <− c ( 1 :nrow (Measure ) )
a <− as . numeric (as . vector ( d i v d i v$TrackID ) )
t e s t <− Measure[−c (c ( a ) ) , ]
HM <− which ( t e s t $Tracklength >=mGenT)
b <− t e s t $TrackID [HM]
Longs <− Measure [ 0 , 0 ]
for ( i i n b ) {
TrLID <− which ( Measure$TrackID== i )
Longs <− rbind ( Longs , Measure [ TrLID , ] )
}
a <− d i vd i v$TrackID
D iv i de r <− Measure [ 0 , 0 ]
for ( i i n a ) {
TrLID <− which ( Measure$TrackID== i )
D i v i de r <− rbind ( D iv ider , Measure [ TrLID , ] )
}
nrow ( Longs ) / nrow ( D i v i de r )
mean( D i v i de r$MeanSpeed )
mean( Longs$MeanSpeed )
boxplot ( D i v i de r$MeanSpeed , Longs$MeanSpeed )
s t r i p c h a r t ( D i v i de r$MeanSpeed , v e r t i c a l = TRUE, method = " j i t t e r " , add = TRUE, pch = 20 , col
= ’ red ’ , a t =1)
s t r i p c h a r t ( Longs$MeanSpeed , v e r t i c a l = TRUE, method = " j i t t e r " , add = TRUE, pch = 20 , col =
’ red ’ , a t =2)
t . t e s t ( D i v i de r$MeanSpeed , Longs$MeanSpeed )
write . table ( D iv ider , " D i v i d e rCe l l s . t x t " )
write . table ( Longs , " LongTrackCel ls . t x t " )
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